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For Emma-Pearl:
Each Pomodoro spent on this book meant less beach time for you.
Though you don’t yet know all about lists and productivity,
you’re on almost all of my lists... and hands down,
the #1 beneficiary of my @Future-me tag.
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Read me

Here are a few quick pointers on getting around this PDF document… as well as some consolidated
references for all shared resources scattered throughout these pages.

1. Breadcrumb navigation bar

#Getting-around

Each page in this book has a breadcrumb navigation bar which lets you know exactly where you are
- not unlike in the WorkFlowy app itself. Also, each has 3 clickable links which take you to where you
imagine they would go:

• HOME: This link will take you to the table of contents.
• SECTION: Follow the 2nd link to the current section’s content page.
• CHAPTER: The 3rd link will land you back at the beginning of the current chapter.

2. Zoom-able bullet points #Getting-around
You can click/ tap on any of the bullet points in the Table of Contents (Home) and on the Section
Contents pages. They will take you to the chapters and subsections given. To go to any Section Contents page from the main Table of Contents, click on the section’s title text.

3. Red and blue hyperlinks

#Getting-around

• Red links are external hyperlinks. These will link to sites from your default web browser.
• Blue links are internal hyperlinks which connect you to relevant cross-referenced content.

4. Backtracking after following any link

#Getting-around

After having clicked on any link(s) in this PDF on desktop, you should be able to hit Alt+Left/ Right to
navigate back and forth. On mobile device, in whatever app you’re using, you should have options to
backtrack via some page link arrows.
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5. Keyboard shortcuts on Mac

#My-bad

To those readers on Mac OS X: One day I hope to be have the privilege of tinkering on my very own
Mac. Perhaps in the 2nd edition of this book I will include all Mac keyboard shortcuts too. However, I
do think most Mac users are sufficiently savvy to figure out the equivalent of the Windows shortcuts
given in this book. Also, your WorkFlowy keyboard shortcuts help menu should come in handy.

6. Shared lists

#Resource

I’ve shared a number of individual WorkFlowy lists throughout this book. These are public lists
that you are welcome to add to your account or just view online. Each of them presents hands-on
dynamics that you can tinker with and test. Just in case you lose track of where the links are in this
book, I’ll share a consolidated list with you here - which has each of the shared lists nested therein.
You can zoom into any of the lists there and then add them to your account. NOTE: Please be aware
of your monthly list limit if you are not yet a WorkFlowy Pro member.

7. Stylish code blocks

#Resource

Included in the above shared WorkFlowy list, you’ll also find the Stylish templates which are blocks
of CSS code that will come in handy later - if you’re up to giving WorkFlowy a face lift, that is.

8. Animated GIFs

#Resource

I’ve created a number of 5-second Animated GIFs to show you the moving parts of WorkFlowy in
certain scenarios. In each case, I have linked to a (safe) public Evernote note… and in each case
presented, all you do is click on any one of the conspicuous GIF icons in this book to take you there.

9. .pxp files

#Resource

Here are 2 .pxp files (PhraseExpress) in a shared Dropbox folder. These PhraseExpress files may come
in handy later.

10. Complimentary future editions #Say-what?
If you registered your e-mail at the time of purchasing this book, I will send you a complimentary
download link when all future editions come out. I’m aiming for mid 2016 (at the very latest) for my
2nd edition, which will have the new sections I’ve hinted at in a few places… and then some.
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WorkFlowy - where have
you been all my life?

There are outliners... and then there are outliners
When one begins to tinker with an outliner, you get the sneaky feeling that there’s more to it than
meets the eye. That something “more” is really the stirring of just about every productivity method
or hack you’ve ever heard of (and even those you don’t know exist yet). Quite a statement. So I wrote
this book to illustrate precisely that.
Now WorkFlowy goes a step further than the regular old outliner. It gives us Zoom-ability.
Zoomability makes WorkFlowy what it is. Without being able to zoom in on a bullet point or list,
WorkFlowy would not be WorkFlowy. Zoom gives us razor-sharp focus… zoom brings us Zen. The kind
of Zen that makes you want to write and plan… and cry tears of joy. Really.
It takes a bit of figuring out to finally click what one can actually do with WorkFlowy. I’m going to
show you a ton of things you haven’t figured out yet - and perhaps you’ll reciprocate one of these
days. That would be nice, because there are things I haven’t figured out yet. I’m sure of it.

I’m going back to the start
I have a private English student who’s a Rock Star here in Brazil. No kidding. Not only does he
perform on stage as the lead singer of Rocca Vegas, but he also manages his own company,
promoting events for some of the top bands in Brazil. He’s a family man, does Stand Up Paddle
Surfing… and a bazillion other things regular people like you and I do. So… we were talking about
apps that he could use to organize his life. I showed him a bunch of well-known, flashy apps that
are no doubt coding wonders in themselves - beautiful to behold… then I took him for a quick spin
within my WorkFlowy account, after which he enthusiastically exclaimed, “I’m convinced!” He then
inquired, “Does it come set up like that?”. I responded dramatically with a few taps of the keyboard,
”No. You start like this…” and waited for his response:
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He seemed a little puzzled. So I explained further: “It’s a 100% manual setup. How you build your
system depends on what you bring to the table.” I then proceeded to briefly run him through
WorkFlowy’s core features… and I touched on The Pomodoro Technique, a bit of GTD, Personal
Kanban, and the “Don’t break the chain!” hack. Well - maybe not so brief.

The world in a grain of sand
You’re going to have to design your own system from scratch, from nada. You start with one solitary
bullet and a flashing cursor… and you then build everything from the ground up. Unlike most other
apps, there’s no pre-existing infrastructure by which to go… and that’s the hugely positive part of
it: Not only do you make it your very own setup, but more significantly, you can do infinitely more.
Literally.
There is no perfect system - but there is just the right mashup of productivity hacks that will more
than get the job done for you. Not only am I going to show you the ins and outs of WorkFlowy. I’m
also going to show you how to do just about all of your work in WorkFlowy. Not just the outlining
- but also the writing, the journaling, the task-management - the whole bang shoot. I’m hoping to
convince you pretty much the way I did my student.
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What I use
WorkFlowy for

What I use WorkFlowy for is the subject of this book through and through. So everything you see
within these pages has been tried and tested (and lived) by yours truly. Here are some of the more
significant use cases I squeeze out of WorkFlowy:

For starters, I used WorkFlowy to write this book
…from start to finish. Every word, every Adobe InDesign paragraph style and every Markdown image
reference link is housed in a WorkFlowy list. I’m going to set you up quite nicely to do Markdown
writing in WorkFlowy - if you’re game, that is.

Task management
…Kanban style (or otherwise): I’ve blogged about it and I swear by it. On my blog, Productivity
Mashup, my tagline is, “Choose your hacks, build your system.” I don’t believe you’re going to find the
level of flexibility you need in order to patch your very own, tailor-made task-management system
together and use it as if it were really an extension of your brain, unless you use an outliner of
some sort - of which WorkFlowy is supreme. This is not a whimsical claim. Stick with me - there’s
much to talk about. We’ll be looking at a calendar system in WorkFlowy, recurring tasks, a variety
of prioritization methods, archiving, etc. - for both personal miscellaneous tasks and project
management -the works. You’re in for a treat. I say that with all humility.

Journaling
Journaling is not something everyone is given to. Neither was I - until WorkFlowy gave me a reason
to do so. You see, I don’t think I’m ever going to revise all of my journal writing - I’d only be fooling
myself - but WorkFlowy has given me a way to pinpoint what I deem to be the choicest and most
useful, encouraging and inspiring of crap stuff I write up daily.
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Book reading for research/ projects
I’m being serious. You’ll find it impossible to resist some form of the way I do it in WorkFlowy for
select books, once you hear what I have to say. EDIT: To appear in the 2nd edition of this book.

@Future-Me
I get @Future-Me to show up once in a while and remind me about the stuff of life - just one of
scores of useful hacks in this book that might come in handy. I’ll show you some tagging magic that
will streamline your workflow and your actual WorkFlowy setup - and basically wangle way more out
of WorkFlowy than you may currently be anticipating.

Blog writing, lesson prep and everything else under the sun
…including export to Word/ PDF, etc. I’ll share some useful conversion tools that make transforming
any of your work written in WorkFlowy (via Markdown formatting) into the end result you’re looking
for, including the automatic pulling in of the actual images referenced in WorkFlowy.

Focused writing within a minimalist environment of my choosing Any font style, color and formatting of my choice (for tags and text), along with the tweaking of any
WorkFlowy elements I desire. You can set up your interface to have the exact look and feel you want
on the web app. Say what!? Yep - I’ll show you a whole new layer (literally) to WorkFlowy, which I’m
dumbfounded and gobsmacked that I don’t see people shouting from the rooftops about. I’ll also
be sharing some copy-paste CSS coding to help you with a one-time setup, and hold your hand as
we walk through the how-to’s together.

Thinking about thinking (metacognition):
The art of dissecting and analyzing your thoughts, intents and motivations becomes simplistically
intuitive, no matter where you are in your WorkFlowy outline - and no matter which of the above
use-case hats you’re wearing. (To appear in the 2nd edition of this book.)

Which leads me to the reason why I do this and way more in WorkFlowy…
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Walter Bishop’s brain

To illustrate why I do just about everything in WorkFlowy and why it is so highly advantageous to do
so (as touched on in the previous chapter), I’m going to draw on an example from one of my favorite
Science Fiction TV series, “Fringe”…
One of the main characters, Walter Bishop, the archetypal mad/ eccentric scientist, struggles with
adjusting to normal life after living seventeen years in a mental institution. Here’s an excerpt from
FringePedia:
“After his release from Saint Claire’s, Walter occasionally displays traits consistent with mild autism,
including social awkwardness and mildly obsessive behavior. Later, it was confirmed that Walter had
pieces of his hippocampus removed and implanted in other people’s brains several years earlier to
remove his memories of how to construct a portal to the alternate universe, and to ensure that the
extracted brain tissue was kept alive should there be a need to retrieve this memory at a later date.
When temporarily connected back to his brain pieces, Walter appears to recover lost memories and
also becomes less hesitant and more sure of himself in his speech.”
Walter Bishop didn’t quite have it all together. There was obviously something missing… and we
only discover this some way down the road in the plot. Shifting back to our non-fiction world for a
second: Amidst our productivity pursuits and our knowledge work, we often need to use a variety of
tools to get the job done - we draw on the specialist features of individual apps that do what they
do best.
We have nifty word processors, task-management apps, outlining and mind-mapping tools,
collaboration platforms… and not to forget the 3rd-party apps that help those apps function better.
In so doing, we start dissecting our digital brains and fracturing our focus. This, in turn, throws a
dissonant spanner in the works when it comes to our workflow and cognitive processes. There’s a
disassociation at play, which makes it just that much more tedious to find all of the information we
need effortlessly.
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You’ll be hard-pressed to find tools that, for instance, do a half-decent job of consolidating task
management and the actual creation of data/ writing. Especially challenging is the dilemma of
consolidating personal tasks with project management. You know - having one interface for most of
(if not all) of the stuff that you do, the things you are engaged in.
The more we can reasonably consolidate and bring our data together under one roof, the better
that data interacts with the sum total of what we’re focusing on. WorkFlowy’s slogan, “Organize your
brain”, is the crux of the matter here. We need to patch the disconnect we often have between the
planning and the actual doing - to bridge that gap without skipping a beat. WorkFlowy helps us do
just that. Just a simple example, (which is merely the tip of the iceberg):
From my Eisenhower Matrix (task list)…

…I shift to the list where I do the actual outlining and writing of this book (whether via a hyperlink
shortcut or a list on my home page):

Within my WorkFlowy book list, I have a tag that references a PhraseExpress keyboard shortcut list…

…in case I need to quickly brush up on, say, a Markdown formatting keyboard shortcut I set up in
PhraseExpress:
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All the while, since I usually work in time-boxed periods to measure my progress, I keep track of my
Pomodori using the Pomodoro Technique on my home page in my “Workspace” section.

I tag any activit(ies) that I’m currently working on with a @wip (work in progress) tag and periodically
bring up all instances thereof account-wide - to make sure nothing is falling through the cracks…
and to be sure that I am “limiting my work in progress”, in typical Kanban style.

An interplay between task-management and knowledge work is a must. The two co-exist. Ideas
beget tasks and tasks expand on ideas. And so it goes… ‘round and ‘round. WorkFlowy has the
necessary cogs to build whatever system it is that you have in mind.
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What, technically,
is WorkFlowy?

According to this blog post, WorkFlowy launched on November 4, 2010.
The creators of WorkFlowy, Jesse Patel and Mike Turitzin came up with this description:
“WorkFlowy is a zoomable document that provides unprecedented flexibility in organizing your ideas.”
Unprecedented? You mean like, “Never known or done before… unparalleled”? Also taking into account
all the other apps you or I have ever tinkered with? According to my self-pronounced, semi-guru
opinion: without a doubt. We’re going to put that notion to the test within the pages of this book and you be the judge of that.

A description in app stores
• “WorkFlowy is a beautiful tool for taking notes and making lists. Simple to use, but incredibly
powerful, WorkFlowy can help you manage all the information in your life.”

• “WorkFlowy is like a notepad with super powers.”

WorkFlowy’s YouTube video narrative:
• “WorkFlowy is like a single piece of paper that can hold your entire brain. It’s the first

organizational tool that lets you easily organize things the way you naturally think by breaking
everything down into smaller pieces and putting smaller pieces together with bigger ones… and
focusing in on one thing at a time. I use WorkFlowy for everything from brainstorming to notetaking to organizing projects to keeping a journal. It’s as easy to use as a text editor. It can hold
mountains of information without becoming overwhelming.”
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WorkFlowy’s tagline
• Organize your brain.

WorkFlowy’s more serious tagline
• Make Lists. Not War.

WorkFlowy’s 11 core features:
• Zoom-ability
• Nest-ability

• Expand/collapse-ability
• Tag-ability

• Search-ability
• Move-ability
• Link-ability

• Share-ability
• Hide-ability

• Note-ability

• Breadcrumb-ability

WorkFlowy’s superpower
• Zoomability

Some Terminology
• Lists/ bullets/ bullet points/ nodes - They’re all the same thing

• Nested list - A list that fits snugly inside another list like a Russian Matryoshka doll

• Breadcrumb navigation - The navigation bar showing you how you got to where you are

The WorkFlowy Blog
• blog.workflowy.com

The rest of what is to follow will settle these claims. One big question mark, though: At the end of
the YouTube video referenced, Jesse Patel says, “You’ll be less stressed and more productive. You’ll also
probably win the lottery.” I haven’t tested out the latter yet. I must say, it sounds compelling.
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Show and tell The WorkFlowy basics

It’s a magical world… Let’s go exploring!
I love new beginnings. WorkFlowy gives us one every day - whenever we zoom in on a brand new list.
Here’s our Genesis - the bullet/ the list/ the node, and its accomplice - a (normally) flashing cursor:

A bullet point says to us, “I can be whatever you want me to be.” The possibilities are endless: Are we
looking at the start of a book here? Is this the home of my bucket list? Something I dare not forget?
Or is this where my life starts to make sense?

An insightful thought from the WorkFlowy blog
Jesse Patel wrote: “One of the great things about WorkFlowy is that there is no difference between a
category, a note, a task, or anything else you create. All of them are just bullet points. This means it’s
easy to turn notes into tasks (by assigning people to them) or add notes under tasks (simply by adding
more bullet points under them). It also means you never need to waste time thinking, ‘Is this a task? Is
this a note? Is this a category?’ – you just start typing.”
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No. I am your father.
You know you’re looking at a parent list…

… when it has children lists tucked away therein/ thereunder:

Similarly, when we look upstream from children lists, we now see that they are also sibling lists in
relation to one another.

Know whence you came…
“If you know whence you came, there are absolutely no limitations to where you can go.”

- James Baldwin

Three things happen when you click/ tap on a bullet point:

• You ZOOM into that list and your bullet/ list text now becomes the page title.

• Parent list(s), all the way back to the home page, now show in the breadcrumb navigation bar,
so you can see from whence you came.

• One has greater clarity and can now focus more sharply on what lies ahead.
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Talk much about tags later we will
Once you learn how to wield “@” and “#” tags, you will be able to summon them from wherever they
are: Either by tapping/ clicking directly on them or entering them into the search box, they will show
up account-wide from whatever list you’re in all the way downstream. Use them wisely and you’ll
always be able to locate and pinpoint specific elements a long, long time from now.

Tags are our “midi-chlorians” - to borrow a Star Wars reference - the Force behind WorkFlowy. I’ll be
going way more in-depth in later chapters (with a lot more direct talk). Don’t panic. The geeky side
of things simply has to run its course for now. Tap on @Yoda and you’ll have no trouble finding him
wherever he is:

That wraps up the most basic of WorkFlowy basics. There are many more basics to cover - and I
think, for most people, this chapter did not likely reveal anything new. I’m using it as a warmup for
some simple terminology that will be carried over throughout the book. I am also quite sure that
you smart people have already done a fair amount of tinkering and discovered most of WorkFlowy’s
features tucked away here and there. A lot can be figured out in just 10 minutes… There’s really not a
lot to click on.
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So we’re going to launch straight into use cases, “advanced” workflows, and a heck of a lot of latent
capabilities you may never have guessed were under WorkFlowy’s hood. You see - it is one thing
to know that certain features exist. It is another thing entirely to use those features together with
everything you have to bring to the table. I’m going to bring everything I have to the table for you.
Keeping with that train of thought… from here on out, all WorkFlowy features (both big and small),
including keyboard shortcuts, hidden search operators, productivity systems and methods absolutely everything I know about WorkFlowy - will unfold in the showing and telling of numerous
use-cases, tips and hacks. I am positive that even the most advanced of WorkFlowy power users will
learn much within the pages of this book.

“… a fresh, clean start! It’s like having a big white sheet of paper to draw on! A day full of
possibilities! It’s a magical world, Hobbes, ol’ buddy… …let’s go exploring!”

- Calvin and Hobbes
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A WorkFlowy facelift
with Stylish

In the Star Trek Universe, it was common for Starfleet officers to undergo cosmetic surgery in order
to change their appearance and blend in on special missions. On one such occasion, Captain
Jean-Luc Picard and Commander Data underwent cosmetic surgery to look like Romulans for an
undercover operation on Romulus, in an episode entitled, “Unification.” Of course, the surgeries were
easily reversible - just like the flip switch we have with a game-changer of a browser extension called
Stylish.

The elephant in the room
Inevitably, this was going to have to be the first meaty chapter of the book, as the cat has long since
been let out of the bag. No doubt, you’ve already seen a number of screenshots that don’t look quite
like your own WorkFlowy interface. You will have already seen my use of salmon-pink tags, navy URL
links, a faded out breadcrumb navigation bar, a black search result highlight color… and a few other
oddities. It’s about to get a whole lot odder…
In the pages to follow, you will see a list of elements that one can play around with in the Stylish
extension. Use it as a reference guide or take it all in systematically - it’s up to you. What I will say is
that if you change up just one of the elements, it will ripple throughout your account. Here, the small
things matter. These small details can make WorkFlowy into an environment which is that much
more of a pleasure to work in. I’ve done a lot of tinkering to figure things out and come up with
something that I’m blown away with. It’s not only a matter of aesthetics - it also has far-reaching
effects in many technical and practical areas… which will spill over into other chapters.
The trend in this chapter will be to start with the basic building blocks - isolated elements… and
then work our way up towards the bigger picture and see how all of these elements fit together to
give you a setup that you never knew was possible - one that you can really be excited about.
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ABC… Easy as 1 2 3
Stylish is an easy-to-use browser extension for Chrome and Firefox that can customize the
appearance of a web page by applying user created styles to it. One can easily tweak many elements
of the WorkFlowy web page by overriding its styling. This extension sort of superimposes the styling
we want as a layer over the site’s own CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) - and you can turn individual
elements on and off at will by checking/ unchecking them in the Stylish pop-out menu.

NOTE: For Mac users there is no Stylish extension for Safari… but once you’ve taken it for a spin on
either Chrome or Firefox, you’ll want to keep one of the two within finger’s reach at all times. After
tinkering with some Stylish styles and reinventing your WorkFlowy online app’s aesthetics, you’ll use
it every chance you get.

The proof is in the pudding
To begin with, this little app called WorkFlowy has single-handedly lead me to almost entirely
neglect my iPad and fall in love with desktop all over again. And then Stylish goes and puts the
cherry on top of the web app, causing me to all but shun the WorkFlowy Desktop app I had once
been fixated on.
Open yourself to the possibilities here. Heck, while you’re at it, get used to Firefox or Chrome (Mac
users). People have long since asked for colored tags and like customizations in WorkFlowy - Stylish
gives us just that.

Monkey see monkey do
There’s no end to the tinkering one can do with Stylish, so I’m going to show you what I’ve figured
out thus far: I’ll be demonstrating some of the magic things you can do to make WorkFlowy exactly
the environment you want to work in. More importantly, I’ll also be sharing some simple copy-paste
CSS code for Stylish styles and giving you some pointers on how to tweak it to suit your needs. It’s
going to be a cinch.

let’s get to it…
It goes without saying that you’re going to need to install the Stylish extension in either Chrome or
Firefox. How much or how little tinkering and tweaking you do is entirely up to you… but keep this
in mind: however much effort you put into it will be well worth it, especially since it’s a one-time setup
that runs in the background. From there on out, it’s simply flipping a switch (or not).
Of course, when you shift to Android or iOS (or the offline Desktop app), your styles set up in Stylish
do not show up. It’s simply a layer - a layer that you’re really going to want to take advantage of
on the web app… and unlike Gollum’s precious ring, there’s more than enough to go around for
everybody… so make it yours.
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The Stylish menu
Once you’ve installed the Stylish extension, when you click on the Stylish icon in your browser, you’ll
see the following pop-out menu:
The 8 styles you see were either created by other smarter users than
myself, which I installed and tweaked… or created by myself. At the
bottom of the menu you will see a checkbox, “Turn all styles off”.
What it actually does is it turn all styles off. See? There’s nothing to
it. What I wanted to draw your attention to is the part about, “Find
more styles for this site.” If you’re currently in your WorkFlowy account
and you follow the link, it will take you to:
https://userstyles.org/styles/browse/workflowy

userstyles(dot)org
… where you can browse through the WorkFlowy themes and skins
available. Some skins allow you to customize a theme before hitting
the “+ Install with Stylish” button. Regardless of your choice here, you
can always tweak the code later, which is invariably what you will
want to do, since with all the possibilities out there, you’ll never find
something ready-made that will float your boat the way it could be
floated. What you’ll end up doing is cobbling together snippets of
code from multiple style sheets to do your bidding.

The nitty gritty
Once you’ve installed a theme, it will now appear in your browser pop-out menu (when you’re on
the WorkFlowy page, that is). From that menu you can both edit a style (by hitting “Edit” right under
the style you’re wanting to edit)… or create your own style (by clicking on “Write styles for:…”). Either
way, you’ll be taken to a dashboard where you can either create something from scratch, paste in
some code you found somewhere or tweak an installed theme:

One doesn’t have to know much to wangle what you want out of some CSS code. Let’s take a look at
the basics…
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More information, please
A CSS comment starts with /* and ends with */. Comments are used to explain any code, and will
come in handy at a later stage when you want to do some adjusting (Comments are ignored by
browsers). I’ve included comments in the copy-paste code I’m providing in this shared WorkFlowy
list. There are ample comments to clearly signal what’s what.
So, with that, I’m going to take you through some of the basic coding elements which enable us to
change things up. At this point, it is helpful to know that each of these little snippets of code work
independently in Stylish. By that I mean they do not have to go into any particular order. You can
patch bits and pieces from here and there together to get the end result you want. You don’t even
have to know why the code looks the way it does. We simply need to pay attention to the comments
about the code (what it does) and what portions thereof we can swap out to get what we want.

It all starts here: font-family
You can use any standard web font… or any font you have installed on your local machine for
personal use. That’s huge! If this is the one thing you use Stylish for, you’ve immediately transformed
the feel of your workflow. Here’s what the code looks like:

I personally use “Gotham Rounded Light” - one of the classics. Thus you’ll see it throughout this book
in the screenshots (By the way, for the text in this book, I’ve used a great free Gotham lookalike Montserrat.). All one need do is substitute whatever font you see in the code with your own. Here is a
great site where you can find more fonts than you’ll know what to do with. Anything you see there
you can have as a font (for your personal use) on the WorkFlowy web app. It wouldn’t be practical to
actually use the following fonts, but here they are in WorkFlowy anyways - for good or for bad:
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Hyperlink styles
A little bit of color goes a looong way. And changing up the font itself if you so choose. To distinguish
between your document text font and URL hyperlinks, one would swap out the following
parameters:

I’ve opted for a font called “Traveling _Typewriter”, just because I like it. It gives me just the right
contrast I’m looking for. You may abhor it. But what’s important is that it works for me. You
may want to keep the same font globally or you may want to go with something different. The
Hexadecimal color code I went with (#59597F) gives me a deep navy blue (more about “hex” codes
in a bit). I use this color link with a white background:

When I’m working on a beige or black background, I choose to go with a dark gray color:
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Hexadecimal colors
Hex color codes consist of a hashtag followed
by an alphanumeric 6-digit code. Really, we
don’t need to know much about them, except
that (1) each color under the sun can be
represented by a hex color code and (2) all we
need do is copy-paste the codes for the colors
we want into a code snippet. To help us out,
here’s a useful online color picker where one
simply picks a color from a chart and copies
the code given.

Tag styles
There are a number of chapters in this book that expand on the use cases and dynamics of tags…
but first things first. Let’s see what different tag styles look like. Here’s the code snippet:

My tags are a salmon-ish color on a white background and some shade of brown on darker
backgrounds. For my beige background, I’ve gone with the Traveling _Typewriter font. One really has
to take a look at how all of the elements play off one another. Tinker until you find a “perfect” match
for whatever background(s) you’re working with. These are my core set of tags on my home page:
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Background colors
Depending on the time of day and the quality of the ambient light, I like to work within 3 distinct
themes, each with their own particular feel: White, Black and Beige. When you change up the
background, you change the theme itself - you may need to go with a whole new color configuration.
I’ve mostly used a white background with my screenshots for this book… but I really mostly work
with my beige theme. Here’s what the background code snippet looks like:

A 2nd font face and/ or text style for any text anywhere
This tip is a gem for writers. Especially book writers. So… why would one want to have 2 different
font families and/ or font colors in the same outline? One incredibly useful reason I’ve found is to
visually distinguish between the body text of, say, your book writing and the headings/ subheadings
thereof. One can actually see the final font of your publication by flipping the switch on your global
WorkFlowy font… and then also manually formatting the headings (or any select text you want) as
you write.
You thought that the only possibilities we had in WorkFlowy were: Bold, Italic and Underline? Well,
yes… but… what we’re going to do is hijack one of those and make it do what we want instead. Bold
and Italic are way too essential to mess with. That leaves Underline. Underline, being the most
recent of the WorkFlowy text formatting arrivals, didn’t really feature all that much in my workflow. I
can live without it. But am I really living without it if I decide to “piggyback” on Underline formatting?
A wild guess is that most people use Underline to highlight stuff of importance. With that, lets take
a look at two alternate possibilities:

1. A 2nd font face:
What you’ll see in the following screenshot is a combination of “Gotham Rounded light” for the body
text and “Gotham” (which is a lot more beefed up), together with bold formatting for my subheadings. I like the juxtaposition… plus it looks like my book formatting:
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You can use any other font you want - it doesn’t have to be from the same font family. Here’s the
code:

The very cover of this book was created from a screenshot that I took of some modified CSS styling
in a WorkFlowy outline. The screenshot image itself was not edited in any way.
You can also change the revamped Underline formatting color for different backgrounds. Oh…
I almost forgot: All you need to do for this to work is hit Ctrl+U - the way you would ordinarily
underline - after selecting your text. No mess, no fuss.

2. A highlighter with your choice of color
We’ve all seen text highlighting… If that’s something that may be helpful in your workflow, you can
change the text color and its background as you wish, simply by “Underlining” any text. This may
draw your attention to something you might want to edit at a later stage by making it stand out:

As you can see, I chose a yellow highlighter by changing the text background color for the Underline
span in the following code snippet:
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Modify zoomed-in page title
We can also modify the style of our page title (The heading that we have when we zoom into any
list). I only modify this parameter on my darker background themes, since I like to keep my white
background theme as minimalist as possible… and even then, I use exactly the same styling as I do
for the modified Underline formatting (see above: “A 2nd font face”). This is the code snippet you’re
looking for:

No bullets
Normally, I install a mix and match of code snippets together in one style/ theme… but with this
great little piece of code (No bullets), I install it as a separate, standalone style that I can turn on and
off whenever I want. I usually use it when I’m reading a book in WorkFlowy (more about that in the
second edition of this book)… but you may want to try it when you’re writing. It makes your bullets
invisible. If we take the same screenshot I used to illustrate using two font faces above and turn on
the “No bullets” style, this is what I will get:

All you will get is a bullet background for those parent lists that have nested lists which are
collapsed at the time. It’s not necessary to tweak the code, so I will not include a screenshot here,
but I do have the code which you can copy-paste in this shared WorkFlowy list. As already hinted,
I recommend installing it as a separate style all on its own. That way you can turn it on and off
without affecting any other style elements.
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Search result color
Did you know that when you filter for tags or search for anything in WorkFlowy, the yellow
highlighted search results can actually be swapped out as well? So instead of getting this:

… you can activate a different background and text color for search results in different themes:

Here’s the code snippet:
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Selected text background color
Whenever you select text to format, delete, etc., the background color is usually a generic blue. You
can also modify the text color itself. Personally, I go with a nice saturated red across all themes,
which stands out from all other subdued elements:

Here’s the code that determines the background and text color thereof:

Tag background colors
This one is on the top of many people’s WorkFlowy wish lists. It’s a highly customizable affair if you’re
working in either Chrome or Firefox with the Stylish browser extension. I’m a minimalist… however, I
do currently have 4 select tags that I like to give a colored background:

The above tags are related to task contexts. The first two are for recurring tasks: My expenses and my
P90X exercise routine. The last two are related to priorities. I use these colored tags so that their tasks
can be identified at a glance across my “Kanban Calendar” task-management system.
TIP: If you see yourself making good use of this code snippet, I recommend installing it as a
standalone style - not to be able to turn it off, but rather for quick access to the isolated code itself,
in order to set up new tags easily.
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In the following code snippet, I’ve highlighted the parts that you might want to play around with: (1)
The name of the tag, (2) the background color, (3) the text color and (4) a different font family if you
feel the need. There are other bits and pieces you could play around with, such as text size and “fontweight” (bold, italic), etc. You’ll figure it out through your keen powers of observation if you really
want to!

Note styles
I don’t use WorkFlowy’s note feature much for taking notes. I use it more for the paragraph breaks I
need in Markdown writing and tag menus (I’ll expand on both in later chapters). I do, however have
my own use cases… and sometimes I like flipping a “Stylish” switch to give my notes a different feel.
You can change up the font color among tons of possibilities… but what I like to do is simply give my
notes a different font face. In this case, a Caecilia font… plus I like to italicize this classic font because
it renders italic beautifully:

If you’re going to want to tinker with this code snippet, you’ll be looking for the following:
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Full-screen minimalist - These are the things I can do without…
I did an inordinate amount of tinkering to figure out how to make WorkFlowy into as distractionfree and minimalist a writing environment as possible - in whatever theme I happen to be working.
If you’re serious about doing your actual writing (not just outlining) in WorkFlowy, this is huge.
WorkFlowy has always been spectacular… but this makes it even more spectacular-er. Whether or
not you choose to zoom into a list, enter full-screen mode (F11) or work within a staggered outline nothing beats getting rid of non-essential distractions:

The above theme may not look like much (pun intended)… but that’s the point - there’s a method
to the minimalism. You won’t find this theme on the userstyles.org site but you can get the code in
this shared WorkFlowy list and set up your own style. It works well with WorkFlowy’s “Minimal” theme
(which is a WorkFlowy Pro feature).

The above theme is as minimal as it gets in WorkFlowy on the web - without any Stylish extension
tweaks. By the way - both of the above screenshots were taken in full-screen mode… and although
you don’t really see the WorkFlowy toolbar in the first, it’s most definitely there.
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Full-screen minimalist: A close-up
1. The following tweaks, via code snippets, cut out all non-essential
clutter on the WorkFlowy interface:
• Fluid-width page setup (more writing space) with no box shadows and borders.

• The breadcrumb navigation bar has been lightened so as to lend more focus to one’s lists/
writing:

• The “add” (plus) button has been faded significantly, so that if one were writing in a list

heading after zooming in, it is barely noticeable. I’ve also increased the size for aesthetics:

• Slightly smaller and lighter, more opaque children and parent list bullets.

2. The following changes have been made to the WorkFlowy toolbar:

• The Completed: Visible/ Invisible, Help and Saved buttons have been hidden. One can easily
hover over the Help and Completed buttons to show them.

• The “Save now” button only appears momentarily between syncs as one writes. It disappears
once any changes have been synced to WorkFlowy. The subsequent “Saved” button status
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becomes obsolete, since if the “Save now” button is not showing, everything has been saved.

• The undo and redo buttons are invisible: I find it quicker to use the Ctrl+Z/ Ctrl+Shift+Z
shortcuts.

• The WorkFlowy + logo is hidden.

• The Search box has no border and the background color has been scaled right down. Hit Esc
to jump to a search or hover over the search box and it will fade in:

• The “Star this page” and “Show starred pages” buttons are more opaque, but still easily located.
• The Menu arrow is slightly faded.

3. Loose ends:

• The Site Slogan, “Make Lists. Not War.” and the bottom links have been faded some.

• As previously pictured, the search result color text is white with a black background.
• Completed items are faded out… and fade in on hover over:

• When the Keyboard shortcut helper is activated, it will remain invisible and will fade in at the
bottom right of the interface only when hovered over.

After setting up the Full-Screen Minimalist style in the Stylish browser extension: shift into “WorkFlowy
Minimal” under settings (Pro theme), enter full-screen mode (F11)… and zoom in to about 125%.
All of the above tweaks and more can be easily identified within the code provided - by way of the code
comments - in this shared WorkFlowy list (Full-screen minimalist template).

Every little thing is gonna be alright
Just remember that there’s not much that can go wrong with Stylish. It’s simply a styling layer that
overlays the WorkFlowy web app’s styling. You can turn your experiments on and off… and over
time tweak them to suit your wants or needs. Things can only get better from here on out. One last
thing: Stylish has been around a lot longer than WorkFlowy and has a massive user base… so you
will always be able to, in some shape or form, wangle the styles you want out of the WorkFlowy web
app.. There’s nothing to lose really… and everything to gain. I must have discovered Stylish a few
weeks prior to writing this very chapter, believe it or not… and when I “rise up this morning [I opened
up WorkFlowy and] smiled with the rising sun.”
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Painter for WorkFlowy

There’s one thing I haven’t quite figured out how to do yet with the Stylish extension - give a specific
background color to an entire line/ bullet. That’s where “Painter for WorkFlowy” comes in:

Sometimes we need attention-grabbers. In a minimalist app such as WorkFlowy, the above color
block is like a punch in the face. Sometimes a punch in the face is exactly what one needs, especially
if a punch in the face could save us from far worse consequences. I don’t use this functionality much,
but when I do, I feel it’s justified.
You can find “Painter for WorkFlowy” in the Chrome web store.
There’s nothing to it: after installing this extension, just add one of the following 17 color tags to any
bullet or note and it will give you that background color (you have to activate “Marker mode” first):
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It also works in the breadcrumb navigation bar:

TIP: If the presence of the actual tag itself bugs you, it can be made invisible by using Stylish to
modify its color. Change the color of your tag to the background color it invokes. I use the black
background color here and there:

Home

Organize your
brain - Setup
Feed me Seymour!
It’s a Kanban magic
Nested lists
Nested lists and GTD
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Feed me Seymour!

Before long, you’ll find that your one zoomable WorkFlowy document takes on a life of its own…
Remember that carnivorous plant, “Audrey II”, from that classic 1986 comedy rock musical, “The little
shop of horrors.”? In the 1986 remake, the origin of the plant is a little obscure, however, we discover
from the 1960 film that Seymour, a nerdy flower shop assistant, creates Audrey II by crossbreeding a
Butterwort and a Venus flytrap. Seymour discovers that the plant needs human blood to survive, and
so each night Seymour nurses Audrey II with blood by pricking his own fingers. As the plant gets
bigger, it obviously becomes more demanding…
The more you feed your WorkFlowy document, the bigger and more powerful it gets. It’s insatiable.
We’re like Seymour, who finds that a few drops of blood are no longer sufficient. He needs… we need
something more substantial. WorkFlowy is voracious. It’ll take everything you can throw at it and
more. And having taken all you can throw at it (and more) - just about when you think you’re all listed out - you’ll find so much more to put into WorkFlowy. As your document grows, you’ll need to
come up with smarter additional ways of organizing everything. The great thing is that organizing
your stuff in WorkFlowy is intuitive. The even greater thing is that there are organizational methods
that go way beyond the obvious: There’s plenty of space to grow with WorkFlowy. Let’s start with the
obvious and work our way up…
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It’s a Kanban magic

Did you ever cheat when trying to solve a Rubik’s Cube? I can’t remember if I ever solved one
without peeling off the stickers and/ or disassembling the cube itself. Some preliminary research
tells me that with the standard 3x3x3 cube alone, there are at least 43 quintillion possible
arrangements, or what the experts call “permutations”. That’s staggering. There are many possible
permutations of one’s ideas - infinite possible arrangements - and what WorkFlowy allows us to do
is break down our ideas into smaller constituents and reorder them until it’s a perfect fit - with zero
compunction. We are more than free to “peel off the stickers” and rearrange them.
There are countless algorithms and methods that have been devised to solve the Rubik’s cube in
under 100 moves. We call these “optimal solutions”. In other words, some methods are more effective
than others. So it is with organizing your ideas and tasks in order to complete a project. There are
methods to bring order to the chaos and to streamline one’s workflow… and they’re a heck of a lot
easier to understand than, say, the Wolstenholme notation, the Fridrich’s solution or the Roux Method
(strategies for the Rubik’s Cube).

The tools of the trade
Kanban principles allow for both simple and complex use-cases. I’m going to give you Personal
Kanban at its simplest. The chances are that you’re most likely already practicing a bit of Kanban
without even realizing it. The core principles of the Kanban system fit like hand in glove with
WorkFlowy’s skill set.
The name “Kanban” originates from Japanese and translates as “signboard” or “billboard”. Kanban
was developed by Taiichi Ohno, an industrial engineer at Toyota, “as a system to improve and
maintain a high level of production.” There’s a branch of Kanban called “Personal Kanban”, which lays
out two dead-easy core principles:

1. Visualize your workflow
2. Limit your Work in Progress (WIP)
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When it comes to task management (and even the organization of our outlines), the most basic of
workflows could go something like this:

• To Do (Backlogged) > Doing (Work in Progress) > Done

The way it was
The traditional Kanban board is usually set up on a white board, divided into whatever stages one
might need. Each task is written on a colored post-it note and moved along the board from left
to right through progressive stages. You can call your stages whatever you want… but generally, we
have a backlog of items we need to deal with, and one at a time, we pull them into our Work in
Progress (Working on/ Doing) stage… and once they’ve been completed, we move them to our Done/
Completed stage. It’s literally as easy as 1,2,3.
If you’ve ever seen an app similar to Trello, then you’ll know what a Kanban board looks like:

In the above graphic, you’ll see a Trello board that I could have used to help set up my blog,
Productivitymashup.com. That project is a done deal, thus all of the cards are stacked in the “Done”
stage.

Brave new world
I’ve used Trello and Kanban boards for everything under the sun… but this project somehow found
its way into WorkFlowy. I then began to use WorkFlowy for blog outlines. That was the beginning
for me. I immediately realized that I could not squeeze out of other apps what I could get out of
WorkFlowy. No way, no how. Here’s what the same project looks like in WorkFlowy:
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I use Trello for collaborating with documents. I’m not knocking Trello. It’s spectacular. But once
again, I’m favoring our little light-weight outlining app (1 MB on iPhone) and pitting it against some
of the heavyweights:

• Trello does allow for checklists within a card within a stage - so in this case it gives me just as
much depth as I got out of WorkFlowy. But alas, I do have to open each card in Trello to see
the items therein.

• With WorkFlowy I get to see as much or as little as I choose. I am able to survey all elements
in one broad sweep if I wish. Another huge plus is the ease with which we can arrange in
WorkFlowy: each bullet list or point, no matter where it is, is instantly accessible.

Under pressure - limiting your Work in Progress
How about limiting the work that we’ve got on our plate right now, our “Work in Progress”? Besides
having a “pull” dynamic, where you pull tasks from your Backlogged stage into your “Working on”
stage, we also have a “push” dynamic: When your plate is too full, you push certain items back into
the Backlogged stage. This helps us to focus on the most important thing(s) we should currently be
doing.
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A vertical shift
One obvious change in dynamic is that on a typical Kanban board, you work horizontally, from left to
right, whereas in WorkFlowy we have a vertical workflow from top to bottom. In a later chapter we’ll
look at how the dynamics of a quadrant (Eisenhower Matrix) play out in a vertical list. Vertical format
is highly advantageous (and intuitive). It flows with one’s narrative, along with just about all forms of
knowledge work.

Kanban for book writing
I have scores of projects which have taken on the Kanban dynamic: The screenshot below shows the
behind the scenes, the making of this book. The first “sibling” list is my “CHAPTERS” section. Here you
see Kanban in action:

I have 3 stages: WORKING ON, WRITTEN and BACKLOGGED (You can order the stages any way they
make sense to you). At the time of the screenshot, I was working on this very chapter. I pulled it in to
the WORKING ON stage from the BACKLOGGED stage, where I have all of my notes and ideas ready
to go:
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Once I’m done with a chapter, I move it to the WRITTEN stage - and it’s out of the way. No clutter.
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Double dog Kanban - I dare you
Within any Kanban setup, you can go deeper and have a simplified Kanban-like workflow within
a bigger Kanban context. All in a day’s work in WorkFlowy. In the image below, you will see that I
have pulled the material for a new chapter into my WORKING ON stage, and immediately under the
chapter title I have the first subsection I want to work on. The rest of the backlogged subsections topics about tags that I want to expand upon - get nested under what I like to call a Ghost Bullet…

When I collapse the Ghost Bullet, I get to focus entirely on my work in progress - a subsection on
basic tag types. In turn, I pull each individual topic from the Ghost Bullet list into my main chapter
list until the chapter is done. From there I move the chapter to my WRITTEN stage.

There’s much more to show and tell about Kanban principles. Mainly in my chapter on task
management, Kanban Calendar style. We’ll also be looking at Kanban within Kanban - consolidating
individual projects’ workflows within the broader perspective of all of one’s global, miscellaneous
life’s tasks.
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Nested lists

The Cat in the Hat Comes Back
In Dr. Seuss’ rambunctious story about The Cat in the Hat who enlists the assistance of Little Cat A
(who he produces from under his hat) - who in turn lifts his hat to reveal Little Cat B… and so on all the way down to Little Cat Z (who has the power to unleash a Voom)… we get a picture of what
WorkFlowy is capable of. Having a figurative cat within another cat’s hat within yet another cat’s hat
at least 26 layers deep may never be necessary in one’s workflow in an entire lifetime. But the very
ability to do so, if desired, is what gives one the sense of having more than enough elbow room to
move, to spread out, to diversify… with no limits whatsoever:

You may want to tinker with the outline in this shared list. See what happens when you double
click/ tap on the list’s title. More about this a wee bit later.
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Matryoshka doll
So here we are with an app that says, “Go ahead - organize your brain.” Initially, when you discover
that you can zoom in on a WorkFlowy list, so that you’re not only looking at one big mega list which
you can expand and collapse at certain points - but also that you can go deeper and deeper down
this rabbit hole and have lots of lists within lists like a Russian Matryoshka doll, all amazingly stacked
one within the other - you start assaulting your account with every kind of list known to man. It’s
effortless. You arrange everything the way it makes most sense to you.

WorkFlowy VS. Dropbox
There are apps that have folders within folders within folders as deep as you want to go - such as
Dropbox. Dropbox is indispensable to me, so I’m not sizing it up against WorkFlowy - but rather I’m
illustrating the areas in which WorkFlowy excels: WorkFlowy is one seamless document, whereas
Dropbox is a system of folders which hold files. When you search for something in Dropbox, you get
separate files returned - perhaps images, PDFs or Word Documents. One cannot extract information
at will and shuffle it around in a way that is more meaningful to you. Neither does Dropbox, as of yet,
have a native word processor released to the public. Even so, it would not be as fluid as WorkFlowy,
so as to be able to organize the smaller building blocks of individual documents into another list/
document altogether.

WorkFlowy VS. Evernote
Then we have apps like the amazing Evernote, which has its own native word processor hosted
in a Note. One can put all kinds of media into a Note, besides text you’re writing up. Evernote has
a system of Notes within Notebooks within Stacks. That’s as deep as the “folder within a folder”
dynamic goes. The best way to diversify in Evernote and go deeper is by way of tags. One can even
nest tags (which is merely a visual device), however, Evernote does not search from a “Parent” tag all
the way down through its nested “Children” tags. Neither does Evernote present only the snippets
of your notes (bounded by paragraph breaks) that contain the information you’re looking for. You
have to browse through multiple notes filtered for. This comparison doesn’t give one the whole
of Evernote’s story… although it does serve to highlight an area in which WorkFlowy is a veritable
powerhouse: One can search in WorkFlowy from any parent list all the way “downstream” through
its nested children lists. You decide from which point down in any hierarchy/ outline you want to
search.
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Nested lists in WorkFlowy afford WorkFlowy tags way, way more flexibility than what we have in
Evernote, in that not only can one search for a tag or a combination thereof account wide, but one
can also filter for tags at multiple, intermediate levels within any nested list outline/ hierarchy. We can
filter for tags in contexts within contexts many layers deep (or shallow). This opens up dynamics that
are simply not possible in other apps. It is, in fact, as the WorkFlowy creators claim, unprecedented.
Those of you who are already both Evernote and WorkFlowy nerds can attest to this. We’re going to
take a much closer look in future chapters at these broad strokes touched upon - and we’re going to
drill down into the very stuff WorkFlowy is made of.
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Nested lists and GTD

This chapter is going to be shorter and simpler than one might think - because the broad strokes of
GTD are child’s play. In addition, there are a couple of GTD-esque hacks/ principles in other chapters
of this book - whether bearing an uncanny resemblance thereto or an outright, “This is GTD!” Either
way, it’s going to be real brief. Suffice to say that GTD deserves a decent followup (i.e. Go and read
the book) - mainly to see, at the very least, what dynamics thereof you might want to scavenge and
repurpose for your own tailor-made system/ workflow.

Demystifying GTD
If you will, take a brief squiz at this GTD flowchart.
What you’ll see is a diagram that walks you through a simple, common-sense decision-making
process, delineating all the possible types of information that comes our way in a typical lifetime.
Broadly speaking, there are 2 main categories: reference material and actionable material. Actionable
material (if you desire) can be broken down into (1) projects and (2) all manner of miscellaneous
individual tasks. There you have it. Not exactly rocket science. And most human beings can figure this
out without a flowchart. Many already intuitively organize their WorkFlowy data in a GTD-like fashion
without even knowing that they’re doing GTD.

• What GTD calls “Next Actions”, along with items deferred to a Calendar of some sort, are those

tasks that one has decided to engage in any time starting from right now until as far as your
calendar will stretch (for date-specific events/ tasks). That’s why people use any number of the
hordes of task-management apps out there (including WorkFlowy). Ordinarily, one wouldn’t
clip web pages to a simple task-management app and write a book therein… and likewise,
one wouldn’t (ordinarily) make to-do lists in a “data repository” like Dropbox or in word
processors in general. Of course, there are some superb exceptions (WorkFlowy and Evernote
and OneNote being a few possibilities)… but the point is that the choice of apps we have on
the market today help one to (intuitively) distinguish between the “stuff” one is working on
and stuff one keeps for reference. So we’re basically covered.
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Bringing it home
WorkFlowy is a little piece of magic that can tackle it all. Just about. And I say this as a matter of
overwhelming preference (over the big dogs I’ve used for years) - not as an experiment for a book
project. I encourage all readers to create your own systems in whatever app(s) you’re using. There’s
nothing like it. It’s just that since I use WorkFlowy for most all of my “doing”, I’m presenting a variety
of use cases that one can pick and choose from. As far as nested lists and the above-mentioned GTD
categories go, here follows a brief (and unrevealing) peek into how I set it up, starting from my home
page:

Do. Or do not. There is no try
I have all of my actionable stuff - the things I can take action on - (as opposed to reference material)
nested in the “@TODAY :: @CLASS” list:
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The first 3 lists are the topic for another chapter - one you won’t want to miss. Many people seem to
quite like this way of setting up tasks in Evernote. It’s a simple task-management system I created,
which I like to call “Kanban Calendar”. There might be more than a few things you’d like to salvage
from there for your own system. And in case you’re wondering, I’ll explain more about the “@TODAY”
tag in the upcoming chapter on List Title Tags.
The second set of 3 lists are my projects: (1) a book on Evernote (which I suspended to write this book
you got your hands on), (2) my blog machinations for Productivity Mashup and (3) my actual day job
- that of giving private English classes from home on the Northeastern coast of Brazil. Then there’s
my journal list and my health log. More about journaling later.
The above lists all have one thing in common: they’re things that I’m engaged in or plan to be engaged
in at some point. They contain lists that I can actively work on and make progress with.

A mixed bag of tricks
Next there’s my reference material which is represented by a token @templates tag on my home
page (There’s a simple reason for this and other list titles which might seem out of place - explained
in the very next chapter):

I have a couple of books I’ve read in WorkFlowy. We’ll look
at the incredible advantages of doing so, for specific use
cases, in a 2nd edition of this book. In short, the rest of
what you see is pretty much self-explanatory. There’s
loads tucked away in my shared lists - all manner of cool
goodies I will share with you. I might also add that there
are untold wonders stored up in my “Miscellaneous” list that
I will never share with you. It’s top secret. Well… You know
I’m lying through my teeth now, don’t you? You can see
there’s nothing nested in that list. One day I hope to have a
miscellaneous list full of miscellaneous things… until then,
most of it’s in my shared lists.
The above sibling lists are lists that I need to refer to from
time to time. They’re what GTD calls reference material. Even
if GTD (the system), did not exist, it would still be reference
material.
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Build it and they will come
GTD calls anything that takes more than one action step to complete a project. Many disagree on
this stickler… But it’s safe to say, at the very least, that what anyone would consider an actual, fullblown project, would surely fall into the realms of a GTD project, which is reason enough to give it
its own breathing space. In WorkFlowy terms, you could keep that project list anywhere you find
it most convenient, separate from miscellaneous tasks if you wish. It would have a special list just
for itself, including a master list of tasks just for that one project. This book started with an idea.
It was just a one-liner once: It filled up an entire line of an entire bullet. When it grew it became
a veritable project… Then it filled my thoughts such that I put it on my home page in my always
expanded“Workspace” list, right next to my Pomodoro stats (plural: Pomodori).

How many clicks does it take to…
… get anywhere within your WorkFlowy account from your home page? Answer: it needn’t take more
than 2 clicks to get there. No matter how many levels deep any particular list is nested, WorkFlowy
will bring that list to you. You don’t have to hack your way through the impenetrable forest to get
there. You see, organizing your brain in WorkFlowy and then retrieving that information is way more
than just lists within lists within lists - it includes other simple dynamics, which once stumbled
upon, will greatly streamline things for you. Let’s move on to a chapter (and a new section) which
expands on a particular tagging dynamic I use - one of this book’s simple “Power Tips”.
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List Title Tags

Deeper - not wider
10 x 10 X 10 = 1000: With a maximum of 10 parent lists on the home page, and with a maximum of 10
children lists for each list there on down… one can get to any one of a maximum of 1,000 individual
children lists in just 3 clicks from the home page. And each one of those 1,000 lists might contain
however many items each. That’s a lot of lists we can get to fairly quickly and conveniently. EXCEPT…
I don’t quite have a thousand areas in my life to keep lists for nor hundreds of projects to manage
that I’d like to get to in just 3 clicks. Neither do I have an equal focus in my life’s lists spread across
the board… nor any focus at all, really, beyond a few key areas.
The tendency with most people is to focus intensely and drill down deep into their lists. As I write, I’m
8 children lists deep (Home > Workspace > WorkFlowy Book > Chapters > Working on > Navigate your
Brain > List Title Tags > Deeper - not wider > X marks the spot for this bullet).
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Soooo, we need tools to get to the land of Far, Far Away in a click or 2, no matter how deep a list is
buried. That would be great. And neither do I want to move my lists up the hierarchy, closer to the
home page. I want to leave them where they are, like a World Heritage Site…

List Title Tags - from A to B that much faster
At the time of writing I’ve been watching Star Trek: DS9. The space station, Deep Space Nine, is
located near the mouth of a recently discovered Bajoran wormhole, which allows access to the
distant Gamma Quadrant. This wormhole makes passage from the Alpha Quadrant to the Gamma
Quadrant - a distance of 70,000 light years - almost instantaneous (whereas it would ordinarily take
a Federation starship 67 years to go the distance). The Bajoran wormhole is the only known stable
wormhole in the Milky Way Galaxy with a terminus (mouth) located in both quadrants.
This is a picture of what I call “List Title Tags”. I usually put a tag in a parent list “terminus” and another
in a child list “terminus” buried a number of lists deep. This tag might either substitute the title of a
list or add an “@” to a keyword in the list title to modify it. When one engages (clicks on) a tag in a
parent list, it will connect you to a tag in a child list, no matter how deep in the hierarchy. Then one
simply clicks on the bullet of the child list to zoom in. Just like the Bajoran wormhole, these tags are
“stable” in the sense that I keep them as permanent “terminuses”.
Below you will see a portion of my task list for @TODAY, ordered by priority. By looking at the
breadcrumb navigation bar at the top of the image, you’ll notice that it would have taken 4 clicks to
get here by clicking on one list at a time starting from the home page:
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As seen in the previous chapter, another instance of this tag is found on the home page - which
actually substitutes the list title of my list where all my actionable items are tucked away. It
represents one of the most frequently visited children lists therein:

When I click on the @TODAY tag (not the bullet point) on my home page, I get the following filtered
search results:

You’ll see 3 @TODAY List Title Tags which are 3 of the
contexts/ lists I visit daily within this parent list:

• My Kanban Calendar (for general task management)
• My journal for “thinking about thinking”

• A health log, containing a record of my diet, exercise
routine and hours slept.

So it’s one click on my home page to get to the above
search result… and from there, not only will it take just
a second click to get to my task list for today… but also I
have a tailor-made menu to cherry-pick from.

Another permanent wormhole terminus that I have, right next to my “@TODAY” tag on my home
page is my “@CLASS” tag to access my class records. When I click on the tag and subsequently on
the child tag’s bullet, I end up in my class records. I might add that my @CLASS list is only one child
list deep… so I could easily click on 2 bullets instead of hitting the tag on the home page. Only once
you’ve tried it, will you see how easy on the eyes this method is. It means that you needn’t scan the
parent list once zoomed in for the child list you’re looking for. This is the difference, and it may be
purely a matter of preference:
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I hope a light went on with this simplest of hacks. This chapter focused specifically on how tags
help to navigate one’s established nested hierarchies of lists - the architecture you’ve set up for the
broad categories: we know where our lists are, but we just want to get there effortlessly. These tags
are permanent fixtures (until you decide to restructure things, that is)… now, coming up in the next
chapter is a similar such dynamic - the only difference being that the tags we’ll be looking at are of
a temporary nature - because of the continually changing landscape of our work.
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Workflow tags

Workflow tags are like pins on a map that can be found at a glance - no matter how many highways
and byways one needs to traverse to get there. One sees them in their context when filtered for.
We’re going to look at a couple of temporary tags that shift and move depending on where our
focus is - where our work is. You could call these tags “workflow tags”.

Master tags - “One tag to find them, one tag to bring them all”
For those Lord of the Rings fans: We can liken a “master tag” to the “One Ring”:
Very briefly: The “One Ring” was forged by Sauron (The Lord of The Rings). Through the One Ring,
Sauron could rule the other 19 Rings of Power (made by the Elven-smiths of Eregion). When Sauron
wore the One Ring, he was able to see into the minds and control the thoughts of those who wore
the other rings. That’s the gist of it.

There was an inscription on the One Ring, (in fine Elvish lettering), which when translated read: “One
Ring to Rule Them All, One Ring to Find Them, One Ring to Bring Them All…”
A master tag, especially on your home page, is in a position of power, such that it can filter for all like
tags throughout your account wherever they might be. I have a couple of these “master tags” on my
home page, right at the top of my interface. They will summon the other instance(s), wherever they
might be. Just to get my geek on a little, I’ve used Stylish to tweak the style of these master tags with
a font called “Elven Common Speak” by Nancy Lorenz (similar to inscription on the One Ring). It’s just
for illustrative purposes, I swear.

@wip - Work in Progress tag
Below you’ll see that I’ve filtered for my “Work in Progress” tag. One instance thereof is on my home
page… and the other in the list of the chapter you’re currently reading.
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For me, the concept of a WIP tag was revolutionary - especially when multiple ideas bombarded
me simultaneously. Before, when I hit upon an idea that had a trickle-down effect, I used to work
frantically - shifting from one list to another, to deal with everything that was vying for my limited
mental capacity - so as not to forget anything. The question was: “Do I finish the current thing I’m
working on or do I move on to record the next idea, only to forget where my unfinished ideas are all
scattered?”
Now, it’s become second nature to give anything I’m working on a @wip tag, the moment I need to
exit a list and navigate elsewhere. To pick up where I left off, all I need do is filter for my tag and it
reveals the exact spot I was last seen in a particular list. No need to rack my brains or file a missing
list report.
The @wip tag is a temporary one and can be dispensed with as each loose end is tied up.

@fup - Follow up tag
I mostly use my @fup tag in my journal… or anywhere else I might plan to revisit at a later stage. It
might be a goal I set which can only be followed up on after some sort of time interval. I also use the
@fup tag to check on the progress of things I have delegated to others. In either case, it is not likely
something I can check up on at the moment of assigning this tag. You might want to diversify and
assign a “@waiting” tag for delegated tasks. Below you’ll see a snippet from my journal for today.
The idea is that at the end of the evening, today, I will revisit this entry and see whether I was able to
complete my goal of 14 Pomodori as anticipated.
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@bm - Bookmark tag
I use a bookmark tag to bookmark a place in a book I’m reading in WorkFlowy. Yep… I actually read
books in WorkFlowy. At the moment I’m inserting image hyperlinks into the Public Domain classic,
“Alice in Wonderland.” So I’m using my bookmark tag in lieu of a doggy ear. In this book’s 2nd
edition I’ll have a couple of classics to share with you.

You can bookmark a chapter… or any line (bullet) within a chapter. It all depends where you stop
reading.
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@dbtc - “Don’t break the chain!” tag
For more on this brilliant and effective hack, click/tap here… or wait a few chapters. For any “Don’t
break the chain!” routines I’m currently engaged in, I use the @dbtc tag. I like to have quick access
and keep them front and center. As you can see in the image below, I have 3 routines I’m currently
working on. One of them is this little book on WorkFlowy. I started actively writing this book 17 days
prior to taking the following screenshot:

So in the last 2 chapters we’ve looked at “List Title Tags” and “workflow” tags as a means of navigating
our nested list hierarchies - and pretty much making our lives waaaay easier (streamlining our
workflow). These tags are either unique tags which are part of our nested list architecture… or they
are recycled in the midst of our workflow. Either way, we won’t have many of them at any given
time. There’s way more to follow on tags in general - but just around the corner, a little chapter on
getting directly from A to B (within WorkFlowy) via internal hyperlinks…
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List hyperlinks

Pacman and tunnels
I have very little knowledge about computer programming. O.K. - let’s just say zero. So this is one
of my theories: I’ve come to believe that the technology employed in the internal HTML links in
WorkFlowy is the exact same programming wizardry that allows Pacman to enter a tunnel and
incredibly emerge on the other side of the screen. These tunnels are lifesavers. They are shortcuts
that speed up our workflow: getting from A to B. And we don’t even have to know what back-end
transmogrification is going on. It just simply works. Did you ever once question how Pacman was
able to reappear clear across the screen?

Internal hyperlinks work on all platforms
This is what a WorkFlowy hyperlink looks like… In fact, it’s the hyperlink for the list in WorkFlowy
which this paragraph is nested in:

All you need to know is that we copy it directly from our browser’s address bar and pop it into a
list where you may need it. It works internally on all platforms: iOS, Android, Web and Desktop. By
internal I mean that it will take you to the list you want without opening a new tab in your default
browser. You will continue to move around within your app or within the same browser tab. If you
would like it to open a new tab in your browser, you would simply cut “https://” from the URL. So that’s
that… no mess, no fuss.
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Why can’t I just use a “List Title Tag”?
The tag dynamic outlined in the previous chapter is fantastic. The one “limitation” tags in general
have (and I like it this way) is that you cannot filter for like tags higher up in a hierarchy of nested
lists, unless the hierarchy happens to be expanded. Neither can you filter for tags in sibling lists (if
you’re already zoomed in on one) nor outlines separated by an abyss. That’s where our hyperlinks
save the day.

A personal Wiki
“Wikis have little implicit structure, allowing structure to emerge according to the needs of the users.” Wikipedia. You can make the connections within WorkFlowy that are meaningful or practical to you.

You can link to any list you want. The links remain “stable”, because each list has its own unique
“fragment identifier” - that is to say, the string of characters that come after the hashtag (#) in any list
hyperlink. The only thing WorkFlowy doesn’t do just yet is allow us to embed a link in a piece of text.

In practical terms
• In many use cases, one does not necessarily have to duplicate the same information you want
to have access to in multiple lists. One can now link to the original source/ list.

• I do a lot of linking from individual tasks to corresponding outlines. One can link to a project

from a general task list. Here you’ll see a portion of my “Eisenhower Matrix”, where I organize
my day’s priorities according to urgent and important. I also represent individual, complex
projects that have their own unique workflow here - together with other miscellaneous tasks
- and include a link (tucked away in a child list) which takes me directly to where I need to
be. I usually keep the link collapsed within the task… and to indicate I have some sort of a link
nested therein, I use a double guillemet (»).
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A möbius strip - linking both ways
A möbius strip is a continuous loop that takes one on a traverse of both sides of a strip - if you’re
an ant, that is: If you had to put an ant on a möbius strip and it walked in a straight line, it would
cover both “sides” of the strip, arriving at its original starting point once again. It would be an infinite
trajectory (if the ant never ran out of steam nor opted out).
Let’s start with an outline, like so:

If I click on the link, it takes me here:

If I click on the link in the resulting list, it takes me here:

Déjà vu: If I follow the link presented above, I arrive back here:
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The circle of life - I keep looping, back and forth from one list to the other:

Although it’s tempting, and I could squeeze another page out of this book… I’ll stop right there because you get the idea. I think.
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Breadcrumb
navigation

Pebbles and crumbs
The breadcrumb navigation bar is like the breadcrumb trail that Hansel (and Gretel) left so that they
could find their way back home - except that “the many thousands of birds which fly about in the
woods and fields had picked them all up” and that particular plan didn’t work. But I like the idea
anyways. On a previous occasion, though, Hansel did drop a trail of shiny pebbles - which at the
rising of a full moon, he was able to follow back home. So our breadcrumb navigation should really
be called pebble navigation.
With a “breadcrumb trail”, we’re able to zoom as deep as we want into our nested lists… and see
from whence we came. We can backtrack and join the story line at any point in the plot - depending
on what part of an outline we want to focus on.
When one zooms into a list by clicking on its bullet point, it becomes the page title:

When you click on a child list within that list, the previous page title goes into the breadcrumb
navigation bar, and that child list clicked on becomes the page title:
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The deeper one goes into a nested list, the longer the breadcrumb trail in the navigation bar gets:

… which in many cases might be preferable to an expanded outline:
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Breadcrumb navigation, tags and Stylish
If you’re using Stylish to spiff up your WorkFlowy experience, those CSS overlays will also show in the
breadcrumb navigation bar. Any font styling changes - whether for list titles or tags - will stand out:

Although one cannot filter for a tag in the breadcrumb navigation bar, once you’ve hit the list title
therein (with the tag you want), you can go ahead and hit the tag itself in the page title to filter for
any “children tags” within that list. I do this quite often. It’s a great visual cue.
“And they (Hansel and Gretel) never went hungry again”. Except our story is not over just yet. There’s
still more on the (navigating) menu…
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Starred pages viewer

A dramatically entertaining newcomer to the world of TV/ web, Sense8, is a Science fiction series
written and produced by the Wachowskis. The story centers on a cluster of 8 “sensates”, previously
strangers from different countries and continents, who suddenly become emotionally and mentally
connected. They gradually learn that they are able to “visit” one another and make use of each
other’s abilities through their shared consciousness.

Your current BFF’s
So it is with WorkFlowy’s starred pages viewer. The starred pages viewer is a cluster of significant
pages (from far and wide) and/ or “saved searches” that one might want to collect on a consolidated
interface for easy access. It compliments one’s WorkFlowy hyperlinks and tags in that it has an
added ability when navigating to a pinpointed list: you can call the viewer up wherever you happen
to be within your WorkFlowy account and visit any of the pages that you have starred. In addition,
the starred pages viewer will automatically (temporarily) remember the page you were on before
you shifted to one from the viewer.

In this screenshot you’ll see 4 pages
I currently have starred (saved) in my
viewer: the very section and chapter
of the book you’re reading… along
with a list of today’s tasks and my
Pomodoro metrics list.
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There are 2 ways to star a page: Either by hitting the star button at the top right of your page beneath
the settings menu arrow… or via the keyboard shortcut, Ctrl+Shift+Asterisk (*).

Likewise, there are 2 ways to access your starred pages viewer: Either by hitting the star button
right next to the search box… or with the Ctrl+Semicolon (;) shortcut. To navigate via the keyboard
shortcut, you would hold down the Ctrl key while using either the arrow keys or successive taps of
the semicolon.

An overhaul of the starred pages viewer
This Stylish CSS code that you can install in your Firefox or Chrome browser allows you to radically
change up the structure of the starred pages viewer. The following screenshot says it all:

One last thing: you’ll have noticed 2 starred pages in the viewer that have yellow highlighted search
syntax/ search operators - which we’re going to learn about a little down the road… but, for now, just
know that you can also add a tailor-made saved search to your starred pages viewer.
Up next: one last dedicated chapter on the basics of navigating your WorkFlowy account. We’ll be
taking a look at a fantastic little keyboard shortcut which streamlines our getting from one zoomedin sibling list directly to another - the likes of which, I suspect, very few people have even stumbled
upon, let alone used in their goings to and fro within WorkFlowy…
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Meet Ctrl+Shift+9
& Ctrl+Shift+0
From Science Fiction to reality
Have you ever wondered what it felt like to be beamed directly from one place to another, Star Trek
transporter style, without having to open and close doors and cover the distance one step at a time?
You’re about to get a taste of what that might feel like (on a smaller scale) in WorkFlowy.
Since WorkFlowy is very much about working within zoomed-in list contexts (as opposed to one
mega bulleted outline) - we rather frequently need to back out of one list we’ve zoomed into (by
shifting up a level) and then zooming into another list… especially “sibling” lists (lists at the same level
in a hierarchy/ outline).
What Ctrl+Shift+9 and Ctrl+Shift+0 do for us is transport/ shift us from one zoomed-in sibling list
to another, without the intermediate steps of going up one “level” and then zooming into another
parallel/ adjacent list. The convenience of this shortcut is all the more apparent when we are able
to flip through multiple zoomed-in sibling lists successively: It’s literally like turning the pages of
a book… or flipping from chapter to chapter… or even scanning through books on a bookshelf.
It depends on what level you’ve zoomed into. It works especially well for drilling down into the
minutiae of your outline and then flipping from one “building block” to another. Sure, we could scan
expanded outlines too - but one has to experience this dynamic first hand to see the focus it affords
and a different/ additional way of juxtaposing lists as we cycle through our zoomed in lists.
I make use of this shortcut all the time. This powerful dynamic is effective enough to change your
workflow up a bit - in that you may start zooming into lists more as a result - since you now have an
easy way to move about once zoomed in. Let me give you a couple of the use cases I’ve figured out
for myself so far. Below you will be able to see 5-second animated GIFs for some of the use cases
outlined. Just hit any GIF icon to see the animated GIFs in a shared Evernote note:
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1. Book structure
You can flip through the following structures of a book you’re writing:
Parts

Chapters

Subsections

2. Journal entries
Normally I have each day in a particular month collapsed. Now I can zoom in and flip
through each day one at a time. One can expand all bullets under a specific date to read all
entries in their entirety by double clicking/ tapping on the zoomed in title.

3. Calendar events
Cycle through the upcoming days in your calendar (if you have one in WorkFlowy, that is)

4. Eisenhower Matrix
Whether the sibling lists (of different priorities) are expanded or not, when you zoom into
any priority, you can see all tasks within each by shifting to a “parallel” sibling list… or you can
expand them in the context of the broader outline. It’s up to you. I generally keep “quadrants”
3 and 4 collapsed as I work on my quadrant 1 and 2 tasks first.

5. Class/ patient/ customer records
I teach private English classes and keep a basic record of the material covered and payment
from cycle to cycle. I pull individual student lists from a global alphabetized list into either
my “Morning” or “Evening” list for today. When plotting the lessons I’m going to give, I find it
incredibly useful to shift directly from one zoomed-in sibling list to another. It really speeds
things up.
You would really need to tinker with this keyboard shortcut within your own lists to see how
addictive (and freaking useful) it is. There are endless applications thereof. It just depends what
lists you’ve got up your sleeve. It would not even be that far-fetched to actually use WorkFlowy for
“slideshow presentations”. The one missing ingredient in WorkFlowy’s repertoire in this respect, is the
ability to add image attachments, or at least display images linked to, inline. For the time being,
one could simply add hyperlinks to external (image) files one wanted to bring up. One could also
include an internal WorkFlowy hyperlink to a new set of sibling lists to cycle through at the end of a
list. There’s potential there. By the way, this keyboard shortcut works in both your web browser and
in the Chrome desktop app.
The keyboard shortcut looked at in this chapter deserved a special shout-out. Thus a chapter all to
itself, set apart from the other keyboard shortcuts in general. The next section of this book will deal
with all the rest of the useful keyboard shortcuts I’ve picked up and gotten dexterous with… and
there will certainly be a lot more animated GIFs you can take a peek at - if seeing means believing. I
encourage you to play around with each of them, one by one: Practice makes perfect.
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The Tetris Effect

The above screenshot taken in WorkFlowy. I enlisted the help of Stylish.
To fully get into the swing of things in WorkFlowy, keyboard shortcuts cannot be ignored. They
change everything… and when you get the hang of them, working in WorkFlowy will be that much
sweeter.

While the cat’s away…
This chapter will make more sense if you sneak in a preliminary game of Tetris: on desktop, follow
this link. Hitting the up arrow rotates a tetromino and the down arrow speeds things up. Hitting the
space bar drops a piece into place.
WorkFlowy has an effect on us akin to the “Tetris Effect”. Here’s an excerpt from Wikipedia which
explains this phenomenon:
People who play Tetris for a prolonged amount of time may then find themselves thinking about
ways different shapes in the real world can fit together, such as the boxes on a supermarket shelf, the
buildings on a street, or hallucinating pieces being generated and falling into place on an invisible
layout… They might also dream about falling tetrominos when drifting off to sleep or see images of
falling tetrominos at the edges of their visual fields or when they close their eyes. - Wikipedia

I had never been much of a keyboard shortcut fan - before my discovery of WorkFlowy, that is.
Honestly, I’d never needed to use keyboard shortcuts beyond the regular cut and paste ones - no
matter the application I was using. In fact, I only ever used apps on iOS.
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Some WorkFlowy and Tetris Parallels:
• They both have lines that we need to “complete”.
• They are both addictive as hell.

• The more we play, the faster and more dexterous we get. The keyboard controls become

second nature (One begins to use the space bar to drop Tetris pieces into place and speed
things up).

• We shuffle components around to fit into the right place to get the job done. There are

limitless possibilities as to the way we can stack the basic building blocks. Every piece is vital
and either contributes to the bigger picture… or screws things up for us if we don’t slot it into
the right place… and when you get into the flow, there’s nothing that can stop you.

The keyboard shortcut helper
We’re about to look at a bunch of keyboard shortcuts in the chapters to come - grouped together
by function. A great little tool to gain quick access to some of the more commonly used shortcuts is
the Keyboard Shortcut Helper. It can be accessed under Settings. Just check the “Help me learn the
keyboard shortcuts” box, and the helper panel will appear on your WorkFlowy interface (or you could
try the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+? to bring it up). You can expand or collapse it when needed.

TIP: If you’re already into Stylish, here’s a useful piece of CSS code (on the userstyles.org site) that you
can install, which will make your Keyboard Shortcut Helper appear only on cursor hover over, at the
bottom right of your interface - whether expanded or collapsed.
Take a look at this 5-second animated GIF which shows off this piece of handiwork:
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Navigating stuff

Getting around my WorkFlowy account is right at the top of my list when it comes to keyboard
shortcuts. The idea, at its most basic, is that keyboard shortcuts are a lot quicker than positioning
your cursor and clicking. WorkFlowy has some buttons here and there to help out while you’re
getting used to the keyboard shortcuts. There is admittedly a learning curve… but each shortcut
learned is another trick up your sleeve. Learn them one by one and at your own pace.

Alt, Alt+Left/Right arrow keys (Navigation/ page history)
This one is a biggie. This keyboard shortcut is indispensable in the browser app. The equivalent on the
desktop app would be Ctrl+[ & Ctrl+].
Since each WorkFlowy list you visit has a unique URL, we are able to navigate back and forth in our
app to pages recently visited. One can do that by hitting your browser’s back and forward arrows…
or, much quicker still, you can hit (just) your Alt key once (which moves keyboard focus to the
browser)… and then navigate via Alt+Left / Right, (while holding down the Alt key). What one actually
observes is that the cursor disappears when you hit Alt once. To return the focus back to the app, one
would press (just) the Alt key again. So in that sense, we are really talking about a browser keyboard
shortcut. As mentioned, Ctrl+[ & Ctrl+] does exactly the same on the offline desktop app.
Keep in mind that if you happen to be in full-screen mode (F11), one is not able to access the
browser shortcuts until you exit. So it follows that this keyboard shortcut does not work in full-screen
mode.
What’s amazing about navigating back and forth, whichever way you choose, is that one’s
search results also show in the navigation history. Check out the animated GIF to the left.
Most of the time this shortcut is great for getting back to the current page you’re working on,
without creating a bookmark tag. You can even edit another page you’ve shifted to and then
navigate back to the main page you’re focusing on. Now, go ahead and tinker in your browser… and
then email me later to tell me how this shortcut has changed your life.
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Alt+Left/Right Arrow Keys
The ins and outs
With this keyboard shortcut, one is able to zoom into any list the cursor is at by holding down the
Alt+Right Arrow keys simultaneously. It’s easy enough zooming into a list by simply clicking on its
bullet… but what works like a charm when you want to zoom out to the parent list/ higher hierarchy
of any list you’re currently in - you can hit Alt+Left Arrow, no matter where you are in that list.
The only other way we have of backing out of a list into a broader parent list context, would be to
select a list from the breadcrumb navigation bar once scrolling to the top of your list. In most cases,
the keyboard shortcut method allows for a more streamlined move (once you get used to it). It’s
your call.
Remember the chapter on the Ctrl+Shift+9/0 keyboard shortcut? The shortcut that allows us to shift
to an adjacent zoomed in sibling list? If you’re using the Alt+Arrow shortcuts to zoom out of one list
and then into another sibling list, the Ctrl+Shift+9/0 shortcut is a quicker way to do it.

Down the Rabbit Hole

I have a shared WorkFlowy list for you to tinker with. I’m sure you’ve heard the phrase, “Down the
rabbit hole”, a reference from the 1865 classic, “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland”. It’s a pretty
straightforward reference to throw around… but would you really like to hear from Alice herself
about her 600-odd-word trip? Whether you read it in its entirety or skim over it, the quickest way to
get to the bottom of this rabbit hole, hands down, is to use the Alt+Right Arrow keyboard shortcut.
The only way to use the Alt+Right Arrow shortcut would be if you hit the “Add it to my account”
button when viewing that shared list online. If not, you are welcome to click on each (moving) bullet
one at a time to get to the bottom of things. Also, please bear in mind that if you add this list to your
account as a free member, it will count towards your total monthly list limit.
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Now, for the sake of completeness:

Moving around within a bullet
• Ctrl+Left/ Right Arrows: Your cursor jumps to the beginning of the previous or next word
• Home/ End: The cursor moves to the beginning/ end of a line (bullet)

• Ctrl+Home/ Ctrl+End: The cursor shifts to the very beginning or very end of a page

Merging bullets above or below

• Hit backspace at the beginning of a line to merge with the bullet above.
• Hit delete at end of a line to merge with the bullet below.
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Expanding/
collapsing stuff
While zooming into our lists for focus and clarity is unprecedented - it is the good old-fashioned
outliner ability to expand and collapse our lists at any point which makes the face of our one
global WorkFlowy document highly malleable and customizable. While it is the “AllSpark” that
gives the Alien Autobot Transformers the ability to shape their machinery at will… it is WorkFlowy’s
expandability and collapsability that allows us to shape and transform the landscape of any list to suit
our needs at any moment. Selectively expanding and collapsing the components of our lists allows
us to see exactly the parts of any hierarchy that we want to see… and conversely, hide any parts we
don’t want to see.
The mobile, desktop and web apps all have the ability to either tap or click on a “+” or “-” to sculpt our
lists. Keyboard shortcuts just make that a tad bit quicker - that is if you’re game.

The controls
Once we have our cursor on any parent list, there are 2 ways to feed this cat, either of which might
very well eliminate your mouse (for this particular action).

• Ctrl+Up/ Down arrows

• Ctrl+Space (both ways)

The whole bang shoot
If you don’t already know this simple dynamic, it’s huge. It’s not a keyboard shortcut… but boy
it is a shortcut: Double click on the heading/ title of any zoomed-in list to expand/ collapse all
children lists completely.
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As I’ve mentioned on my blog somewhere, the power behind this double click is called the “VOOM”,
which is the same force that put all of the little cats A-Z back in the big Cat in the Hat’s hat. Take a
look at this outline and test it for yourself.
Useful for:

• Tidying up a messy outline

• Quickly expanding all nodes to get a visual overview of how much work has been done
• Collapsing all 1st-level parent lists thereunder to then select and format them all
simultaneously (Bold/ Underline/ Italics)
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Selecting stuff

Alt+Click… Click… Click
Alt+Click on any list to select it (and its children) or select multiple lists:

From there, depending, you can delete, indent, copy, complete, format… or, as in the case below,
move your selected lists (either by dragging or Alt+Shift+Arrow keys):
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Ctrl+A… A (I want it all… and I want it now)
First select the entire contents of a bullet with Ctrl+A… and then with a second tap of the A, you
select the entire contents of a page, including all lists and the title.

Within a bullet
Just to be thorough, within a bullet, you can do the following types of selecting too:

• Ctrl+Shift+Right/Left arrow: selects whole words incrementally

• Ctrl+Shift+Home/End: selects all words to the left/ right of the cursor
• Double click on a word to select it

• Triple click within a bullet to select everything therein (or else Ctrl+A)
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Moving stuff

Once you’ve selected whatever it is that needs moving, there are a couple of ways to move our
things from point A to point B (specifically with keyboard shortcuts):

Alt+Shift+Arrow keys
We’ve got full mobility with all 4 arrow keys:

• The up and down arrows work as you would expect them to.
• The left and right arrows outdent and indent.

Take a look at this animated GIF demonstrating how I move a Tetris piece (unnaturally) 4
ways, using the Alt+Shift keyboard shortcut:

Whatever list you move a selection into, it will expand that entire list, just as happens when you
indent, speaking of which…

Indenting and outdenting
The quickest way to indent/ outdent, with less fancy finger work, is:

• Tab: to indent

• Shift+Tab: to outdent
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Copying/
duplicating stuff
Copying and/ or duplicating stuff, in general, is smart. It’s mostly par for the course with keyboard
shortcuts, except for one small caveat at the close of this mini chapter.

The takeaway
Once you’ve made your selection, whether it be multiple lists or even part of a bullet, you can:

• Ctrl+C & Ctrl+V: to copy and paste

• Ctrl+X & Ctrl+V: to cut and paste (this deletes the original data)
• Ctrl+Shift+V: to paste as plain text without any formatting

Duplicating (Alt + drag)

Besides using the duplicate option that appears when you hover over a bullet, you can also
duplicate your selection by holding down Alt and dragging from one of the bullets to your
drop-off destination:

Copying VS. Cutting VS. Duplicating
It really depends on your use case(s):

• Most often, when I move lists to another visible part of an outline, I drag and drop.

• More often than not, when I transfer lists to another outline altogether, I cut and paste. It

depends on what I might stand to lose if something goes wrong. If I’m relocating a chapter
of a book, I zoom out (Alt+Left arrow), expand the relevant outlines and drag the list.
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• Frequently, when I want to clone lists to another outline, I copy paste.

• Less frequently, when I need a similar adjacent list template, I duplicate (Alt + drag).

For posterity - To cut or not to cut

TIP: When one copies, cuts or duplicates any list(s), the resulting lists’ “last changed” date(s) are all
reset to the new time of creation (These are visible when you hover over a bullet). If for any reason
you might want to keep the “last changed” dates intact, I would suggest transferring your lists only
via drag and drop. If the destination parent list is located in another hierarchy altogether - not easily
reachable by some minor expanding of your outline - I would suggest the following approach:

1. Tag your destination parent list and your list to transfer with a unique “@transfer” tag

2. Zoom out to a higher list hierarchy or to your home page and filter for the “@transfer” tag
3. Move your list by drag and drop to its destination.
4. Delete the tags.
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Deleting, completing
(& exploding) stuff

We need this to be quick and painless. Here are the keyboard shortcuts:

Delete a bullet with a note and/or child list
• Ctrl+Shift+Backspace

• Much quicker than Alt+Click/ Select & Ctrl+X

• Deletes an entire list, including notes in one single step. Feel the power!

Within a bullet

Ctrl+Backspace/Del: deletes one word at a time, left or right

Explode a tag
• Alt+Click directly on a tag

• Highly addictive and fast

• Take a look at this animated GIF
If you’d like to try a little something geeky, go ahead and add this shared list to your account (it’s
only 10 lists (bullets) long. Then explode the tags which make up the opening narrative of Star Wars
IV… and see what ASCII image is revealed. I dare you.
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To complete, to move or to delete?
When you finish a task or any item, you have the ability to strike it through, or in WorkFlowy speak,
“complete” it. Here’s the keyboard shortcut:

• Ctrl+Enter

There are multiple possibilities at our disposal for items we’re done with. You might want to move
an item to a “Done” Kanban stage, delete it once done, archive it by moving it elsewhere… or hide a
completed item where it lies.
If you want to hide completed items, you can toggle the “Completed: Visible/ Hidden” button
in the WorkFlowy toolbar - or use the Ctrl+O keyboard shortcut to do so.
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Miscellaneous
shortcuts
Undoing & redoing
WorkFlowy has a set of Undo and Redo buttons in the toolbar. I wonder if anyone ever uses them,
since we have these universal keyboard shortcuts:

• Undo - Ctrl+Z

• Redo - Ctrl+Shift+Z/ Ctrl+Y

The great thing about undoing and redoing in WorkFlowy is that one can undo and redo across
different list URLs worked on… and you will be shifted to the list being acted upon as changes are
affected.

• If the changes being undone or redone are in collapsed children lists, they will be carried
out, but will not be observable.

NOTE: As is the universal behavior with Ctrl+Z, if you backtrack and then edit anything whatsoever,
you cannot redo to where you previously backtracked from! The only thing you can do (if you want to
redo everything) is copy data before going back to the future.

Formatting
Ctrl+B, I, U need no introduction.

• Hijack your underline formatting and use it for highlighting or a second font face.
• If you’d like a keyboard shortcut for CAPITALIZING all text selected, see here.
• For Markdown formatting shortcuts, especially for book writing, see here.
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TIP: One neat little trick is that you can collapse all parent lists on a page simultaneously by
double clicking on the page title… and if you select all list titles, you can format them without
formatting the collapsed children lists.

Adding a note
• Shift+Enter.

• For a paragraph break between bullets, you can give a bullet a note with a blank space.
• More on “blank notes” for paragraph breaks with Markdown writing.

• A tailor-made keyboard shortcut to automatically create a new bullet with a blank note.

Zooming in and out
• Ctrl+“+”/ Ctrl+“-” (in one’s browser).

• Not a WorkFlowy keyboard shortcut per se, zooming in and out is there for your every whim.
• Personally I like to zoom in to 125%.

Starred pages viewer
If the starred pages viewer is something that fits into your workflow, here are the basics:
Star page/ Un-star page:

• Ctrl+Shift+“*”

Navigate within the starred pages viewer:

• Ctrl+“;” + Hold down Ctrl and hit “;” successively, or…
• Ctrl+“;” + Left/ right arrows

More about the starred pages viewer here.
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Tailor-made shortcuts
As with a quick draw, speed is essential. Not only do shortcuts save time, but also a lot of mental
energy. I have a few chapters to come on tailor-made keyboard shortcuts that one can set up in
a 3rd-party “text expansion” software such as PhraseExpress (Windows users). There is equivalent
software out there for Mac users.
With your own customized keyboard shortcuts and “Autotext” you can seriously beef up your workflow
in WorkFlowy with the following and more:

• Streamline Markdown formatting (for writers)

• Use Autotext to bring up workflowy search syntax and saved searches
• Imitate any sequence of keystrokes you can think of
• Select a phrase and access quick research tools
• Access a clipboard of recently clipped text

A text expansion utility is an absolute must for those who are looking to squeeze way more out of
WorkFlowy. There’s loads more to come in the closing sections.

Finding stuff
Would you really want to maneuver your cursor into the search box in the WorkFlowy toolbar when
you could just hit… Esc?

Ctrl+F - Double down on your search
While using WorkFlowy’s search box to filter for tags, keywords and search operators isolates just the
lists containing the elements you’re seeking (as well as showing the parent list hierarchies)…
…your browser’s Ctrl+F keyboard shortcut allows you to search results in the context of an unfiltered,
expanded list.
Note: Ctrl+F does not find any children lists tucked away in collapsed lists. That’s WorkFlowy’s search
box’s job. I frequently use both search tools in tandem - which I’ll be going more in-depth into
immediately in the following chapter…
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The whole search and
nothing but the search so help me WorkFlowy

Unlike Dropbox, Evernote, and an untold number of other miscellaneous apps, WorkFlowy distills
whatever it is you’re searching for - it searches out the building blocks that contain the data you’re
looking for. It seeks out only the bullet points that your information is in and gives it to you in
condensed format… and incredibly, in context too - as we see an outline of the parent list(s) from a
search result all the way up to the title of the page you’ve zoomed into… and then the breadcrumb
navigation bar tells the rest of the story.

Where in the world is Drogon?
To really appreciate what we’re dealing
with here… let’s compare the search
dynamics of WorkFlowy and another
powerhouse app - Evernote. We’ll
test drive the search capabilities of
both with a subtitle database I have,
which allows me to search any spoken
word(s) within an entire TV series…To
be specific, let’s choose one individual
TV Series and a single season from
which to filter - Game of Thrones,
Season 5. We’re looking for the
keyword, “Drogon” (One of Daenerys
Targaryen’s dragons). First, in Evernote...
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• On the left, in the note list, we see 5 notes returned (5 different episodes) and on the right, in
the note panel, the word “Drogon” highlighted in yellow in the first note being viewed.

• To search the keyword in context, we would have to select each note, one at a time - and

although the note jumps directly to the first instance of our keyword, we would have to
hit Ctrl+F (in the Windows client), to manually search within a note for any other instances
thereof.

Next, let’s give WorkFlowy a go:

• We see the bare essentials of what we’re looking for - each instance of our keyword shown
within a nested hierarchy: Game of Thrones > Season 5 > Episode 1,2,5,9,10 > Search results.
If we’d like to see any of the results in context, there are 2 ways to do so:

• 1 (a). Zoom into the bullet of a search result:
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•

1 (b). Zoom out one level to see that bullet in its greater context. The cursor stays at the bullet
zoomed out of (Alt+Left arrow):

• OR, 2. Zoom directly into the immediate parent list of a search result to see it in context -

either by keyboard shortcut (Alt+Right arrow) or by hitting the bullet. Once again, the cursor
will be positioned at the search result, as in the above screenshot.

TIP: Obviously the 2nd method is quicker, however, your cursor will always go directly to the first
instance of a keyword search… so if, say, you wanted to see the 2nd result in a parent list in context,
you would zoom into the 2nd result and then zoom out to the parent list.

Double Dragon search (Ctrl+F)
As mentioned in the keyboard shortcut section, on occasion I use the Ctrl+F search utility in my
browser. You may also find your own particular use cases.

• Sometimes you might want to see multiple search results highlighted in context as opposed
to a whittled down list of only those bullets where your search results appear:
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• If your search phrase is within a rather long WorkFlowy note (not a list) that scrolls off the

page, there is no WorkFlowy “next” function that allows you to move to the next instance of
all search results.

• In the below screenshot, you can see that I used my Chrome browser’s search utility to find

any Dropbox links that I might have not converted to “direct download links”, whose URL
strings end with a “=1” not a “=0”. I first used WorkFlowy’s search box to find all “https” strings
and then I doubled up by using Ctrl+F to find just that one link that fell through the cracks. I
could have WorkFlowy’s search box to perform both functions, but in the below case I would
have had to enclose “=0” in quotes. I found the browser utility to be (slightly) quicker. It all
depends what you feel comfortable with:

• Your browser’s search result highlight color will most likely be different. That may help

visually in some cases where you’re searching for more than one parameter in multiple
expanded lists and need to edit one particular phrase (as pictured above)
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• The browser search utility gives us the number of hits of any particular phrase(s) searched for.
That may be helpful in some use cases, instead of counting manually. You may want to start
with a WorkFlowy search to seek out all instances that may be tucked away and then use
your browser’s search to automate a count. In the below screenshot you will see that I have
859 instances of the word “WorkFlowy” spread across my account. That’s a lot of WorkFlowy
talk. Now I have 862.
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Hidden search operators WorkFlowy’s
search language

Did you know that “Klingon” - the language of the Klingon warrior race from the Star Trek Universe
- is the most fully developed fictional alien language? Even so, according to Wikipedia, “While words
for transporter ionizer unit (jolvoy’) or bridge of a ship (meH) have been known since the language’s
inception, the word for bridge in the sense of a crossing over water (QI) was unknown until August
2012.”
WorkFlowy’s has its own language - its own search syntax for finding stuff. It is also a language that is
still developing and growing as the app itself grows. While only 20-30 people alive are actually fluent
in Klingon, I’d guess that many more are fluent in the limited (yet powerful) set of WorkFlowy search
operators that we have at our disposal. To become fluent in any language, we’re going to need to
develop our vocabulary: thus far we have 7 operators - one of which consists of 3 derivations. Once
you know these, you’re fully fluent. From there, as you well know, words (and tags) can interplay with
one another to form new combinations… new phrases. The same with our hidden search operators.

1. -(not)
I’d love to be able to walk into a restaurant, grab a menu, shake it wildly and open it to find only
dishes which do not have onions in them. That would really simplify my life and streamline the
ordering process. If your menu were in WorkFlowy, you’d type “-onions” into the search box.
You’d start with these dishes:
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... and end up with these dishes:

… having filtered out these dishes:
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2. OR (caps) - Real-life scenarios

(i) Budgeting
I teach private English classes from home in Brazil - about 40 individual students each week and I need to keep track of who’s paying when so that I can budget and/ or juggle my finances
accordingly. My students pay me in cycles of 4 or 8 classes as opposed to at a fixed time each
month. As a result, I have students paying me every week.
I used to have my records in Evernote, and it would take me at least half an hour to scan my notes
one by one (while taking side notes) to figure out how much money was coming in within the next
week. It now takes me all of 2 seconds to pinpoint the relevant details in WorkFlowy. This is still
mind-blowing for me and illustrates both the power of (1) systematic tagging in one’s workflow and
(2) the ability to search for the precise parameters one wants.
Let me give you a simple 2-second demonstration. Take a quick look at the Animated GIF.

These are the parameters I searched for in under 2 seconds, together with an explanation of the
search operators used:

• The search syntax: “(1) @next -#advance OR #pay”

I used PhraseExpress to give me the entire search string above, by simply typing in the Autotext:
“xpay”. One can also set up shortcuts on mobile through your devices’ native features.
Along with the class material covered that I keep track of, I have an ambulatory @next tag, which
always moves to the next class’ field:

• My students pay on the first day of every new cycle, thus when I search for “(1) @next”, I’ll only
get those fields show up in my search:
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• If everyone always paid on the 1st class of a new cycle, things would be more straightforward.
It so happens that some people like to pay me a week in advance, so I need to exclude that
from my search results (-#advance). I don’t want to think someone is going to pay me when
they already have:

• I also need to include students in my search who are paying late (where the @next tag
does not appear in the first class field) by adding a “#pay” tag to the next class for them and
including it in my search syntax by using the “OR” operator (which must be in CAPS). This
operator tells WorkFlowy to bring up the #pay tag, even if it exists separately from the other
elements I’m looking for:

• I end up with the following search results which help me immensely to see what money will
be coming in within the next 7 days:
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I can also do similar such searches to find out what money is coming in 2 or 3 weeks from now - in
under 2 seconds. This is exactly where I fell in love with WorkFlowy: It makes a significantly real and
practical impact in my life.

(ii) Exercise routines
In the 2nd edition of this book I will go into more detail
in an additional section entitled, “Oxygenate your brain” which deals with recording exercise-routine metrics and
more. Here’s a simple but genius use case for filtering and
condensing the exact information that one needs at the
time of a workout (on mobile device): Say you’re on week 11
of the P90X program and you need to reference your Chest
and Back metrics for week 9 to compare with the current
week so as to try and match or surpass your previous best.
You don’t want to have to scroll up and down your list
unnecessarily - so to filter for only weeks 9 and 11, you would
use the syntax “W9 OR W11”… and in so doing, you’d be able
to see your last efforts and have your current week’s fields
ready for data entry.
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3. “Quoted string”
It goes without saying that if you want to search for an exact phrase, you’re going to have to enclose
your phrase in quotes.
If I search for the phrase, “because I’m happy” (without quotation marks), one of the results I get is an
extract from my journal:

… but if I wanted to get straight to the point and find Pharrell Williams’ song, “Happy”, I would
enclose my phrase in quotes, like so:
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4. is:embedded
If you’ve added another WorkFlowy user’s list(s) to your account, one way of tracking them down
easily would be to use the “is:embedded” operator:

• Embedded lists are identifiable in that they have a blue aura around the bullet.

• TIP: Currently, there doesn’t seem to be a way to practically use this operator together with

any other search parameters. One cannot, for instance, search for keywords together with the
“is:embedded” operator… that is, unless you zoom into them… and so perhaps the most ideal
scenario for the time being, if the need arose, would be to nest your embedded lists under
one parent list somewhere, if at all possible. That way you could include or exclude any
search elements you want throughout.

• The exception to a tag/ keyword search in conjunction with the “is:embedded” operator
seems to be for tags or text within only the note of the embedded parent lists.

• ANOTHER TIP: If your workflow requires that you have embedded lists spread across

your account, one cannot add tags to embedded lists (unless you’ve been given editing
permissions)… but if you ever wanted to exclude those embedded lists from a global search
- or filter them in any way - you could nest them individually under a list title of your choice
and include an “#embedded“ tag in the parent list title. Then you would just exclude the
#embedded tag from your search.
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5. is:shared
I do a lot of sharing, mainly for illustrative purposes with my blogging and book writing:

It’s always nice to know which of your lists have eyeballs on them by using the “is:shared” search
operator. If you’re sharing lists and have embedded lists for the purpose of project collaboration, it
may very well not be practical to have them grouped under one parent list - thus the beauty of this
operator to seek them out across your account.
I use this operator on occasion to transfer my shared lists from one outline to another in an effort
to group what I’ve shared publicly in one place. Here’s a consolidated list of all of those that I am
sharing for this book.
NOTE: As with the “is:embedded” operator, one can only search for text and tags together with the
“is:shared” operator if they exist in the note of the shared parent lists.
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6. is:complete
If you’re looking to single out only the completed items in any list (or account-wide) - the ones that
have been struck through - you’d use the operator “is:complete”. This will show completed items,
even if your Completed button is set to Hidden:

Likewise, if you were to use “-is:complete” you would get all items on a list that are not completed. In
other words, we are simply hiding the completed items - which is exactly the same as setting your
Completed button in the toolbar to “Hidden”:

One can use other search syntax and operators in conjunction with this particular “is:” operator - i.e.
one can filter for tags, etc.
TIP: “-is:complete” hides the completed items - exactly the same as toggling the “Completed: Visible/
Hidden” button. This particular filtering out of completed items may best have its application in a
saved search, where one does not wish to toggle the “Completed” button on/ off. The inverse is true
for the “is:complete” operator: even if one has set the Completed button to Hidden, completed items
will appear only as long as in search mode. Once again, this may have its application in a saved
search if one does not wish to touch your default “Completed” status. For more on saved searches,
see here.
Superfluous trivia: Interestingly, the redundant “is:complete OR -is:complete” string gives one
everything that is either completed or not. I haven’t figured out a practical use case for this one yet
(except to not use it):
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7. completed:
I’m not big into “completing” my items - at least not for daily tasks. I mostly use the Kanban method
described earlier in this book. I do, however, have a couple of “Don’t break the chain!” routines, where
I complete each consecutive calendar day of a routine - mostly for visual effect. Keeping that in
mind, the following screenshot is more for illustrative purposes as opposed to the practical use of
this operator. Here I use the syntax, “Completed:4d”, to see what I’ve completed over the last 4 days:
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You’ll see the number of words I’ve written and the amount of time I’ve spent on my book over the
last 4 days (A Pomodoro, for me, is a 25-minute block of time). So writing has been kind of slow,
since the material and the screenshots have been kind of technical.
One can search in increments of minutes, hours and days:

• “Completed:5” will give everything completed in the last 5 minutes.

• “Completed:5h” will return all items completed during the last 5 hours.
• “Completed:5d” will filter for all lists completed over the last 5 days.

This operator would have been an interesting one to know at the time of the 2014 soccer world
cup in Brazil, where I wrote this blog post on completing a sticker album. Each time I traded for
a specific sticker I needed or stuck one in my album, I would complete its reference number in
my WorkFlowy list (on iPhone)… for all 649 stickers. It was tough work! I would have been able to
calculate on any given day how many stickers I had traded. Just for the heck of it. I only discovered
this hidden search operator this year, scanning through all of the WorkFlowy blog posts. That’s why
these operators are called “hidden”: you don’t know about them until somebody somewhere tells
you about them.

8. last-changed:
This one’s a bag full of tricks once you figure out some use cases within which to wield it.
When one hovers over any bullet, along with the “action menu”, one also gets a fade-in “Title
Attribute” which gives us info. on when we last made any changes to the bullet in question.
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• We get the time and date up to the minute changes were made.

• If we edit any children lists, the “last changed” time of the parent list remains unchanged.

• Conversely, if changes are made to a parent list (whether edited or moved), the last changed
times of the children lists are not updated.

• If we move/ relocate/ shuffle a list, the last changed time will be updated.

• Undoing any changes will not revert the last changed time back to its previous time logged.
• If one wishes to retain the last changed times within all children lists, it is best to drag their
parent list to another location, as opposed to cutting and pasting.

One of my use cases: After I finish a “Pomodoro”, I like to record briefly what I’d done in the previous
25 minutes. On my home page, I hit Esc (cursor goes to search box) and key in “lc” (my PhraseExpress
Autotext) which expands to give me the search operator, “last-changed:”. I key in the time period I
want and there I have my lists worked on in the previous 25 minutes:

• “last-changed:25” will give everything created or edited in the last 25 minutes.
• “last-changed:25h” will return all items touched in the last 25 hours.

• “last-changed:25d” will filter for all lists handled over the last 25 days.
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If you’ve recently visited and edited a list and you seem to have lost track of where it is, a search
operator I’ve turned to on occasion is: last-changed:5. This will show you anything you’ve touched
within the last 5 minutes… and there you’ll find your work.
If you have OCD tendencies and just want to make sure, you can “backtrack” and double check that
you’ve got your checks in place by using the “last-changed:” operator. It’s all there for the seeing.
If you want to see what has been changed, minute by minute, incrementally, you can enter time
intervals of 1 minute after the operator: 1, backspace, 2, backspace, 3, backspace, 4, backspace, 5…

9. has:note
The has:note operator does what it says on the can: it filters for all lists with notes. I all but sabotaged
any practical use (except one) that might come of this operator:
For my book writing material, I include an empty note under every bullet, by including at least one
space in the note. This creates a paragraph break - both visually within WorkFlowy and when my
Markdown writing is exported from WorkFlowy. Creating an empty note is the only way in WorkFlowy
to create the paragraph breaks we need for Markdown.
In the section on book writing in WorkFlowy we’re going to delve into the basics of Markdown
formatting (and why it is so flexible/ scalable), converting Markdown into the formats/ styles we need
in other software (such as MS Word and Adobe InDesign), how to streamline Markdown formatting
in WorkFlowy with keyboard shortcuts - the whole 9 yards.
The one use case I do have for the has:note operator is actually its counterpart: “-has:note”. With this
syntax I am able to filter for lists in any part, chapter or subsection of a book that do not have an
empty note (and will thus not yield a paragraph break outside of WorkFlowy). These can then be
adjusted easily.
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Saved searches

Transporter trace
In the Star Trek Universe, where people were always beaming back and forth, it was protocol to store
a “transporter trace”, which was a copy of a person’s molecular pattern as they were scanned during
a transporter cycle. In extreme situations an older trace pattern could be used to basically replace a
person with a younger version of themselves. According to Memory Alpha, “The transporter trace itself
would be stored for the duration of the person’s tour of duty.”
In WorkFlowy, sometimes we figure out a very specific (and handy) use case for a string of search
operators that we need to access frequently. It would be quite an effort to type that string out every
time (or even try to remember it)… so instead, we save it to bring it up without too much effort the
next time the need arises. There are at least 3 distinct ways to do this in WorkFlowy. Take your pick:

The starred pages viewer
The starred pages viewer, as touched on in 2 earlier chapters, is a no-fuss way of storing a page or
even a saved search that you plan to call on frequently. We’re going to draw on my saved search
previously discussed for figuring out my income for classes from week to week:
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All you would do to save any particular search is hit the “Star this page” button at the top right of
your interface while engaged in a search. That will do the trick.

A URL link (Online WorkFlowy browser app)
Similarly, while in search mode, you could copy the URL in your browser address bar (which contains
the elements of your search) and paste that in a convenient place. Then click on it when you get the
urge. Here you see I’ve nested it under an “Upcoming Payments” list within my Class Records list:

NOTE: If you shorten your link through a service such as bit.ly, the resulting link will be an external
hyperlink, and will always open your saved search in your default browser on mobile device or a new
tab in your desktop browser.

Text expansion/ mobile shortcut utilities
As previously demonstrated in an animated GIF, one could also set up a saved search through a 3rdparty text expansion software, such as PhraseExpress (for Windows):
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1. Enter the search syntax string you want to filter for in the “Phrase content” box

2. Include an easy-to-remember and unique text snippet (which is not likely to occur naturally
in any word) in the “Autotext” field.

3. From there on out, whenever you want your search syntax to autocomplete, you would type
out your autotext, like so:

4. … and then hit the Space bar or Enter to get the following:

TIP: On mobile device, take a look at what your native set of features has offer. On iOS, you can easily
create shortcuts for your saved searches:
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Filtering tags VS.
searching keywords
KEYWORDS
Don’t underestimate keyword searches…

• One can search for keywords in general without strategic foreplanning as far as tagging.
• One can search for groups of keywords, whether loosely associated or “quoted” strings.

In certain outlines, it may not be necessary at all to tag, since most keywords might already be
unique in those defined contexts. Here’s a blog post of mine at the time of the last soccer world cup.
Here’s the shared WorkFlowy list of all match results from start to finish.

TAGS
• A tag is basically a keyword with special powers…

• One can tap/ click on tags where they lie, bypassing the search box.
• Tag formatting is distinguishable from “plain” text.

• One can customize tag styles as a unique element in Stylish.
• Tags can be exploded (on desktop). Can you say “speed”?

On that note, we’re now moving into a section where I’ll share (almost) everything else I know about
tags - beyond what we’ve covered in the section on “Navigating your Brain” and modifying tag styles.
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Your positronic brain

Wikipedia tells us that, “A positronic brain is a fictional technological device, originally conceived by
science fiction writer Isaac Asimov. It functions as a CPU for androids and provides them with a form
of consciousness recognizable to humans.” Memory Alpha explains further with regards to Star
Trek’s Android, Lt. Commander Data’s brain: “The positronic brain was an extremely sophisticated
computation device capable of artificial sentience… This device consisted of an artificial neural network,
designed to imitate the humanoid brain.”
I also gleaned from the www that a neural network consists of neurons which connect to each
another and which transmit information through electrical and chemical signals.
When we click on or filter for any tag(s) - our neuron equivalent in WorkFlowy - we are accessing a
neural-type network of connected information… a crude explanation of how WorkFlowy imitates the
way our brain works… particularly with tagging dynamics.

Elsewhere…
Besides this dedicated section on tags, you’ll find significant additional info in these chapters:

• All about changing up your tag styles with “Stylish”
• For more on tags as far as “organizing your brain”:
• Workflow tags
• Lists Title tags

• How to explode tags
• Action tags (tasks)
• Book-writing tags
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Basic tag types Pick a tag, any tag

There are no rules when it comes to tagging conventions: whatever makes most sense to you. Here is
my humble rationale:

# - Hashtag
I generally use “#’s” to filter for several instances of a tag scattered throughout an outline, especially
when one needs to create secondary contexts/ categories, as illustrated in…

• This WorkFlowy blog outline I put together
• My move to a new apartment

@ - At

I like to distinguish between certain tagging dynamics a tad and use “@” tags for:

• @Name tags (people’s names), especially for delegation purposes
• Fixed List Title Tags - as a quick means of navigation

• Temporary workflow tags (@wip, @fup, @dbtc, @bm, etc.)

In certain cases I may use both “#” and “@” tags for the exact same keyword:

• #PhraseExpress - This is a tag for gathering together dispersed ideas on a topic that I
wanted to write about at some point.

• @PhraseExpress - This is a “List Title Tag” shortcut to easily reference a list of PhraseExpress
keyboard shortcuts for when I get a little rusty.

Moving on… In the next chapter we’ll walk through a simple way to relocate lists anywhere within
your WorkFlowy account through the use of some temporary tags.
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Transfer any list
anywhere

From time to time, you might have a list/ lists that you want to move from A to B. There are several
ways to get that target list to its end destination. One of them might be cutting and pasting, except
that might be risky if you take a series of wrong turns and lose the information on your clipboard
(and cannot undo) - and then there’s the thing about all of the “last changed” dates being reset.
Having said that, I do it all the time… but not with more complex outlines I wish to transfer.
We also have the ability to move lists via the Alt+Shift+Arrow shortcut keys, as seen in a previous
chapter. Only thing is that one cannot move your list to an outline in a parent list “upstream” of an
already zoomed-in list - only “downstream”, by using the Right arrow as you move a list deeper into a
sibling list.
Neither is it always practical to expand all lists involved - from a higher parent list down - to expose
both the target and destination lists in order to make the transfer.

Ticket to ride
Here’s a practical way to make the move with 2 simple, temporary “@Transfer” tags:
1. Tag your target list with a unique tag you can remember… perhaps a “@Transfer” tag:
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2. Navigate to your destination list and tag a child list therein with the same tag used above:

3. Go to your home page or a higher up parent list and filter for the newly created tags:

4. Drag and drop your target list into place and then explode the tags:
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Anakin breaking bad
You would be right in assuming that the following screenshot is not a real-life use case of mine however, it serves to illustrate a scenario which is not uncommon: The depth at which our target and
destination lists are often nested and the fact that it is no more difficult to transfer these lists (by
tagging and subsequently filtering for those tags) than it is with shallower-nested lists:

A variation tag-transfer strategy we can see in the above screenshot is the following:

1. If I wanted to transfer Anakin Skywalker over to the dark side of the Force, I could first tag him
(my target list)

2. Create a List Title Tag out of my target list (@Malevolence)

3. Filter for both tags (or even keywords/ phrases) at a higher level, using the “OR” operator

4. Expand the “Malevolence” list if I wish (even while in search mode) and transfer Anakin to the
other side of the Force.
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Tag index basics
We’ve already seen loads on how just one strategically placed tag can access related lists and
streamline your searching as well as your workflow. It follows that in many scenarios, one may want
to group an index of tags together to reference the key information or contexts in any outline. One of
the logical places to create your index would be at the header of a list.

If you haven’t yet watched the 2001 box office success, Monsters, Inc., you’re seriously missing out.
Wikipedia describes the setting: “The parallel city of Monstropolis is inhabited by monsters and
powered by the screams of children in the human world. At the factory of Monsters, Inc., employees
called “scarers” venture into children’s bedrooms to scare them and collect their screams, using closet
doors as portals.”
If you’ve watched the movie, you’ll have seen how at Monsters, Inc. they bring together a selection
of closet doors (portals) in one access spot on the factory floor. From there, the “scarers” take their
pick of doors to enter. So it is with tag indexes in WorkFlowy - they give us quick access to groups/
contexts of tags in any outline. Let’s take a look at the specifics:

Note or list(s)?
Whether you set your tag indexes up in the note of the parent list or in the first child list is up to you.
I do both, depending. Whatever you choose, you can easily change it up at a later stage.
In the “Chapters” section of my book outline, you’ll see that I had a small collection of tags I needed
to reference, in the parent list’s note. You know these tags are in a note because the line doesn’t
have a bullet point:
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The benefits of using a note
• When zoomed into a list, the tags in a note have a slightly larger font size than in a child list
• You can give any spacing you want between your note content and your children lists
• Your tag index is more distinguishable since it is not in line with the children lists

• You can shuffle the children lists around as you wish… and the tag index always remains in
the same place - at the header of the outline

• When a list is collapsed within a broader outline, as seen in the screenshots below, the note
content (in this case, the tag index) is accessible without expanding the list itself…

Here we see 3 dots in the note area of the “Chapters” list, which signifies that there is more content
beyond the first line of the note:
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When I click anywhere within the first line of the note, the rest of the note will expand, revealing my
tag index:

… Thus I can access my tag index for that list without expanding the list itself.

The benefits of using lists
If you have categories of tags (or just lots of tags) bullets may help to keep things under control. You
can shuffle your tag lists around or even nest them if you wish, without having to copy and paste.
Here’s my tag index for a book on Evernote that I’ve been working on. When expanded, each list
will reveal multiple related tags… and when filtered for, each tag will bring up a variety of related
material, from whatever lists they are scattered throughout within my Evernote book outline. This
tag list/ index contains over 100 tags, which consolidate all of my ideas, reference material, etc.:
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Suffice to say that we will be looking more into tag indexes in general in the next 2 chapters and
also in later sections on book writing and journaling…

A few use cases for tag indexes
• Moving house: Contexts within contexts

• The WorkFlowy blog: Compiling a mega alphabetized tag index
•

Journaling: An index of your best thoughts

• WorkFlowy book: From a tag index to book chapters and sections
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Contexts within contexts
- A no-brainer tag index

If you have the time and patience, or want the full-on geeky toppings, I wrote an extended blog post
when I moved apartments, entitled, “WorkFlowy: moving, organizing, decluttering”. If you don’t mind,
I’m going to lift a few tiny portions of text directly from that post:

What a man (or woman) needs
This was my thought process: “Let’s see… I’m going to need to create a mega list of most of
my possessions and organize them into discrete contexts that I can act upon. How do I do this
systematically, room by room - yet also be able to easily view that same list according to specific
categories, such as the things that I want to throw out, the things I need to disassemble, donate,
measure, etc?”

Modus operandi
I created my main parent list… and under that, a tag index of all the actions I had to take:

Next, a separate list for each room:
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With my iPhone in hand (and my WorkFlowy app, of course) it took just a wee bit over an hour to
whiz through the apartment, room by room, and complete my list - most of the action decisions
being made on the spot. I used iOS’ dictation to speak my list out item by item in WorkFlowy,
including the hashtag (#) command when creating tags. Here’s a portion of my “Classroom” list:

Contexts within contexts
With a full inventory of tagged items, I could then go ahead and hit any of the tags in my index and
filter for like tags dispersed across my sublists. In so doing, I was able to batch my tasks and focus on
like tasks one at a time… and still have them listed by room:
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You can drill down to more specifics if you give your items more than one tag and then
subsequently filter by 2 or more of those tags:

All’s well that ends well
Thus ended a mosquito-ridden chapter of my life - all the more efficiently.
If you’re the tinkering type, here’s a shared WorkFlowy list of most of my worldly possessions at the
time.
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Compiling a mega alphabetized tag index - the
WorkFlowy blog

Scenario: you have just tagged a bunch of items in a list and would now like to copy unique
instances of those tags over to an index without any falling through the cracks…
Take a look at this alphabetized tag index I created for all of the WorkFlowy blog posts, while
researching for this book:

I basically read through all of the WorkFlowy blog posts, copied the title of each post into a
WorkFlowy list and created a set of tags in each list’s note, together with a nested hyperlink to the
actual post itself. These tags reflect each post’s content - and in some cases refer to useful tips in the
comment section:
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Each of those tags is represented in the tag index. If you’d like to tinker with it, here is a public list
I’ve shared online.
Maybe. Just maybe you’ll one day need a mega-sized, alphabetized tag index… or just a mega-sized,
randomly ordered tag index (or perhaps just a plain medium-sized index). If so, a few or more of the
steps outlined below might just help to streamline your own workflow…

1. COPY OVER
A challenge I’m sure you’ve come across when copy-pasting your tags to a separate list (a tag
index): Usually you would copy these tags/ bundles of tags one at a time, scrolling back and forth
between where you left off and up to the top of your list… And scrolling back and forth gets a tad
monotonous.
One incredibly useful chrome extension which helps with the above-mentioned PITA is called the
“Split Screen Chrome Extension”:

As pictured in the screenshot above, you can set up 2 panels from which to work, each with their
own instance of WorkFlowy open at the parts of a list you’re working on. On the left you could have
your list itself where you are copying tags from… and on the right, in a 2nd panel of the same list, you
are able to keep the list “static” as you copy tags over.
Hand in hand with the Split Screen extension - mighty useful, is whatever text expander utility or
clipboard software you happen to have. At the top right of the above screenshot, you’ll see that I
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have my (free) PhraseExpress clipboard cache open, which allows me to access a list of recently
copied phrases (in chronological order) by hitting a keyboard shortcut. To paste the tags in the order
I copied them, I like to hit the number “QuickKeys” in descending order, starting at 9,8,7,6… One
at a time in quick succession. A cinch. No scrolling, copying, scrolling, pasting… scrolling, copying,
scrolling, pasting… Just copy, copy, copy… paste, paste, paste… This is a godsend when engaged in
repetitive workflows.
I usually copy about 10 instances at a time. This enables me to use the number buttons to copy my
tags over. Just in case you’re wondering - yes - I do count down out aloud :-). That way I don’t lose
track. By the way, PhraseExpress has just recently come out with a new (paid) feature, which allows
you to automatically paste all of your clippings on your clipboard cache until a selected item, in the
order copied. Very handy… but not free.

2. ELIMINATE DUPLICATES
Once you’ve copied all tags over to your tag index, you’ll most likely have many duplicate tags:

Click on each tag one at a time to filter all instances thereof… and then explode all but one of those
highlighted. This way you whittle down your index to a list of unique, individual tags which you can
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organize as you wish - either in a hierarchy or in a flat list, depending on how complex your list of
tags is.

• Here’s an animated GIF where you can see how I explode some of those duplicate tags.

Also, very helpful before the next step, is if you could edit your list to have just one tag per bullet
(TIP: “Enter” is your friend).

3. ALPHABETIZE IF YOU MUST
If you have a looooong list of tags, you may want to try some automation with your alphabetizing Copy your list over to Google Doc’s “Google Sheets” (or similar):

• On the Google Sheets page, hit the red “+” icon at the bottom right of the interface to open
up a new spreadsheet

• Paste your list of tags into the first cell (A1)

• Hover over the “A” column header and click on the dropdown menu arrow
• Sort sheet A - Z

• Copy the entire column back over to WorkFlowy
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4. GROUP/ BUNDLE YOUR TAGS
I set up a PhraseExpress keyboard shortcut to streamline the process a little - actually, a freaking lot.
You see, when you have your cursor at the end of a list and hit the delete key to merge with your list
immediately below, you then need to leapfrog your cursor over the tag just “imported”, insert some
sort of a separator, hit delete again and then repeat -many times. Essentially what you’re wanting to
achieve with a keyboard shortcut, in this scenario, is to imitate the following keystrokes:

• End, space, your separator, space, delete ([End] :: [Del])

• Here’s an animated GIF which demonstrates how darn fast this process is. And it illustrates
that this is far from being a fruitless endeavor.

Here’s the result of the WorkFlowy Blog post tag index:
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TAG LIST BY TOPIC
This will take a little more head-scratching: outline to your heart’s content. Here’s a tag index from
another book I’m working on:

TIP: If you’d like to play around with different types of tag lists, make a duplicate of the original
bulleted list (before you alphabetize it) and keep that handy. The original list is likely grouped a lot
more closely to topic than an alphabetized list.
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Exploratory tags

Have you ever thought sometimes, after having expanded certain parts of an outline and poked
around a bit, that you might want to get everything to collapse back to the unique way it was before
you went digging about - with all the “right” parts expanded?
Also, have you noticed that when you filter for a tag or keyword and expand any list anywhere when you exit the search, everything goes back to the way it was before - as if you’d just woken up
from a vivid dream… and in fact nothing had happened?
The easiest way to enter into filter mode for any list that you want to explore (if the outline you want
to explore does not already contain a unique tag) is to temporarily prefix the first word with an “@” or
“#” to convert it into a tag. You can then go ahead and expand lists wherever you please. Once you’re
done, exit the filtering/ search context (Escape)… and close Pandora’s box. And don’t forget to delete
the tag prefix.
Like many use cases, this one might take some getting used to - it’s really one of those “take-it-orleave-it” things… however, the next chapter begs an audience in a massively broad use case area
that you’ll find difficult to resist: Tasks. Lists of tasks… and some ideas related to organizing and
prioritizing those tasks…
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Just do it

The way we do the things we do
No app is going to make us automatically do the tasks we plan to do - however, the way we think
through what exactly we could do each day helps immensely. WorkFlowy is second to none when
it comes to the versatility with which we can plot our tasks out and prioritize them. Whatever
your productivity system, I am positive that it can have its incarnation in WorkFlowy. What makes
WorkFlowy such a versatile task management platform is the fact that we’re dealing with an
outliner. An outliner we can zoom into. So, basically, we’re looking at the full feature set that is
WorkFlowy. Within our task lists we can:

• Outline a task: break it down into its components and identify a “next action”. Then we really
have a mini (or full-blown) project on our hands.

• Link to project lists or embed the actual projects themselves in a to-do list
• Tag any items GTD style or otherwise

• Expand and collapse categories of lists to show the sets of tasks you want to see
• Zoom in on priorities/ categories... etc.

Looking forward

We’re going to look at some preliminary chapters on a handful of practical prioritization, focus
and motivation systems for doing the stuff we need to do, and how they play out in WorkFlowy. In
fact, these systems or techniques are among the best that the world of productivity has to offer…
and rest assured that I am only writing about what I actually use in my workflow every single day.
I say preliminary chapters, because from there I’ll launch into my pièce de resistance - a chapter
on “Kanban Calendar” - a cocktail of multiple productivity techniques that brings the preceding
chapters together in a coherent setup. At the very least you may want to salvage some of its
component parts. Ready, set…
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The Eisenhower
Matrix
Old school
Many of you are already familiar with the “Eisenhower Matrix”, also known as “Covey’s Time
Management Grid”:

“What is important is seldom urgent and what is urgent is seldom important.” is a phrase which is
often attributed to the late U.S. President, Dwight D. Eisenhower. This matrix was later made popular
by Stephen Covey in his book, “The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People” and dealt with in depth. I
mean really, really in depth. So there’s something worth looking into there.

There are many ways to prioritize the tasks you intend to get done today. I just like this one. What’s
important is to find some method of consistently deciding which tasks you deem most valuable
each day… and sticking with it. Looking at the graphic below, you will see that I have adapted the
Eisenhower matrix to fit WorkFlowy. It took me many sleepless nights to figure this one out:
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I have the Eisenhower Matrix layout fixed in mind: I’m familiar with its layout - and switching to a
linear structure makes little difference to me. Some of you might want to represent quadrants 1-3
and forgo the 4th. Some of you might want to include a “Done” space… or “Working on”. Do what
works for you. Just in case you’re a little rusty, here’s a little refresher on what each of the 4 quadrants
are typically used for:

1 - Urgent and Important
Those tasks you deem to be of primary importance, which must get done today, come hell or high
water.

2 - Not Urgent but Important:
Activities which enrich your life such as exercise, reading and side projects. These items are
“investments” which will pay off in the medium to long term. I focus quite a bit on quadrant 2, since
these are the things that I (and the multitudes) tend to procrastinate on.

3 - Urgent and Not Important:
Here we can bundle most of the distractions that bombard us daily that may require our attention
at some point. I like putting many of the organizational/ administrative items here.

4 - Not Urgent and Not Important
When I have the time I’ll get around to these items. I don’t have to make a conscious effort to
remember them, since these are the things I usually default to when I veg out.
There are multiple advantages to having your Eisenhower Matrix in an outliner… and more
specifically in WorkFlowy. For instance:
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Collapse to focus
One can collapse any list(s) to focus on what needs focusing on. Here I have 2 “quadrants” expanded.
You decide what needs expanding and collapsing. That way you’ll have less stuff staring you in the
face:

Zoom to focus
Zoom in on any “quadrant” for less noise… and don’t forget about the Ctrl+Shift+9/0 keyboard
shortcut we looked at earlier: One can zoom right in on any list and then flip to parallel sibling lists.

Tag to focus
The Eisenhower matrix is great for plotting your intended tasks for today and sizing them up against
one another. It is not as great, however, in singling out the task(s) you are currently focusing on as
one would do with an ordinary to-do list. As you can imagine, you might not tackle all tasks in your
Eisenhower Matrix chronologically from quadrants 1-4. For instance, some quadrant 1 items might
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be time specific… and so you may choose to work on a quadrant 3 item in the meantime. One great
way to single out items from your Matrix and at the same time juxtapose them with individual
project tasks (elsewhere) that you might currently be working on, is to use a @wip tag detailed
previously. That way you can call up any current tasks to be acted on at the soonest opportunity,
with a strategically placed @wip tag - perhaps on your home page:

An alternative system for the Eisenhower Matrix concept some might want to tinker with, might
involve a list of the 4 priority tags, situated on your home page:

• @Important :: @Not-Important :: @Urgent :: @Not-Urgent

• OR… @IMP :: @nIMP :: @URG :: @nURG

• Besides isolating tasks in specific quadrants by filtering for any 2 tag combinations, this
would allow for the filtering of tasks across quadrants: e.g. all “@Important” tags (which fall
in quadrants 1 and 2)

• You may want to categorize tasks scattered across your task management system, as opposed
to only today’s tasks in 1 specific matrix.

Let’s now press on to a broad overview of some Kanban basics…
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Kanban

This chapter is simply a “doggy ear”… a bookmark to point you to the places where Kanban is dealt
with in this book:
IT’S A KANBAN MAGIC

• A chapter on organizing your actual WorkFlowy setup and some basics behind Personal
Kanban

KANBAN CALENDAR

• A chapter on a task-management system I created, which integrates a calendar with
elements of Personal Kanban, GTD and the Eisenhower Matrix.
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The tickler file

Before Bonnie and Clyde…
Just FYI, the “modern-day” use of tickler files predates the popular GTD (Getting Things Done)
method by decades, and as you can see in the above image, the tickler file was actually patented
way back in the day. Just looking at it makes me want to grow out a mustache.
A tickler file is (was originally) a system of physical folders - one for at least each day of the month
ahead - allowing one to file documents to a future date on which they need to be acted upon. These
documents could be to-do lists, bills to pay, birthday reminders, coupons, follow-up reminders, etc.
Each day, the folder with today’s date is pulled from the tickler file and any documents within it are
pulled into one’s workflow. Basically, what a tickler file does, is it allows you to set a (manual) handson “reminder” for future tasks which will stream towards you, one day at a time.
Nowadays, we are spoiled for options when it comes to digital repositories that can take on a
physical/ material filing system (including our tickler file) - and you can literally carry your office
around in your pocket (or purse)… and, just to show it can be done, even put your office on the end of
a selfie stick.
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Date VS. Time
Setting up a tickler file in WorkFlowy does not quite replace an actual calendar. Calendars will be
around forever, whether we like it or not. I kind of like them. So why keep 2 calendars - a calendar
calendar as well as a tickler file? Well, a traditional calendar is perfect for scheduling time-specific
tasks. We get to see spatially how events are spread out on any given day… plus we get to automate
recurring events. Pretty useful. Here’s a peek into my weekly evening teaching schedule:

On the other hand, most calendars are somewhat limited when it comes to having a holding space
for a to-do list of items that are date specific, yet not time specific. You see, we don’t want to have to
schedule every item into our calendar when we neither know how long each will take to complete,
nor when exactly the best time would be to focus on each - days or weeks in advance.
Once a task is scheduled at a specific time and date (on a calendar), the prioritizing part is done.
There’s no further thought as to when… yet still, most of us need to grapple with prioritization. Every
day. And that may best be done a lot closer to the time… so a tickler file, besides holding documents,
whether physical or digital, serves as a roundup of your life’s miscellaneous doings. Here’s an extra
layer in WorkFlowy, which complements my calendar events for the same period pictured above:
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Access your documents in WorkFlowy
A tickler-file-esque setup in WorkFlowy is far more than a place to slot in reminders. I’m not going
to forget to do a workout - it’s part if my routine. It’s predictable… but nested within my “Chest and
Back” routine list (pictured above), I have my P90X workout records that I can access on my iPhone
while at the gym. That item is both a task and a record of exercises and reps. For me, a tickler file is
very much an organizational device. You hit the ground running when you have your data at hand.
For instance, you can:

• Include an entire WorkFlowy outline in a “task”

• Link to an outline located elsewhere in WorkFlowy

• Pull in a link to an Evernote, Dropbox or Google Drive file and access it with a tap
• Insert a telephone number, which when tapped on mobile will be dialed
• Include a link to a specific reference email or one to respond to

• Paste an external hyperlink to a specific web page, twitter bio, forum or blog post, etc. The
web’s the limit!

Projects VS. Life’s miscellaneous tasks
At this point, we would do well to distinguish between the use of a tickler file for due-date reminders
of project milestones and all of life’s miscellaneous standalone tasks.
If you’ve got some dedicated projects going, you’ll want to keep the individual tasks thereof in their
own discrete outlines/ sections and not have them separated from the herd with other random
tasks. I’m sure you’ve already racked your brain on this one, trying to figure out how to consolidate
projects and personal tasks.
The tickler file is a no-brainer for personal tasks. On the other hand, when it comes to project
management, there are some challenges, for which there are several solutions. You may choose to
forgo a tickler file and use a system of date tags… or implement one or more elegant workarounds
to represent all of your date-specific tasks/ reminders together in one place. It also depends on
whether you are collaborating on a project and therefore need to keep a separate timeline for a
team’s eyeballs. Much of this will be dealt with in the chapter, The Tickler File VS Date Tags.
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Tickler file/ calendar template
Here are a couple of comments that were made on my blog, Productivity Mashup:

1. “I want to be easily able to reschedule events and tasks months down the road (or even a

year or two down the road). And to me, the effort in manually setting up calendars seems
prohibitive.”

2. “When you create a new month, do you manually type up all the date nodes or do you have
an expansion to handle that?”

My take on the above 2 comments:

• I like to keep my list of date nodes to no more than 1 or 2 collapsible months. That way I am

able to track monthly recurring events/ tasks, such as expenses. Once I’ve paid a bill, I drag
it to the next due date exactly a month down the line. On occasion, when I have reminders
that need to be plotted long term, I usually schedule those reminders in my iCloud Calendar.

• If you haven’t gotten around to setting up the next month for your tickler file in WorkFlowy,

you can drag recurring tasks to a holding section at the end of the current month until
such time as you get organized. I also have a “Much Later” list of items that are for several
months down the line. I may keep them there month by month until I can slot them into my
WorkFlowy tickler file or I may move them over to my iCloud Calendar:
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• Of course, nobody likes to sit there, typing in 30+ days all in one go. That’s why I set up a basic
template, which accounts for more than half of the work. All I need to do is copy paste that
template into my WorkFlowy calendar section and complete the days:

Here’s the basic template I use. It’s guaranteed to add at least 90 seconds to your life each month.
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The tickler file and
recurring tasks
“Oh, we are us, Sir… but they are also us… so indeed, we are both us… at different points along the same
time continuum.” - Lieutenant Commander Data, Star Trek, The Next Generation.

I wrote a blog post on “Recurring Tasks and Space-Time Continuum”. There I treat you to some of
my Star Trek ponderings. Here’s an excerpt from that post (Oh, the arrogance of people quoting
themselves!).
“When I think of recurring tasks, they are already there ahead of us on our time dimension line… and
as we move further along our time continuum, we encounter them again… and again. These recurring
tasks play one of the biggest roles in shaping our habits - and therefore our success. They are either
plotted on a calendar, programmed to recur automatically in our task management app of choice… or
we recycle them manually in whatever app, shape or form.”

All your ducks in a row
Recurring tasks (and recurring reminders) are 2 of the most requested WorkFlowy features… However,
when integrating the tickler file concept with Kanban principles and the Eisenhower Matrix (chapter
ahead), automating recurring tasks becomes a redundant concept. Besides, we have no automated
anything in WorkFlowy. Actually, I lie - we do have an autocomplete popup tag “helper” menu which
brings up tags as you type their prefixes. Anyways, manually recycling recurring tasks is a cinch in
WorkFlowy - and even preferable.

All of my repetitive tasks/ activities I plot on my Kanban Calendar. When filtered for by tag, right
there you have a complete context/ task category all on its own. That way you get to see your
repeating tasks by date and not have them tucked away in a list somewhere. These items are not
reference material: they need to be acted upon - and this way you can keep them in constant play.
E.g.:
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• Don’t break the chain efforts
• Daily reading cues
• Expenses

• Workout routines

Death and taxes

Since monthly expenses are relentless and are near impossible to shake, I plot them on my calendar:

• I give each an #exp tag, which when filtered for, gives me all expenses according to date.
• When each day comes around, I pull it into my Eisenhower Matrix (for today’s activities).
• If I’m not able to pay for a bill due to lack of time (or money), I push it to the next day.
• To remember a particular bill’s due date, I tuck it into a nested bullet.

• Once a bill is paid, I drag it to the next due date in the following calendar month
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No pain, no gain
I also keep the current phase of my P90X workout routine on my calendar:

• You’ll notice that since I’ve filtered for my #P90X tag, I get a condensed view of all routines
plotted on my calendar.

• The routines where I have to keep track of reps and weights used, each have my records
thereof nested therein.

• As each day comes around, I pull all tasks from the next day in my calendar into my

Eisenhower Matrix, to be distributed into my priority “quadrants”, including my P90X routine
for the day.

• In the screenshot you’ll see that I’ve allocated my workout for today to quadrant 2 (Not
Urgent/ Important).

• When I’m done with a routine (or not), I drag it from my Eisenhower Matrix (today’s tasks) to
the same day next week in my calendar.

From the above examples, you can imagine that automated recurring tasks would be quite counterintuitive in a tailor-made system where step-by-step crafting is part and parcel of visualizing one’s
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workflow. Going full manual means you have complete hands-on control with every task that is
generated or recycled. You make a conscious decision every time you rename a tag or recycle a task
to the next due date. It gives you a better feel for what is happening each step of the way… and no
task has a chance of sneaking up on you and catching you unawares.

Pssst!
If we’re talking about a reminder that you would want to hear an audible alert for, that’s another
story. We all know how useful this feature is. The best scenario we now have is with the likes of, say,
dictating a reminder (whether recurring or not) to iOS’s assistant, Siri, right from one’s lock screen.
It doesn’t get any more streamlined than that. In fact, when you’re dealing with a system’s native
features, you can completely forget that you are actually using a separate app. You never even have
to see the inside of the iOS Reminders app itself. There are equivalent solutions for Android.
I activate recurring reminders in iOS (and elsewhere) for some things that I don’t have on my
Kanban Calendar. It’s not that they can’t go there… It’s because I need recurring alerts at specific
times - with things that I don’t necessarily need any forethought or preparation for. I receive an alert
and act upon it on the spot… and I wouldn’t ordinarily need to visualize it as part of my workflow.
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The tickler file
VS date tags
The alternative to seeing your future tasks stream towards you one chronological day at a time by
way of a tickler file, would be to keep them in categories and then filter for them by date tags. The
age-old calendar layout works like a charm - it sets out everything on a timeline with no need to
filter for scattered project tasks with a specific date tag. BUT… what about projects that have their
own dedicated workflow?
Here’s a very good question Peter M. put to me on my blog: Frank, Your Kanban/WorkFlowy method
seems quite interesting. However transferring tasks into the Kanban today/calendar forever dissociates
them from their respective projects. With this system, it seems you cannot review progress (completed
items) on a project in order to plan the next steps. This seems like a major limitation at least to me. If
you have any workarounds, I would be glad to hear them.
The above comment comes from a blog post I made a while back and it relates to pulling tasks
into my Eisenhower Matrix and Tickler file, which make up my “Today” and “Calendar” sections
respectively. It’s a setup I like to call, “Kanban Calendar”. We’ll get to that chapter.
Peter M. was indirectly asking what on earth one would do if not for the use of date tags within
project outlines. You see… you can’t very well pull individual project tasks out of their contexts and
onto a timeline (tickler file/ calendar). There would be a disconnect in the workflow. A project’s tasks
need to interact with one another: you need to visualize your progress, create priorities, categorize,
focus on like tasks… In short, project items need to stick together. If you pop one of a series of project
tasks into a tickler file right next to your kids’ bedtime reading, it’s like a lone fish out of water - it
needs to get back in the water and swim with its school.
So what range of options do we have at our disposal to visualize project tasks by due date? Consider
the following possibilities:
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1. Best of both separate worlds
A tickler file is great for all of your standalone, miscellaneous personal tasks. You can keep one for
those, while at the same time setting up date tags for your sets of tasks that make up projects.

2. Don’t give up your day job just yet
The side projects I work on (such as this book) have no due dates. I finish when I finish and I put in a
significant portion of my free time daily. I don’t need to reach milestones by any specific date… and
therefore my projects don’t need to go onto a timeline nor do they need to be tagged with date
tags. All I need do is set aside sufficient time each day to make some headway. If, like myself, you can
manage your projects without due dates for each phase, you could simply represent your project title
daily in whatever priority matrix or system you have going:

A few quick access options: you can get to your project outline from, say, your Eisenhower Matrix (1)
via a hyperlink to that project list, (2) through the starred page viewer or (3) by actually embedding
the entire project in your priority matrix itself. In the following screenshot, you’ll see that I have
a hyperlink to my WorkFlowy book project, as well as the metrics of my “Don’t Break The Chain!”
routine - including how many Pomodori I burn through each day and the number of words written:
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3. This is my day job
Most people work on projects under pressure. It’s not enough to just have a vague feeling that
deadlines are looming. We need to know the day and hour they are upon us. The other thing is that
we don’t want to orphan our tasks by pulling them from their project outlines just to sit pretty in a
tailor-made tickler file.

3a. A #Calendar tag
A dead simple solution comes from one of my blog readers, @spcwhl:
“You could just duplicate the item [into a tickler file/ calendar] and add a #Calendar tag to the item
in the relevant project list. Keeps them in one place and indicates you’ve scheduled it.”

3b. Random alphanumeric tags for duplicate project tasks
An idea I’ve played with some, is to duplicate any project tasks that need to be done by a certain due
date, along with a totally random (and unique) alphanumeric tag each, by copying them into a tailormade WorkFlowy calendar:

• #P-1Y3L4

• #P-0G4GH
• #P-8R8TY

• “P” is for “Project”, by the way.

• Hit your “Caps” key and let your fingers whip up some randomness. Try it, even if you have no
inclination to use this strategy. It’s rather addictive:
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This way, if an item in its original project list has such a tag, you know that it has been duplicated to
a calendar… and conversely, if a task mirrored in the calendar has such a tag, you can easily identify
it as belonging to a project workflow. To either reference the entire project or complete a task, you
would filter for that tag at a higher level to bring up both instances (copy the tag into the search
box).

3c. Project date tags and a date tag index
This just became a chapter of its own…
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Date tags and a
date tag index
Breaking the prophecy down
The Oracle (a she), from the The Matrix franchise is a sentient program with clairvoyant abilities
designed to understand and interpret the human psyche. She gives predictions and insight to
Zion operatives who choose to hear her, helping humanity to free itself from the oppression of the
Machines. Oh… and she enjoys baking cookies.

Likewise, we consult date tags for any due dates of individual project tasks, which give us insight into
the next steps of our mission - while at the same time allowing us to keep those tasks within their
categories or project outlines. We’re now going to take a look at a date tag index. One that we can
consult on future events in chronological order, so that nothing falls through the cracks or passes us
by. Take a look at this basic calendar of tags which I hope you might repurpose to suit own use cases:

A hack for inherently smart people
Above we have our date tags (minus the year, since I’m not big on archiving anyways) arranged by
week in the format of a calendar month. Whichever one you hit will bring up all tasks tagged with
the same tag. I’m not going to demonstrate it for you with any screen shots - you’re going to have
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to use your imagination on this one. In my defense, I will say that I consider anyone who is currently
using date tags successfully, to be smarter than the average, and you’ll certainly know what to do
with the above hack.
The point of it all is that I like juxtaposing tasks in typical calendar style, so I can peruse the
upcoming day(s) at a glance. My hangup with date tags in general has been that one needs to do
a lot of thinking in your mind’s eye to picture a chronology of tasks according to date. This basic
concept of a calendar of tags somewhat eases the continuity disconnect for me. I recommend
keeping a full calendar of date tags in your index, even if some are not actually present in your
workflow itself. It’s more for the spatial effect… just like you don’t always fill every day in an actual
calendar.

Keeping track
One way to keep track of where you are visually in the month might be to eliminate your tags one
day at a time so that the first date tag will be today’s date. You can substitute with whatever you
want:

Long form
If you must have your years involved, here’s what a month’s worth of date tags might look like.
Things aren’t looking hopeful for my iPhone 4s. This is more of a desktop thing:
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Multiple months
You’ll notice that the particular tag index above lives in multiple bullets. This way, when you filter for
a tag, you only have one line of your tag index show. In a similar vein, another strategy might be to
have multiple months in your index, each in their own list… but with each month’s worth of tags in a
note. That way, when you tap anywhere within the note area (directly below each list), it will expand
to give you the full range of tags for that month:

Searching multiple date tags
Instead of filtering for individual date tags one at a time, one might want to get a broad overview of,
say, the upcoming week’s or month’s scheduled tasks/ due dates.

• To filter for an entire month, one would search for “#d-2015-09”/ “#d-09” in the search box. This
will give you your tasks scheduled for the month of September.

• To filter for all tasks scheduled within the next 7 days, one would need to use the “OR”
operator:

• #d-09-07 OR #d-09-08 OR #d-09-09 OR #d-09-10 OR #d-09-11 OR #d-09-12 OR #d-09-13

• One can create saved searches that can be adjusted daily to reflect a shifting set of days:

• A. Keep the search syntax string tucked away in a note somewhere and copy that into
the search box with adjustments each day, or…

• B. Use a text expansion software that will allow you to use a 2-3 character shortcut to

expand your entire saved search and make adjustments accordingly down the road, or…

• C. Star your search results page and then call it up on subsequent searches, adjusting

the syntax in the search box and then saving that latest search by starring it one again.
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Kanban Calendar

Build things only you can build
Here’s a quote I transcribed while watching “The Lego Movie”: “All of you have the ability inside of you
to be a groundbreaker… And I mean literally. Break the ground! Tear off the pieces. Tear apart your walls.
Build things only you can build…”
“Build things only you can build.” I like that. That’s what my blog, Productivity Mashup, is all about mixing and matching the parts of productivity hacks and systems that suit your needs. Here are my
thoughts on just that.

I’ve already made ample mention of a task-management system I’ve put together, which I like
to call, “Kanban Calendar”. It’s a great fit for those who need (or prefer) to set up a manual taskmanagement system. I’ve written numerous posts on how I’ve implemented Kanban Calendar in
wildly differing apps. It’s a highly scalable system that WorkFlowy does sweet justice to.

Back to basics
Earlier in this book, we looked at the basics of the Kanban system. In the most basic of project
workflows we have at least these 3 stages:

1. Backlogged/ To Do

2. Work in Progress (WIP)/ Working on
3. Done

A left-to-right dynamic on a horizontal plane is the way most people recognize Kanban. Of course, in
WorkFlowy, we transition to a vertical format - and in many ways, a vertical list format allows us more
flexibility as to the order of our stages. For my WorkFlowy book project I like to have the chapter that
I’m currently Working on at the top of the list… just personal preference. I prefer to keep the chapters
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I’ve already Written (Done) right below that, since I more frequently need to reference that stage.
Then there’s my Backlogged section, from which I pull my ideas and outlines for upcoming chapters
when I’m ready. What is important is that the order makes sense to you and streamlines your project
workflow:

So that’s a quick recap of a project’s workflow. But how does Kanban relate to all of life’s personal
tasks which are not necessarily part of a project workflow?… miscellaneous tasks that are not necessarily
connected to one another, yet need to be prioritized around one another?…

The “Kanban Calendar” building blocks
My personal task-management setup relies heavily on basic Kanban principles and… a calendar. Thus
the name “Kanban Calendar”. The structural setup for the Kanban Calendar consists of the following
sections which are adjacent to one another:
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1. Backlogged section: The stuff you’d like to get around to at some indeterminate point
2. Today section: Tasks you intend to do today by priority
3. Calendar section: Tasks plotted on specific days ahead of you - according to due date
As outlined in previous chapters, my Today section is a reworking of the Eisenhower Matrix… and my
Calendar section works very much like a Tickler File. All that remains is to explain the Kanban part of
things, which brings along with it some very practical side effects. The 2 core Kanban principles work
their magic in my Kanban Calendar…

Visualize your workflow
Personal Kanban lets us survey all tasks in one broad sweep. We can see where they fit in and their
relation one to another in the grand scheme of things. If you wish, you can expand or collapse
your Backlogged lists, your list of tasks do focus on Today and your scheduled tasks in the Calendar
section. You can see as much or as little as your want.
Having a “Calendar” section on a (digital) Kanban board or as part of a Kanban-orientated system,
significantly lightens the load of having to do list revisions. This can be explained by the 2nd core
principle that Personal Kanban offers:

Limit your Work in Progress
Limiting the amount of tasks one focuses on on any given day, is in itself a common-sense
productivity hack - since we often tend to bite off more than we can chew. In Kanban terminology,
one “pulls” tasks from the “Backlogged” section into your “Today” section. Likewise, if you have too
much on your plate for today, you could “push” a task back into the “Backlogged” section. The
problem therein is that as a consequence, that backlogged list needs to be scanned at a later stage
to pull those tasks back out again. One dynamic that significantly reduces the scanning of our
backlogged lists is to push tasks to the future…
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Push and pull
What makes the world of difference, is having a “Calendar” section. That way if we are snowed
under with commitments, the not-so-urgent tasks can be put off/ pushed to specific upcoming
days (instead of back into the backlogged section). Most likely to tomorrow or within the next several
days. In that sense, we can also use a tickler-file-type system as a space for backlogged items. So
instead of pushing tasks back into the Backlogged section, one can push them into the future,
and they will inch back towards you one day at a time. The rest of the month’s worth of lists serve
to visualize where certain recurring weekly or monthly tasks are plotted - such as bills to pay, etc each of which, in turn, will be brought into the Today section when tomorrow becomes today. So in
the screenshot below, the tasks sitting in the “Friday 14th” list will be pulled into the “Today” section
(Eisenhower Matrix) and then that date/ list is deleted:

Now that we’re done with the Kanban Calendar, let’s take a look see how the “Don’t break the
chain!” method might play out in WorkFlowy...
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Don’t break the chain!

“In 1966 Andy Dufresne escaped from Shawshank Prison. All they found of him was a muddy set of
prison clothes, a bar of soap and an old rock hammer… damn near worn down to the nub. I remember
thinking it would take a man 600 years to tunnel through the wall with it. Old Andy did it in less than
20.” - Red’s narrative from, “The Shawshank Redemption”

Jerry Seinfeld’s “Don’t break the chain!” method is as simple a hack as any you’ll hope to find when
trying to form habits or get a steady routine going. Here’s a post from lifehacker.com which best
explains Jerry Seinfeld’s thinking behind the method.

Slow and steady wins the race
Consistency over any period of time trumps erratic spurts of “productivity”. We can learn about
persistence from the tortoise in one of Aesop’s Fables and we can learn about long-term goals from
Andy Dufresne’s 20-year project on the inside of Shawshank Prison. I’ve used the DBTC (Don’t break
the chain) method countless times to complete projects and solidify routines in my life… including
this book you’re reading.
Some days I’ve only managed a Pomodoro or two, while others I’ve burned through between 14 to
18. Every bit counts - but more so, it’s the motivational value that one gains from doing something
every day for an extended period. Today I’m on day 48 of an estimated 60-day writing spree. It
requires sacrifice on my part as I inch towards my goal, one 25-minute Pomodoro at a time. It’s no
walk in the park. Sometimes I have to, say, choose between an episode of Star Trek on Netflix and
the words you’re reading right now. I’d love to share all of my geeky feats I’ve achieved through the
DBTC method, but I’ll have to stay on topic and present the making of this book.

Off the wall
Typically, one would use a physical calendar and a red marker for this method. I’ve run the full
gamut from paper to apps of every flavor. Now I keep multiple DBTC routines in WorkFlowy. The
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secret, I’ve found, is the actual crossing off of a repeat task you’ve completed daily. It brings closure
and sets you up for the next day. Although one doesn’t get a typical calendar layout in WorkFlowy,
we do have all the benefits that an outliner has to offer…

Day 1
Sunday, June 28th: I record how many Pomodori I’ve knocked off and my word count. From there on
out, it’s still blood, sweat and tears all the way. But as the days roll on, I see my effort taking shape. I
keep showing up and I keep hacking away at my keyboard. I keep reminding myself of the end goal:

You’ll notice the following in the screenshot above:

• I include today’s main focus in the title, along with my overall progress in parentheses.

• I have a @dbtc tag attached to this task, which sits in quadrant 2 of my Eisenhower Matrix. I
have a @dbtc tag on my home page, which will bring up all my DBTC routines.
• I indent/ nest each new month in order to zoom in and focus if I want
• Every 2 weeks I like to calculate my Pomodoro and word count

• A #stats tag allows me to filter for all biweekly metrics thus far:
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The hierarchy you see above is the reason I do the nesting. It gives me stats by month.

• If you’d like to take a look at the entire DBTC outline for this book, here’s a shared list.
Hold on tight, because this wild productivity ride is now taking us to tomato land...
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The Pomodoro
Technique
Reboot your universe
“Every once and a while, comic book publishers like to press the reset button on their rat’s nest of
storylines and characters, where sometimes decades-long storylines determine what can and can’t be
done. It makes things simpler, bringing them back to basics. DC Comics did it a few years ago with its
New 52 series. This year, Marvel will perform that reset with Secret Wars.” - polygon.com

One commenter on the above article offered: “Pretty much… they are resetting everyone to their
“classic” state. Keeping what works and resetting what doesn’t.”

Agility, focus, perspective and the bigger picture
First, here’s a bit of a background on the Pomodoro Technique.
There are multiple layers to the Pomodoro Technique. At its most basic (or at least its most
apparent), we have the dynamic of timeboxing one’s workflow. “Classic” Pomodoro consists of
working for a focused 25-minute period, followed by a 5-minute break. The premise is that frequent
breaks can improve mental agility… and therefore productivity. While many argue that they are able
to stay sharply focused for hours upon end, concentration is not the only thing at play here. Here are
some other factors:

• Just like with the reboot of a superhero universe, a short break allows one to take a step back

and evaluate what one will carry forward into the next Pomodoro. Sometimes we get so
obsessively focused on what we’re doing that we might need a little perspective periodically.
When one disconnects for a spell, this allows us to more objectively determine whether
we are making the best use of our time at any given moment or whether we’re working
really hard… but in the wrong direction. Resetting allows us to carry the best parts of our story
forward. That’s my biggest takeaway from the Pomodoro Technique.

• Working intensely for a 25-minute period sets a rhythm. We focus with bursts of energy…
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• Also, we don’t lose track of time, letting the hours pass by, unaware of our progress… oblivious
to the bigger picture. We have less chance of working on our current mission at the expense
of other, perhaps more important things in life.

• And remember - anyone can eliminate distractions for a mere 25 minutes. You can even

postpone many supposed pressing matters vying for a slice of your time. Those WhatsApp
notifications can be silenced and you can set your kid(s) up with something to occupy
themselves (with or without threats to not disturb you). You’re just stealing 25-minutes of
distraction-free time. “Wax on, wax off… don’t forget to breathe.”

Behind the scenes
While writing this book, I really got into jotting down the basics of what I’ve been working on
each Pomodoro. It’s given me an added edge. I’m wasting a lot less time these days and holding
myself accountable for each sliver of time I put into my projects. Here’s what I focused on in each
Pomodoro while writing the previous chapter of this book:

To streamline things, I set up a PhraseExpress Autotext shortcut (xp) to give me the format of each
nested Pomodoro. From there I just enter my current Pomodoro number.
I like to nest my Pomodori metrics list next to my WorkFlowy Book project in my “Workspace” section,
right on my home page. More about that in the very next chapter.
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last-changed:
Occasionally, after a Pomodoro, from the home page, I filter for all of the work I’ve touched in the
last 25 minutes by using the following search syntax: “last-changed:30”. This jogs my memory and
allows me to make accurate, brief notes on what I covered in my last Pomodoro.
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A home-page
workspace
.....................................................................................................................................................
Don’t you just feel like whipping out some scissors and cutting along the dotted line above?… or
tearing any page out at a perforated line? There are very few visual devices we have at our disposal in
minimalist WorkFlowy. My “Workspace” section on my home page sort of feels like the tear-off page
of a pad to me. Its landscape will change from day to day and from project to project but I need to
have instant access to what I’m working on right now - on my home page.

I keep my Workspace section expanded at all times. There are currently 4 distinct lists in my
Workspace section. Only the first two I keep visible or expanded on Desktop:
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1. Current project
• I like having my current project topmost within my Workspace section. This one’s a nobrainer.

• I have an easy-access @wip tag to head straight to where I left off.

• There’s a #word-count tag, which I can filter to calculate how much I wrote on any day

2. Pomodori
As seen in the previous chapter, I keep a record of how much time I spend working on my projects,
together with a point-form summary of ground covered.

• Since my Workspace section on my home page is expanded, if I hit my @POMODORI tag, it will
filter for all my Pomodori activity in my Archive, where I keep significant tasks tucked away the point being that you can access outlines globally from the home page if you hit a tag in
an expanded child list.

• I collapse all Pomodori already worked on, only showing the details of my current Pomodoro.

My first set of lists I keep collapsed on mobile device, since I never need to access them while away
from my laptop… while I always keep the second set expanded. The reason being that if I’m on the
fly I want the quickest possible access to either type or dictate miscellaneous info into my iPhone/
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iPad. I don’t want to have to mess around and navigate WorkFlowy when I have other pressing
“distractions” at hand. This is what my Workspace looks like on mobile device:

3. Inbox
This one is self-explanatory. Many tasks that occur to me while away from my desktop, I create a
reminder in my Inbox list right on the home page. I can pop it into my Kanban Calendar later.

4. Snippets
Once again, while out and about, to get down any quick thoughts/ ideas/ copied excerpts
immediately without trying to figure out where to categorize them, I put them into my Snippets list
within my expanded Workspace section.
Since I never need to access my Inbox and Snippets lists while on my laptop, I keep them tucked
away in a collapsed Ghost bullet.
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Delegating

“A person’s a person no matter how small.” - Dr Seuss’ Horton Hears a Who

Whatever setup or hybrid you choose for your task-management system in WorkFlowy, there’s no
passing over the fact that often, certain of our actionable tasks can be or need to be delegated to
other human beings. Then there’s the waiting game… In the meantime here follow a couple of setup
tips for consolidating all delegated tasks in one space.
Right next to my Kanban Calendar “Backlogged” and “Calendar” sections, I have a “People” section. It
contains a small curated mix of friends, students and loved ones:

People like us
Much of the information related to each person on that mini list is of a private nature, so I will not be
sharing any screenshots of my filtered results. However, here are my findings after having used name
tags for quite some time, in a variety of use cases not only limited to delegation:

• Depending on how your “name tags” are distributed throughout your account, you will want

to place an index of those tags at a high enough level (or even on your home page) to filter
for all instances thereof account wide… since multiple instances may relate to more than just
delegated tasks…
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• You can put delegated tasks into a tickler file/ calendar (or include a date tag) to check up

on their progress from time to time. Perhaps put a little pressure on that person (or a gentle
reminder)… and then reschedule the task to be followed up on a little down the line.

• You can also give a name tag to certain tasks in your Backlogged lists. When you

subsequently filter for a specific name tag, you might discover that a certain task can now be
asked of/ delegated to that person.

• You may find it of interest to filter for once delegated tasks which are now completed and
archived.

• If you are into journaling, you will find all sorts of interesting connections across the board as
it relates to your activities with and thoughts on certain people.

• Name tags will also filter your lists where you have pertinent information for those people,
such as postal addresses, number plates, etc.

• Name tags can especially be used for followup actions related to networking.

• If you use WorkFlowy for teamwork, those shared lists will also show up in your filtering.

All systems go!

Here’s one little search result within my task archive that tickles me… and which also gives me an
opportunity to mention my section on “Oxygenate Your Brain”. Actually, upon revision, I’ve decided
that will be a section for the second edition of this book.
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Tailor-made
action tags
The sky’s the limit
LT. WILL RIKER: Is there a problem, sir?
JEAN-LUC PICARD: No, I just thought that I might join you this evening, if there’s room.
WILLIAM RIKER: Of course. Have a seat.
LT. COMMANDER DATA: Would you care to deal, sir?
JEAN-LUC PICARD: Thank you, Mr. Data. Actually, I used to be quite a card player in my youth,
you know… I should have done this a long time ago.
DEANNA TROI: You were always welcome.
JEAN-LUC PICARD: So, five-card stud, nothing wild, and the sky’s the limit.
The above dialogue is taken from the very last episode of Star Trek, The Next Generation: “All Good
Things”. In this series finale, Captain Jean-Luc Picard finds himself shifting between the past, present
and future. In the future, we see how the senior staff of the Starship Enterprise have drifted apart and particularly with Captain Jean-Luc Picard, we get more than a glimpse of a future with many
regrets.
In the very last scene of this episode, we see Captain Jean-Luc Picard, for the very first time, join his
senior staff for a game of poker. We get a sense that enjoying the warmth and friendship of those
around us is the real final frontier to be fully explored… and that a more fulfilling future awaits us all
as we make efforts in key areas right now.
This episode really impacted me in a big way and made me think more about living in the present.
I started to think, “What if I could talk to my future self? What would he tell me about the best way to
spend my time right now?”…
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@Future-me
So I set up a @Future-me tag… and my future self makes regular appearances in my to-do lists.
Those activities are never urgent, but are real important… so my future self invariably shows up in
quadrant 2 of my Eisenhower Matrix. I’m the kind of person who needs to make an effort to enjoy
the simple things in life… and I’ve been doing a lot more of that with my @Future-me reminding me
of what is truly important in the now. From the future looking back to the present day, if we could
go back in time, most likely we would not be so concerned about productivity for productivity’s
sake - but more so with relationships and the stuff of life. We’d put “productivity” in its place. Here’s a
cloned list of activities from my archives that I’ve done with my daughter in the last short while, each
of which require very little planning - but nonetheless need to be made priorities:

Here’s what my Eisenhower Matrix looks like today (at the time of writing):
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#Now-or-never
As pictured above, I use a #now-or-never tag for urgent things that one can’t pass the opportunity
up on. The deadline is tomorrow - so it’s now or never!
Tagging in itself is such a simple yet powerful motivational dynamic, whether it’s purely a visual
reminder, or even provokes deeper introspection. Whatever your intention, don’t forget that the
Stylish browser extension for Chrome and Firefox can give you the visual cues you might be looking
for.
Remember that the stuff of life is not always about to-do lists and getting somewhere in life. Either
way, whatever tasks you’ve got planned for today, the sky’s the limit. Engage!

Home
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Get your
Doogie Howser on
I don’t journal prolifically. I do journal enough that it’s useful to me. Whether you’re expressing
existential ponderings or using a journal to track your endeavors in a more practical light, WorkFlowy
turns out to be one heck of a place to hash it all out.
Look at the journey we went on with Doogie Howser, the teenage prodigy physician. At the close
of each show we get insight into his daily happenings and the lessons he learns. If you ever get the
urge to journal Doogie-Howser style, you can change your background color and font style using the
Stylish browser extension, like so:

By the way, I’m using the “DOS System Font” under a Creative Commons Attribution Share Alike
license, downloaded from fontstruct.com
The fact that WorkFlowy is an outliner is one spectacular half of the journaling equation. WorkFlowy
tagging is the other half that won me over. We’ll explore both of these dynamics soon. Then there’s
the overwhelming benefit of having your journal right there - a keyboard stroke or two away from
any other list you’ve got going on in WorkFlowy.
I’m not going to talk about the benefits of journaling per se… but the rest of what’s to follow outlines
the particular benefits of journaling in WorkFlowy.
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Accessibility and a
visual cue
First and foremost, you’re likely to journal more consistently if your journal is in WorkFlowy, together
with much to all of your other endeavors. You can get around at warp speed… and finally see the
sum of your knowledge work as one integrated whole. No more back-and-forth between a string
of apps which you’re not likely to make use of anyways. We’ll talk a little later about how journaling
may actually tie in a number of components in your workflow as a whole.

Cherry picking
As with any list that is set up according to a date hierarchy, it is a snap to set up multiple lists, which
when filtered for by a “List Title Tag”, not only appear on one consolidated “menu” for the picking, but
are also uniform (easy on the eye):
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As seen earlier in this book, when I hit the @Today tag on my home page, I get 3 “Today” options.
One of them is for my Eisenhower Matrix, another for my journal and the 3rd for some health metrics.
The thing is that whenever I filter for one, I also get the other two. Separate lists, but each begging
for some action daily. It’s a great reminder. Many days I simply write a few-liner under today’s date in
my journal.

A moving target
Of course, my @Today tags are ambulatory. They roll over into each new day:

Ctrl+Shift+9/0
Don’t forget the super-hidden keyboard shortcut, Ctrl+Shift+9/0. You can flip back and forth from
one zoomed-in journal entry to the next “adjacent” sibling list quicker than you can say WorkFlowy.
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Tag-ability

Who am I kidding?
I am always keenly aware of the fact that I may never get around to revisiting any of my journal
entries - not even when I am old and gray. And if it were for posterity, who’d care to sift through
my mental debris anyways? So I’m left with the likelihood that the vast majority of my journaling is
simply a catharsis - a way to get it all out and to express what needs expressing. And that in itself is
benefit enough. But then we have those rare occasions when we’re actually rather lucid and make
a lot of sense - and we think to ourselves, “This would sure be good to revisit when I needed to hear
these exact same words again.” So how would we differentiate between those gems worth revisiting
and the rest of our sea of words?… And better still, how do we group together like thoughts and
ideas, words of inspiration and encouragement, lessons learned, etc. for an extra punch - or even to
see a pattern emerging?

“Hey… I gots to know”
Of course, you already knew the answer. Even before the title of this chapter gave it away. It’s so darn
simple: Tags. “And why”, you may ask, “would someone not simply be able to search for keywords from
the search box instead of making an extra effort to tag?”. The answer is two-fold:

1. You may not have mentioned the word “procrastination” in a specific journal entry, but you
may want to associate it with solutions that have worked to overcome procrastination…
and so you start a tradition of using a “#procrastination” tag when you’re really onto
something.

2. You may have used the keyword “procrastination” a thousand times. But not all 1000

instances may be particularly insightful or worthy of a second glance. So you’ll want to
convert a keyword into a tag in those cases where an entry may be particularly relevant,
practical or impacting to the future you.

Basically, tagging is handpicking your choicest entries for later purposes, as you write them. You’re
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doing the work of sifting as you write. What you get from there on out when you filter for a tag, is the
cream of the crop. Let’s just hold thumbs and hope the best that your mind has produced really has
something to offer further down the road.

Doogie Howser’s tag index
Wait! Doogie Howser had a tag index? Nope… but now he does:

I went ahead and arranged all of Doogie Howser’s journal entries in WorkFlowy, together with an
index of tags which reference many of those entries. Here’s the shared WorkFlowy list you can play
around with. I found them on this wikia.com page.

First things first
You were all wondering about the same thing, right? So here it is: my (or rather Doogie’s) #gettinglaid tag:

And that’s how filtering for tags works in a WorkFlowy journal scenario…
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Filtering The stuff of life
It’s quite something to see your own thoughts condensed in a meaningful way. So let me give you a
few pertinent filtered tag results I can share with you from my own journal…

My tag index mashup
What you see here is an almost entirely productivity-related set of tags:

Motivation-wise, journaling has been incalculably instrumental behind the scenes, in putting this
book together and also with other complex projects. Here’s a peek or two into my daily strivings...
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Focus

Distraction
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Future me
I talk about my @Future-me tag here.

Meta
You might need to outline decision-making processes. Here was the tipping point that got me to
suspend another book project I was working on and go with this WorkFlowy book:

My #meta tag gives me quick access to the outlines of a couple of pivotal decisions I’ve needed to
reason out. I’ll just leave them in my journal for the lack of a better place to transfer them.
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Sort
Following the same train of thought, often my journal is like a blank sheet on which I can capture
absolutely anything that needs to be written - even things that are not of a “typical” journaling
nature - and perhaps move them to a better location at a later stage. I tag these items with a #sort
tag… and sort through them in due course.

To-Do’s and Follow-ups
Some of my journaling might result in a few action items. I tag them with a #to-do tag and transfer
them later.
More frequently, I make use of a @fup tag: At the beginning of the day I might make a journal entry
related to some general goals I’d like to accomplish for the day. They are not necessarily set in stone
- however, I like to see how I measured up to my expectations. It serves as a constant reminder. All I
do is hit my @fup tag on my home page:

Daily, I get rid of any @fup tags that have served their purpose.
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Markdown - What goes
down must come up

License to kill it
This entire section (Publish Your Brain) all hinges on writing in WorkFlowy using “Markdown”
language. Once you understand what Markdown is (and how dead easy it is), you’ll want to have a
crack at it right away. There is absolutely no reason why you shouldn’t use WorkFlowy to write up
the entire contents of, say, a book - as opposed to just the outline/ skeleton. If you’re a WorkFlowy
user, it’s not a matter of “can”… it’s a matter of “must”. To say you’re missing out would be an
understatement.
I’m going to open up a world of discovery for you of untold potential. Yep, I was aiming for a
touch of delusion with that last statement… but it’s not as grandiose a claim as you might suspect.
Markdown writing is the gateway to all the rest of the chapters in this section. So I’d better get that
part right. Prepare to have your mind blown away by what can be done in and through WorkFlowy…
and afterwards, hopefully you’ll still have enough of your mind intact to implement these easy-tounderstand dynamics.

But wait… there’s more!
And to get ahead of myself here - in case you were thinking about how much fiddling you’d need
to do to implement Markdown, I’m going to set you up with an automated solution, where you
will even forget the fact that you’re doing it. It will become second nature after a minute or two. So
keep in mind that after an introduction to Markdown, we’ll look at how to automate it all via a text
expansion app, so that there’s zero fuss.

What is Markdown already?!
If you want it straight from the horse’s mouth, here’s a link to the Markdown project page.
According to its creator, John Gruber, “Markdown allows you to write using an easy-to-read, easy-towrite plain text format, then convert it to HTML.”
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As simple as the above description of Markdown is, not so long ago, it might as well have been
Lorem Ipsum filler text to me. So let’s dumb that down a little to understand what this has to do
with writing in WorkFlowy and exporting elsewhere…

Let’s start with WorkFlowy…
WorkFlowy has some basic word processing abilities. We have Bold, Italic and Underline
typographical emphases. That’s it. We have no way of natively changing font styles for, say,
headers, colors, etc. or indicating strikethrough, superscript, indented numbered lists, etc. Neither
can we embed inline links and images. There’s a lot we can’t do with WorkFlowy’s simple word
processing abilities. That’s why a lot of professional writers choose to simply organize their outlines
in WorkFlowy. You see - when thinking forward - about exporting one’s writing to Word, Adobe
InDesign, etc - inevitably, one realizes that a lot of adjusting will have to be done outside of
WorkFlowy. A lot of tinkering. Not only that - but if we’re thinking of having our original master copy,
our blueprint, in WorkFlowy, what happens when we format anything outside of WorkFlowy? If you
copy back to WorkFlowy, not even Bold, Underline and Italic copy back. It’s a one-way deal. And
all of the additional formatting done elsewhere on more robust platforms will not copy back to
WorkFlowy, of course. Most people need one place to keep a master copy of their work and do all of
the adjusting right there. So WorkFlowy, in that sense, does not seem to be a suitable candidate for
many writers who would rather not create unnecessary extra work for themselves. We’re all looking
to kill 2 birds with one stone. But just when it looks as if all hope has been lost…

Deus ex machina…
“… meaning “god from the machine” is a plot device whereby a seemingly unsolvable problem is
suddenly and abruptly resolved by the contrived and unexpected intervention of some new event,
character, ability or object.” - Wikipedia

Markdown is our Deus ex machina. It opens up way more than you can anticipate at this early stage
in the plot. Let’s put it this way: Markdown is so scalable that you could write in Windows Notepad.
Notepad is what we call a plain text editor. It has zero text styling capabilities. However, one is able
to use Markdown in Notepad and have your writing transformed at the flip of a switch come time to
export it. I’ll explain the “flip-of-a-switch” part later.

B.M. - Before Markdown
Prior to the creation of Markdown in 2004, if one wanted to write in a plain text editor, one would
have needed to use structurally valid HTML, like so:
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Keep in mind that the above example is a very simple one: there is minimal HTML formatting, since
all we have is formatting for Italic, headers and paragraph breaks. Even so, you can imagine that
it would be a PITA to write in such a way… and to read what you’ve written in plain text without
converting it.

A.M. - After Markdown
With the coming of Markdown, this is what the above shown HTML would be reduced to:

You’ll notice 3 things about the above formatting:

• It is easier to write
• It is easier to read

• There would be less room for formatting errors

Also know this: we are more interested in a limited set of Markdown rules when it comes to writing
in WorkFlowy. You can go very far with Markdown - but we’re not looking at laying out the CSS of a
web page. So the learning curve is an itsy bitsy one.
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Scalability
A major practical reason people use Markdown language is because it makes your writing scalable.
By scalable, I mean it can be transformed into the desired end format you want no matter where
you write it.

What goes down must come up
On John Gruber’s Dingus Page, you can get a quick preview of what your Markdown or HTML
formatting looks like without the “behind-the-scenes” syntax:

WorkFlowy takes the cake
John Gruber emphasizes the following: “The overriding design goal for Markdown’s formatting syntax
is to make it as readable as possible.” When you are reading what you’ve written, you want it to look
as close to the final markup as possible - it needs to be easy to revise. In that sense, WorkFlowy
arguably makes for a far superior Markdown reading/ writing experience than most platforms out
there. For the following simple reasons:

• Even though Markdown itself is plain-text based - besides using the asterisks to indicate

Bold and Italic - you can actually go ahead and Bold/ Italicize your text too, so that it
visually appears as such in WorkFlowy. You see, when you’re exporting as Markdown, as
long as you’ve got the Markdown syntax in place, it doesn’t hurt to double up on any basic
typographical emphases we do have at our disposal. The readability is then kicked up a
notch. Later we’ll look at how to automate Markdown syntax and Bold/ Italic all in one go.
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• One can use Stylish (in WorkFlowy) to visualize what your subheadings will actually look

like in a book, as long as one also uses double hashtags to indicate Markdown’s H2 (Header
2). One can use Stylish to view your choice of font globally, along with a host of other
possibilities. Note: None of the styling you actually visualize in WorkFlowy will export via
Markdown syntax… but, there is an automated process to get back to that exact same styling
(or any other style you want) in your final document. That will follow.

• Then there’s the whole reason we’re using WorkFlowy to begin with. We’ve got a kick-

butt outliner that we can also use as a platform to do Markdown writing: there’s the
organizational ability to outline Parts, Chapters, Subsections, etc. and zoom in on whatever
we want. We can also nest bulleted/ numbered lists besides giving them the Markdown
formatting hyphens/ numbers.

When you get the hang of Markdown, especially in WorkFlowy, the minimal syntax is unobtrusive and even seems to become invisible before long. Now it’s time to get stuck in and learn the little we
need to know about Markdown syntax for writing purposes…
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Markdown syntax From the bottom up

The highest-grossing film of all time: James Cameron’s Avatar. An avatar was a “genetically
engineered Na’vi body with the mind of a remotely located human, used to interact with the natives
of Pandora.” What I wanted to point out is that the human mind can be taken anywhere (at least in
Science Fiction). So it is with plain-text writing. Your words can take on different “skins” fairly easily…
and Markdown is the simplest agent through which that transformation can happen.
You’ll find a list of the Markdown syntax right on John Gruber’s Markdown syntax page.
I’m going to walk you through a small list of syntax you’ll need to know to get you on your way.
Many of the explanations to follow will have a link to their own keyboard shortcuts in the chapter
on “PhraseExpress for Markdown”. Markdown formatting is truly a pleasure once you are able to
automate it all. Let’s get to it:

Line breaks
With Markdown formatting, if you want a line break, you simply create 2 spaces at the end of each
line. If not, what appear as separate bullets in WorkFlowy will join together without a line break
when converted to HTML. At this point, I’d like to mention an online writing tool (freemium) that
I use to view and convert my Markdown formatting to HTML: Gingko app. Gingko does not require
these spaces - one less thing to worry about. I’ll be writing about Gingko later.

Paragraph breaks
I always create spaces between my paragraphs/ bullets in WorkFlowy by:

1. Creating a note (Shift+Enter) and…
2. Hitting the space bar

What this does is create an empty note in each bullet… so we get the following scenario:
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Oh, and by the way, there’s this one little thing: creating an empty note in a bullet is the only way to
get a paragraph break when converting to HTML. Kind of essential, wouldn’t you think?
Normally, during the course of your writing, in order to do this correctly you would have to input
the following keystrokes: Shift+Enter > Space > Left arrow (x2) > Enter. There’s no ways I’m going to
do that between every paragraph… so I’ve automated it by setting up one keyboard shortcut for all 4
actions above. Here’s how to do it with a text expansion tool, PhraseExpress (freemium). All I do now
is hit Ctrl+Shift+Enter… and Bob’s your uncle.
Tip: Another little tip you’re going to thank me for is this: Deleting bullets with notes (even blank
notes) used to be one of my pet peeves… until I discovered that I could wipe the whole thing out
with Ctrl+Shift+Backspace. Problem solved.

Headers

Hashtags go at the beginning of a line. The less hashtags there are, the bigger the header. I use H1
for my book chapters and H2 for my chapter subheadings:
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Bold and Italic
I’m hooked on Italic for emphasis. I sometimes use Bold… and on the rare occasion I might use Bold
and Italic.
You get Italic when you wrap text with 1 asterisk or underscore, Bold when you wrap text with 2
asterisks or underscores and Bold and Italic when you wrap text with 3 asterisks or underscores.

Not only do I use custom PhraseExpress keyboard shortcuts to wrap any text I select with either 1, 2
or 3 asterisks, but I also double up on the same keyboard shortcuts and actually Italicize, Bold and
Bold and Italicize them at the same time. Although not necessary with Markdown formatting, it’s
easier on the eyes. Read more about these specific shortcuts here.
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Inline images
“…and what is the use of a book,” thought Alice “without pictures or conversation?”
- Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

An inline image is an image that displays directly in the body of your HTML. We have Markdown
syntax which will automatically “pull in” any images that are referenced when converted to HTML.
One can test this out on John Gruber’s Dingus page or in a Markdown-based word processor I use to
view my formatting in HTML - Gingko. A chapter on Gingko is to follow. This is what the Markdown
syntax for the actual screenshot you see below looks like:

• The Dropbox link you see is wrapped in parentheses and prefixed with an exclamation mark
and square brackets. You can insert “Alt Text” into the square parentheses. I don’t have need
for that, but you can read more about it here.

• I have a simple PhraseExpress keyboard shortcut that wraps my image link in the Markdown
syntax shown after selecting it. Read about it here. I also talk about how to tweak the
Dropbox share link to make it a direct download link - which is also automated in the
keyboard shortcut just mentioned.

• Also, I deal with Dropbox image management in this chapter.

Inline links

You can read in more detail about inline links on John Gruber’s page. But for our purposes, if you’d
simply like to create an embedded link in your document which points to an external URL source you would use the following syntax:

• The syntax is almost identical to that of inline images - the only difference being the

omission of the exclamation mark: You wrap your text in square brackets, immediately
followed by your link wrapped in parentheses.

• As you can see, the creation of an inline link does not break the flow of the reading at all.

• Once again, I have a PhraseExpress keyboard shortcut set up which automates the syntax
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after you’ve copied the link and selected the text you want to embed it in.

• The embedded links carry over to Word, PDF, Adobe InDesign, etc. once converted to HTML.

Bulleted and numbered lists

• One uses numbers with periods for numbered lists and hyphens, asterisks or plusses for
bulleted lists.

• You can indent/ nest to your heart’s content in WorkFlowy… and this will not show once
exported to plain text/ HTML.

Blockquotes
You can put a greater than sign (>) at the beginning of each paragraph (bullet) for blockquotes. You
can also nest a paragraph within a blockquote by adding a second “>”. More information here.

Let’s wrap this up
So there you have it… only 6-8 pieces of Markdown syntax to learn to write anywhere you please
and have your writing transformed into HTML. There is a lot more, of course… and those goodies can
easily be found online.
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Keep in mind that there are further possibilities we have at our disposal once your Markdown
formatting is converted to HTML. For instance, I have a chapter about an online app called Gingko,
which enables you to export to Word (docx). In Word, the body text, headers and other elements
are uniquely distinguishable, in that they all have different font families and/ or sizes. With this in
mind, one is able to instruct, say, Adobe InDesign, to convert each element to any paragraph style
of your choice. Not only that, but if you tag any paragraph in WorkFlowy with a unique tag that
can be searched for in InDesign, one can convert that paragraph to any paragraph style, including
specific indenting parameters, before deleting all such tags in InDesign. I’ll walk you through those
possibilities here if you’re interested.
In short, if you give your workflow a little bit of forethought, there are absolutely no restrictions (and
no fuss) that Markdown formatting in WorkFlowy presents. Markdown, along with a few other tips
and tricks allows you to take your writing anywhere. 100% of this book you are reading is housed
in WorkFlowy - from cover to cover. What’s more, the only editing I’ve done outside of WorkFlowy is
the resizing of inline images pulled in from Word to InDesign, the creation of internal book links at
certain text anchor points and the deletion of a few workflow tags I’ll get to later.

Once the last word is written in WorkFlowy, it’s all smooth sailing from there… but until then,
there are a couple more things to iron out. One of those is making use of a text expansion app to
automate a lot of the repetitive (and time-consuming) stuff…
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PhraseExpress Expand your mind

To publish your (WorkFlowy) brain, we’re going to need to augment it with the use of some 3rd-party
tools that play well with WorkFlowy. We’ll make them play well. We’ll arrange a play date.

The highly customizable Hotkeys and Autotext automation that text expansion software offers, is
not unlike an arsenal of James Bond gadgets: although they don’t steal the show, they get the job
done with finesse. Built for precise use cases, they are hidden in plain sight, waiting for the press of a
button (or two… or three max). Once you’ve tinkered with the mixed bag of tricks that text expansion
software puts at your disposal - even at the beginner’s level - you’ll be left feeling quite naked if ever
caught without them.

The world is not enough
A million bucks would make my life easier. Actually, just a fraction of that would do the trick…
but until then, PhraseExpress (for Windows) makes life a tad more cushy. PhraseExpress is a text
expansion utility that you can use to automate repetitive sets of actions/ phrases. I could kick myself
- I only happened upon it until relatively recently.

For your eyes only (Markdown writing)
“But, Frank… this is a book about WorkFlowy, right?”. Yes… but not only is WorkFlowy a word processor
- it also happens to be an outliner - and throwing a text expansion software program into the
mix, whether it be PhraseExpress for Windows or an equivalent for Mac, one can speed things up
significantly and make your time spent in WorkFlowy that much sweeter. Particularly for some of
the simple, yet significant use cases I’ll be covering, such as Markdown formatting, spoken of in the
previous chapter. Using a good text expansion program in WorkFlowy is indispensable for certain
things like Markdown writing… and in turn, Markdown writing in WorkFlowy is an indispensable
format relied upon by all shapes and sizes of writers. Even if you’re not an aspiring author, I can
guarantee there’s at least a little bit here for everyone with text expansion apps. PhraseExpress can
be downloaded free here. All of the core functions I am about to walk you through are part of the
basic freeware version. Let’s get to it…
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PhraseExpress Autotext

Need I mention the account of Jack and the Beanstalk? I’ve done my fact-checking: Jack’s beans
stretched further than he had originally anticipated. And I’m here to tell you that Autotext and text
expansion is no less magical. Embark on this adventure, and your workflow will never be the same.
Level of difficulty: 1.

A little goes a long way
At its most basic, any text expansion program will allow you to type in some “Autotext”, which will
then expand to the full phrase/ syntax that you’re aiming for. Remember the search operator, “lastchanged:” ? All I need do is type “lc” into WorkFlowy’s search box (followed by a Space) and I end up
with the full phrase. Here’s what the setup in PhraseExpress looks like:
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• Enter your full phrase into the “Phrase content” field
• Add your shortcut into the “Autotext” field

• Check the “Remove trailing delimiter” box to eliminate the space where required

Saved searches

One more example of a simple text expansion scenario. Here’s a “saved search” described earlier in
the book:

• “(1) @next -#advance OR #pay”

To bring up that search syntax in WorkFlowy’s search box lightning fast, I key in “xpay”. Here’s the
setup on PhraseExpress’ interface (Too simple for words!):

Your favorite phrases
• It’s no surprise I’ve set up a “wf” Autotext shortcut to expand to “WorkFlowy”.

• An off-topic tip: automate your full email address by typing in just 2 characters. For me “gm”
gives me, “frankman777@gmail.com”. By the way, feel free to drop a line there or elsewhere.

We’re just getting warmed up…
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PhraseExpress Simulated keypresses

Setting up a Hotkey in PhraseExpress (or any text expansion app) to simulate a series of keypresses
is like the domino effect: You give your first button (Hotkey) a “push” and the rest fall in line
automatically. Your imagination (and your workflow) is the limit.

A Pomodoro a day…
I do quite a few Pomodori each day. To set up a new Pomodoro, as simple as it is, I need to hit the
following keys: [-] + Enter + Tab:

With a simple set of simulated keypresses set up in PhraseExpress, when I type in “xp”, I get a
new Pomodoro set up for me in a split second. Take a look at the animated GIF.
The quickest way to bring up the “Simulate a keypress” dialog box in PhraseExpress is to hit Ctrl+K.
Then choose the key you’d like to simulate from the “Function key:” dropdown menu:
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Automate your quirks
With simulated keypresses, you can bundle as many as you want into one turbo-charged Hotkey. If
there’s some peculiar set of repetitive actions you’re looking to automate, you can most certainly do
it in any half-decent text expansion app.
Remember Ctrl+Shift+9/ Ctrl+Shift+0? These WorkFlowy keyboard shortcuts allow us to slide sideways
from one zoomed-in sibling list to another (without zooming out). I’ve outlined some great use
cases here. So what if I was writing and I wanted to go directly from one zoomed in list to another
that did not yet exist… in other words, if I wanted to automate the action of zooming out of one list,
creating a new sibling list and zooming into that? I do that quite often - especially with the creation
of a new day in my journal. I doubt this will gain popularity, because it’s so specific… so the following
PhraseExpress Hotkey serves as a simple example of what you can do if you simulate a series of
keypresses for any of your own odd use cases.
Ordinarily, to do what I normally did manually before, I’d have to hit:

• Alt+Left arrow > End > Enter > Alt+Right arrow.

Now I use this simple home-baked PhraseExpress Hotkey… just by hitting Ctrl+8. This is
PhraseExpress at its simplest for automating multiple keystrokes.
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PhraseExpress for
Markdown

Have you ever seen Uri Geller bending a spoon with his “mind”? From what I gather, to get the spoon
to the point where it is ready to bend or break, you have to do a lot of pre-bending to weaken it. It’s
amazing how pre-preparation can yield some spectacular results up front. PhraseExpress does the
laborious behind-the-scenes bending for us. You just have to do a one-time setup for it to work every
time.

Markdown automation
In the previous chapter I promised we’d take a look at how to take the work out of Markdown
formatting by automating it through PhraseExpress. If you’re on Mac, please don’t feel left out. The
same keystrokes still apply that you can simulate in software made for Mac. In fact, there are tons of
text expansion apps for both Windows and Mac, and hopefully this will serve as a bit of a catalyst to
get the ball rolling on the software that you can get your hands on.
Also, here’s the link to download 2 .pxp files (PhraseExpress phrase files) that you can import to
PhraseExpress and adjust the keyboard shortcuts as you wish. It includes all the Markdown shortcuts
I’m about to describe.

Paragraph Breaks - End of the list
As outlined here, creating an empty note in a bullet is the only way to get a paragraph break in
WorkFlowy when converting from plain text to HTML. We’ll need to create a Hotkey in PhraseExpress
that simulates the following keypresses: Shift+Enter > Space > Left arrow (x2) > Enter.
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• Tucked away in the first Simulated keypress command (SHIFT), an added parameter is the

“ENTER” key. So I’ve marked that on the screenshot. Basically we’re simulating WorkFlowy’s
Shift+Enter keyboard shortcut as one of the simulated keypresses, which creates a note
under a bullet. Also one has to simulate the Left arrow keypress for 2 counts, as I’ve indicated
below the LEFT command.

• As previously mentioned, the quickest way to bring up the “Simulate a keypress” dialog

box in PhraseExpress is to hit Ctrl+K. Then choose the key you’d like to simulate from the
“Function key:” dropdown menu. You can simulate as many keypresses as you like. In so
doing, you can automate in one Keyboard shortcut (Hotkey) a whole bunch of keystrokes.

• I’ve chosen Ctrl+Shift+Enter as my Hotkey (keyboard shortcut). You can choose any keyboard
shortcut combination that is most convenient to you (and available).

Here’s an animated GIF to demonstrate this Hotkey in action.

• This Hotkey is specifically for when you are on the last item of a list. If you’re creating a new

bullet (with an empty note) in the middle of a list, between 2 bullet points that already have
notes, the keypresses will be different, so I have set up a similar but different Hotkey…
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Paragraph Breaks - Between 2 bullets

• Here, the simulated keypresses start with an ENTER instead of ending with one.

• I’ve chosen Ctrl+Shift+\ as my Hotkey because the Backslash key sits right next to my Enter
key.

Click on the image to see this Hotkey in action.

Italic
If you’d like to italicize a phrase and at the same time wrap it in single asterisks, all you would do is
select your phrase and use a Hotkey that simulates the following keypresses:
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• Ctrl+i, Ctrl+C and the contents of your clipboard wrapped in single asterisks.
• My Hotkey: Ctrl+Shift+i

• Now I get to use Markdown formatting for italic and also visualize my italicized phrases as
such.

• NOTE: Be sure to select the exact phrase without any spacing. Usually double clicking on a
word will include a single word and a trailing white space. Take care with that.

Bold
To get the same results as above for Bold typographical emphasis, we’d create a Hotkey that
automates the following keypresses:

• Ctrl+B, Ctrl+C and the contents of your clipboard wrapped in double asterisks.
• My Hotkey: Ctrl+Shift+B
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Bold & Italic
For both Bold and Italic, we simulate the following keypresses, wrapping the contents of our
clipboard in triple asterisks. Choose your own Hotkey:

Inline links
To automate the Markdown formatting for embedding links in your text (as illustrated here), you
would use this string in PhraseExpress:

• You would wrap item 1 from your clipboard in square brackets and then wrap item 2 from
your clipboard in parentheses.
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• To choose which item to select from the clipboard, you would double click on
“#insertclipboard” and select “Use PhraseExpress Clipboard Cache”:

• When using your Inline link Hotkey, make sure that you’ve copied your link first and then your
text to embed into second. Then while your text is still selected, run your Hotkey.

Inline images
To display inline images when your plain text is converted to HTML, here’s how to automate the
Markdown syntax in PhraseExpress:

1. Ctrl+C - to copy your link from wherever it is

2. An exclamation mark and a set of square brackets

3. Wrap your link from your clipboard in parentheses
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If you’re copying Dropbox links, you will need to convert this share link:

… to the following direct download link:

• Changing “=0” to “=1” at the end of the URL string allows your Dropbox image to be displayed
inline. So to further automate the process, we need to include the simulated keypresses
shown in the “Phrase content” box above. That deletes the “0” and replaces it with a “1”.
Whenever you use this tailor-made Hotkey, you’ll never forget to change your zero’s to one’s.
It’s built into the workflow.

Here’s an animated GIF which demonstrates the speed of this tailor-made PhraseExpress
Hotkey.

That wraps up our chapter on PhraseExpress for Markdown formatting. Pun intended.
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PhraseExpress A workflow toolbox
There are quite a few areas where text expansion apps can automate things for you. Since we’re
deep into a section that focuses on writing, in this chapter I’ll be giving some quick PhraseExpress
tools that will streamline your WorkFlowy workflow in general.

Open a web page
Two Hotkeys I use every day automatically open these sites:

•
•

My WorkFlowy home page
The Noun Project - for all of this book’s icons.

To set this up, you would click on (1) the set of cogs, (2) Automation, (3) Open a web page :
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Open a folder
I open the Dropbox folder with all of my book images at the drop of a hat by hitting Ctrl+Alt+W.

• In the same “Automation” option pictured above, you’ll find the “Open folder” utility.

UPPER CASE/ lower case

I convert most of my WorkFlowy list titles to upper case. Sometimes I need to do the reverse. In the
PhraseExpress options menu (in the “Phrase content” toolbar), under “Text operations”, you’ll find no
less than 6 options for upper case and lower case, which you can include in the creation of a new
Hotkey.

Clipboard Cache
Since WorkFlowy is not built for clipping entire web pages or articles as is, there is more of a
tendency to copy the exact text that one needs at the time of research. That becomes quite a hassle
if you have multiple text excerpts and/ or links you want to copy over. PhraseExpress offers a solution
in that all of your recent clippings are accessible on your clipboard cache.
You can also set up Hotkeys to paste any number of your clippings from the clipboard cache in
any order you want. It’s worth looking into. At the very least, you’ll want to copy a URL link and an
excerpt, without going back and forth between WorkFlowy and a web page.

Search a highlighted phrase on any web page
Often, as I’m writing, I may want to do some fact-checking, confirm the spelling of a word, check for
synonyms, etc. Instead of opening up a new browser tab and searching from there, I can highlight
any phrase in WorkFlowy and hit the PhraseExpress “SmartSearch” Hotkey Ctrl+F8). This will search
for my highlighted phrase in Google or whichever page I choose from a context menu. It’s sublime.
PhraseExpress has a “Search Pages” folder, where you can add and order your own web pages to
search. You might want to grab the URL’s of Google, your favorite Thesaurus or any other pages you
frequently search.
When entering your URL into the “Phrase content” box, be sure to copy the search query string of
each site, which you can find if you actually perform a search. You’re looking for a URL string that
ends with something like: “#q=”, “browse/”, “phrase=”, “query=”, “search/”, etc. Copy the URL minus your
actual search query.
Take a look at this Animated GIF to see SmartSearch in action.
There’s a lot more to be said about text expansion apps… but the basics we’ve seen thus far are more
than enough to set you up for a way more streamlined Markdown writing experience in WorkFlowy,
as well as boost your text editing capabilities and navigating repertoire.
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Dropbox and Evernote

What’s not to love about beings with superpowers teaming up to get a job done? There are some
3rd-party apps I’d like to talk about in the next couple of chapters. These are my “Fantastic Four”:
WorkFlowy, Dropbox, Evernote and Gingko. They form part of my general workflow and help me to
crush it. Pun intended.

With a little help from our friends
Dropbox and Evernote can hold the images and files that WorkFlowy can’t. I’m not going to go
in-depth with either of these powerful services, except to show how you can use some of their
grassroots elements in your WorkFlowy workflow. The few cross-platform dynamics that I will outline
mainly center around writing in WorkFlowy.
The primordial difference between Dropbox and Evernote (to pick but one), is that Evernote holds
multimedia within editable notes, whereas Dropbox holds distinct, independent files, grouped
together in nested folders. As a result, we end up with some specialized use cases which we can
take advantage of when it comes to all things WorkFlowy.
I think it goes without saying, at this stage of the game, that WorkFlowy really shines when it comes
to organizing the “doing” part of our lives. For many, Evernote and Dropbox excel at the storage
of media and documents - items that we need to reference. We can organize all of our “doing”
in Evernote too… but WorkFlowy undeniably has the organizational “it factor” which cannot be
reproduced in quite the same way in its counterparts. So now it’s time to see how a couple of 3rdparty apps can augment our WorkFlowy experience.

Evernote links
The way of grabbing the various types of Evernote links has changed from season to season. If you’d
like to link to your Evernote notes from WorkFlowy, you’ll need to understand the behavior of a few
different link types.
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(1) If you want to copy a note link that opens your note locally in your installed Evernote client - be it
desktop or mobile device - it’s a 2-step affair. On your desktop client:

• (i) Right click on your note in the note list > “Copy Note Link”

• (ii) Paste the link into any note in Evernote. Then, to grab the embedded link, right click on
the link text > “Edit…” and then copy the “evernote:///view/…” link.

• Note: You are after the “evernote:///view/…” link. Not the “www.evernote.com/shard/…” link. So
this 2-step process is necessary.

(2) If you want a link that opens a single note on the web, you would follow step 1 above and paste
that directly into your browser. From there you will need to re-copy the link that appears in the
browser. It will be a “www.evernote.com/shard/…” link.
(3) If you want your note to open on your web client interface, navigate to that note while using the
web client (in your browser) and copy the URL in your address bar. That will look something like:
“www.evernote.com/Home.action#n=…”
(4) To grab the public share link, which is visible to everyone who has access to the link, right click on
your note in the note list > Share > Copy Share URL. This is the shortest of the links and is structure
like so: “http://www.evernote.com/l/…”
Of the above 4 link types, only #1 and #4 are useful to me…

Linking directly to a local Evernote note
To link to a note in your local Evernote client, see #1 above. This enables you to reference any note
you have in Evernote right from WorkFlowy.
You may want to link to a scanned bill, an invitation, an email, a PDF or any other kind of document…
especially from a WorkFlowy “Tickler File”.

• You might have web clippings you’re holding in Evernote for reference/ research purposes.
• You can link to PDF books and podcasts stashed in Evernote.

• You can link to notes that have information you might prefer in a table format.
Take a quick look at this Animated GIF to see how quick the note linked to is pulled up.
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Linking to a public Evernote note (web)
If you’d like to include a link to a public Evernote note as an inline link in Markdown formatting, you
would grab the link as described in #4 above and wrap it like so:

• [Your text here](Your public Evernote link here)

As you may have gathered, all of the Animated GIFs linked to in this book are housed in Evernote.

Annotating in Evernote
Any annotations for this book’s images were done using Evernote’s annotation tools.

• I annotate in Evernote and then drop the image into Dropbox

• If I ever need to edit any of the annotations, I access the same image once again in Evernote
and then drag it into Dropbox, which will replace the previous version. Since the file name
remains the same, the new image is good to go with any Markdown inline image link that
points to it.

Speaking of Dropbox…

Dropbox for Markdown inline images in WorkFlowy
I’ve stuffed ALL of my images for this book into one Dropbox folder. Usually writers who use many
screenshots and images have them neatly stowed away in folders, according to section and/ or
chapter. My hangup with that, I discovered early on, is that sometimes the structure of one’s book
might undergo significant change. You might merge chapters. You might split chapters. The
moment you relocate a folder or file in Dropbox, the original link is broken. Then there’s the hassle
of numbering your chapter folders… and still, your images would most certainly not be ordered
according to where they should appear in a book or volume of work. The unprecedented flexibility
that WorkFlowy gives us to shuffle our writing around at will, is the very thing that would go against
organizing your images for any specific writing project into several nicely nested Dropbox folders.
MY ADVICE: Employ Markdown formatting for inline images in WorkFlowy, and at the time of image
creation, grab the share link for each of your images as you pop them into Dropbox… and then wrap
them in Markdown syntax as you write in WorkFlowy - so that come time to convert your plain-text
Markdown writing to HTML, all of your images will be automatically pulled in from Dropbox and
displayed inline (More about that in the next chapter). That way, no matter how much you rearrange
your writing in WorkFlowy, your inline image links tag along. Plus there’s zero admin in Dropbox to
speak of.
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Some Dropbox workflow tips
• Set up a Hotkey to bring up your project’s Dropbox folder instantly.

• Easily format and convert your Dropbox share link to a direct download link (needed for inline
image Markdown formatting) by using a PhraseExpress Hotkey.

• Sort your Dropbox file order according to date while working. This keeps your most recently
created images at the top.

• Keep an image open while writing about it in WorkFlowy.

• You can replace any Dropbox image with an image of the same file name in your WorkFlowy
folder, without the original Dropbox link being broken. This helps when updating annotated
images.

• If you need a specific set of images to be of a standard size, you can batch resize them. For

this you may need some foreplanning: pop them all into a separate Dropbox folder, or search
for them with a unique prefix/ suffix identifier and bulk edit those.
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Exporting Markdown
inline images

Apps, apps, everywhere…
Finally, you get to see how all of your hard work is shaping up. You’ll need to convert your Markdown
writing to HTML, for which there is no shortage of conversion tools - but we do have a bit of a
challenge on our hands with Markdown inline images (Well I had, but I’ve ironed things out for you).
If your writing is mostly text, my work is all but done here. If you need to go places with your inline
images, I believe I can be of assistance. You see, since I’ve lead you far along the Markdown path, I
can’t leave you and your inline images high and dry. So, really, the next couple of chapters are bonus
chapters that anyone employing Markdown formatting can make good use of moving forward.

MS Word, InDesign and beyond
For those Word and Adobe InDesign fans who need to get their Markdown writing, including their
inline images into their documents, as painlessly as possible, the steps I’m going to outline are
straightforward and simple. The information I’m about to give you in the next couple of chapters
is gold: an automated workflow - for both Mac and Windows users - from Markdown to InDesign
(or anywhere in between). You don’t want to mess around with pulling images into InDesign as
a separate workflow - after all, you did just go to lengths to include the inline image links in your
Markdown writing. That can’t be for naught. So let’s make it work for us, not against us.
You could Google, “Markdown to InDesign”, “HTML to InDesign”, “Word to InDesign”, etc. and
do a whole lot of digging. What you’d mostly find are outdated tools and methods that do not
adequately and effortlessly deal with getting your Markdown inline images into InDesign along with
your writing. Images - especially when you have a lot of them - do seem to complicate the process.
There’s very little in the way of workflows on the web that deal with getting them from their firstphase-Markdown-inline-image-link incarnation into InDesign, where you can publish your efforts.
If your destination file format is Microsoft Word, the next chapter on Gingko should wrap things
up for you. If your aim is InDesign, the chapter on Gingko is a necessary stepping stone for getting
images and text into InDesign via Word. You see, InDesign specializes in importing the content
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of Word documents. If you’ve already been pulling your hair out with any of the elements in the
workflow I’ve just hinted at, the remainder of this section is going to be a life saver. And it’s dummy
proof.

In a nutshell
So, very briefly, the route I’m going to take you:

• WorkFlowy > Gingko > MS Word > InDesign

Those of you who are InDesign adepts will know that rarely does one copy-paste directly into an
InDesign document. Certainly not images. So rather than being a convoluted process, the above
steps are designed to streamline things. Especially with Markdown inline images in mind. Once
you’ve got your work into InDesign, it’s all automated from there. There’s zero manual editing of
any text whatsoever, no matter what Character and Paragraph Styles you’re after - Your Markdown
formatting in WorkFlowy will have already paved the way.
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Workflowy to Gingko
to Word

Reader, meet Gingko. Gingko, meet reader.
Adriano Ferrari has created a heck of an app. Let me introduce you to Gingko. Gingko is a tree-based
word processor that allows you to write in cards and nest cards within cards. You can structure
your writing in a similar way to an outliner: similar yet uniquely different. The other significant thing
is that Gingko is built to write with Markdown formatting. It’s all very intuitive within the app - in
fact, that’s where I took my baby steps in Markdown. I never really got past the baby steps, because
that’s as far as you need to go with Markdown. Of course, I will not do justice to Gingko in this brief
chapter. It really deserves its own book - but, for our purposes I’m going to hone in on some of its
capabilities other than those mentioned above.

Freemium
Gingko is an app that I love to support. The free version has all the functionality of the paid version,
with the exception of having a 150-card monthly limit (as opposed to unlimited), which is overkill
considering what you can do with one single card. Once you see what you can do with Gingko’s
export options, I’m hoping that you will consider supporting the app as a paid member - whether
or not you ever reach the monthly card limit. I believe in supporting software that adds value to your
workflow. Gingko is one of those rare gems. Even with WorkFlowy as a hub for all of your writing,
Gingko adds another layer to WorkFlowy. And you’ll see why shortly.

1. Export from WorkFlowy
First, we’re going to need to export from WorkFlowy. Hover over your chapter or list’s bullet and
select “Export”. Within the export dialog box, you have three options. Either “Formatted” or “Plain
text” will do. Hit Ctrl+C to copy...
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… and then paste into a Gingko card. Alternatively you could (1) Zoom into a chapter that you want
to copy, (2) double click the list title to make sure everything expands, (3) Alt+click on the list title to
select all contents and then Ctrl+C.
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2. Visualize your Markdown as HTML
When you create a new card in Gingko or double click on one, you’re in “Edit Mode”. You can write
in Markdown within a card (or paste) and then toggle back to “View Mode” where you see the same
card as HTML. Inline links, headers, typographical emphases, etc. become visible:

Your content now looks closer to its end format. It’s great to actually see your inline images!
TIP: If you hit the “F” key while viewing a particular card, you can toggle full-screen mode. Your work
is a breeze to scan over this way.

3. Backup all WorkFlowy chapters
In the following screenshot, you’ll see that in the 1st column, I have my book section titles. In the 2nd
column I have my chapter titles, and in the 3rd, I have the contents of each chapter within its own
Gingko card:
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While transferring my chapters to Gingko to get each of them into a Word document, I’m essentially
creating a backup copy of my WorkFlowy data. This is not what I’m primarily after with Gingko, but it
is a great side effect.
Besides my data in WorkFlowy, I also have a backup of my work in Dropbox. If you have a WorkFlowy
Pro account, you can choose to have everything backed up to Dropbox once a day. WorkFlowy will
save a lightweight .txt file each and every day. Now I also have Gingko in the mix for my book writing.

4. Export from Gingko to MS Word
Whichever chapter or section you’d like to export, just make sure you’ve clicked on the parent card
you want. Then hit the cog icon at the top right of the interface > Export…
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There are a range of options. Select “Word document (docx)” and “Current card and subcards”. Almost
instantly a Word document will download to your disk. Our job is done here. Except…
If you’re extra paranoid about backups and you have Evernote, you can drop the Word documents
you’ve generated into an “Import Folder”. This is an Evernote Windows Client feature. Anything you
drop into a specific Import Folder on your desktop will sync to an Evernote notebook of your choice.
Another option for getting data into Evernote would be to use the Evernote Web Clipper to clip an
HTML page that Gingko can generate (as seen in Gingko’s export options dialog box).
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Word to InDesign

Just like a werewolf undergoes his transformation at full moon, so it is with the metamorphosis
of our Word documents with their images as we import them into InDesign: we need the right
conditions to pull it off. Especially for images. I’m really stretching this reference.
This part is well-documented on the web. No shortage of information there. But what I’m going to
run you through in this chapter is a very simple, yet specialized workflow for getting your images
(and text) from Word to InDesign AND unembedding all embedded images.

First things first
When you place a Word document with images into InDesign, the images are embedded. This
means that your images are housed within the InDesign document itself as opposed to being
linked to. One might argue that if your images are embedded, you don’t end up with missing
links, because the images won’t get misplaced. But the down side of embedding images directly
into InDesign is that your document becomes large and sluggish - which is a pain to work with.
So there’s a plus to linking to images on your disk instead: a lightweight document. Also, you can
edit your images outside of InDesign and have those changes show in your ID document. So… we’re
going to unembed the images that get embedded when you place a Word document into InDesign.

Placing into InDesign
NOTE: If you run into problems with InDesign crashing when you place/ import a Word document,
I’ve found that converting a .docx document to .doc and then placing it into InDesign got me
around a lot of hurdles and heartache. In Word: File > Save As > .doc:
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1. In InDesign: Hit the Ctrl+D keyboard shortcut to place a document. Find your document and
open it.

2. Click on your Links panel and you’ll see a list of your embedded images. Select all of your

embedded images and right click or go to the Links Panel menu and select “Unembed Link”.
Select “No” from the subsequent popup dialog box.

3. Choose a folder destination where InDesign can offload your images and re-link to them.
You may want to create a new Dropbox folder if that’s part of your workflow.

Here’s a quick video by David Blatner, which makes the above process as clear as day. He also
explains how to extract images from a Word document by changing your Word document file
extension to a .zip file (if you have a different workflow in mind).
Another method of extracting your images from a Word document: File > Save as > web page. This
will extract your images to an .htm file on your desktop. The difference with this method being that
your file names will be numbered sequentially… and you don’t have to rename your Word document.
Now you have your images in the right place in InDesign relative to your text. You can then go ahead
and resize them and add any effects if you wish. What were once mere Markdown inline image links
in WorkFlowy are now images on your disk, automatically linked to from your InDesign document.
There’s a little more to come on InDesign in the Book Writing chapter. There I’ll give you tips that will
automate your InDesign Character and Paragraph Styles, giving you complete control so that you
don’t have to manually style any of your text. I’ve also got some singular WorkFlowy tag strategies to
add to your InDesign paragraph styling workflow.
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From start to finish

It goes without saying that Markdown formatting is but one of the biggies moving forward however, this section is not limited to Markdown dynamics. There’s a lot for everyone here.
This section presents a rudimentary book-writing workflow. It goes through some tips and tricks I’ve
learned while writing 2 books in WorkFlowy, which have saved me a lot of headaches further down
the road. By the way - I’m sure you’ve gathered that much of what I’ve been outlining is, of course,
geared towards a self-publishing effort.
Keeping your blueprint in WorkFlowy and putting some checks and balances in place allows your
work to be transformable, flexible, pliable. Zero manual reformatting down the road. The things I’m
going to talk about allow you to have complete automated control of your writing. Putting checks
and balances in place involves foreplanning and anticipating the end platform/ tool you’re going to
use to publish your work. We’ve already dealt with most of the basics in the previous section, and,
in fact, this entire book. This section is the cherry on top. We’re going to be looking at a number of
strategies that address the following:

• Consolidating scattered ideas into book chapters

• Reducing clutter and working in a distraction-free environment
• Keeping track of writing metrics
• Editing and revision tags

• Cutting down on errors with a “Continuity Checklist”

• Dealing with internal (InDesign) book links right from within WorkFlowy
• Creating InDesign Paragraph style tags in WorkFlowy

• Transforming any Markdown formatting element into any InDesign style we want

We’ve already long since started out on this Markdown journey. It’s time to finish strong.
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Ideation and a
tag index
Hey - I’m on to something!
Whether it’s fiction or non-fiction you’re into, I think much of this will resonate with everyone:
When ideas come, they come… and there’s no stopping them. By now you already know that
WorkFlowy is of immeasurable help in getting ideas and concepts out of your head and arranging
them, expanding on them and reworking them. Outlining individual idea snippets is child’s play.
Organizing them into one coherent whole is a different beast altogether. Your lists can soon become
unwieldy, especially if your writing project is ambitious. It always is.
So you might begin to record your thoughts without much forethought as to structure. At the most
basic, you might have a run-on list of ideas and inspiration, which keeps growing… until one day you
feel that it’s time to take the bull by the horns and actually start writing for real. That’s the way this
book started…
Over several months I started to record my brainwave ideas while using WorkFlowy. Every time I
expanded my use of the app to include more of my life’s organization, I came up with ideas that I
thought might be useful to others. I gave myself high fives followed by fist pumps and heel clicking.
You know, the usual stuff… followed by the outlining part, as I hacked away at my keyboard. The
result: over 100 outlines/ lists of varying sizes and complexities. Let me show you real quick how I got
things organized. This might be helpful to you…

1. Give your ideas a name - let the tagging begin
I had a very basic tag index at the top of my WorkFlowy book list. That simply helped me to quickly
access popular topics I needed to expand upon, such as ideas about tagging… but most of my ideas
were scattered with no method to the madness. That’s the nice thing about a run-on list… you just
get your ideas down. But the moment arrives when you need to tag everything. So here’s the nobrainer:
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• Go through each item on your list and give it a tag. Anything that makes sense. It could be a
concept, a feature, a plot device or trope, a character, etc. Tag everything.

2. Create a tag index
Here’s a snippet from the early stages of my organization:

The “master list” I was referring to is a tag index at the very top of my list, as pictured below:

Above, I’m filtering for outlines written up on keyboard shortcuts.

3. Set up discrete sections/ parent lists
One by one, filter for each tag in your tag index and nest all your results under a new list title. This
will pull those lists in from wherever they are located and consolidate them under one parent list.
Here I filter for all my lists about tags and then I nest them under a “TAGS” parent list:
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4. Explode all your tags
Since we now have discrete sections, (and if this works for you) you can go ahead and explode your
tags (Alt-Click) and collapse your list:
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5. The end result
A list of consolidated features, topics, ideas, etc. to write about:

In the end, for this book, I took no less than 108 random, preliminary lists and slotted them into
the 17 categories shown above. I was then able to draw on these lists as I wrote up my chapters.
Obviously there was still a lot of renaming and reshuffling to do. For instance, I spread the topic on
“tags” throughout multiple sections of this book… but as least those lists were in one place I could
reference.
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Ghost Bullets

I suspect this might be one of your pet peeves too: when I used to write in WorkFlowy, I almost
always had a trailing list of ideas below my writing space - sometimes the product of brainstorming,
sometimes outlines pulled in from my Backlogged section or even just thoughts bombarding me at
the time that I had to jot down. Something like this:

I used to furiously hit Enter half a dozen times to push that material further down the screen and
out of my field of focus. Somewhere, anywhere away from where the writing zone was. Only thing is,
a string of trailing bullet points did not give me zen-like feelings.
One solution I’ve made part of my workflow, is to set up a “Ghost Bullet”, which is basically a parent
node without a title (just 3 suspensive points), under which I nest any material I’d like to expand on
at a later stage. One can expand the Ghost Bullet to pull out the next snippet to write about…
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… and then collapse it for a distraction-free writing experience:

When your Ghost Bullet is collapsed, of course, you just have this premonition that something is
lurking there beneath the surface: There’s a gray aura, just as with any collapsed parent node.
Of course you could just zoom into any list to focus, but maybe your writing doesn’t have a heading
and maybe you don’t want to write in large print.
TIP: If you’re an ultra minimalist, you could “complete” your Ghost Bullet (Ctrl+Enter) and then hide it.
Your backlogged material remains completely hidden from sight until you summon it again. From
there you can drag any material you want into your writing area and then hide the Ghost Bullet
again. To hide/ show your completed lists, toggle Ctrl+O.
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I’ve set up a PhraseExpress Hotkey that automates the creation of a Ghost Bullet with
its nested lists for me. All I do is place my cursor on the first line of a list of items and hit
Ctrl+Down Arrow. From there I have the entire list nested and collapsed into a Ghost Bullet,
and a new bullet created above it, ready to write. I’ve included this Hotkey in the .pxp files I’m
sharing with you. Here’s an Animated GIF that shows you some Hotkey magic: The creation
of a Ghost Bullet with one keyboard shortcut. All I did in the GIF was place my cursor and hit
Ctrl+Down Arrow. Nothing more.
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Metric tags

Word-count tag
You may already be tracking how many words you write per day as a motivational device, together
with whatever productivity system you have going. I’ve tracked my daily word count while writing
this book - religiously. It’s a very useful indication of progress. Although some days I’ve written less
because I put in more time creating screenshots, etc., without the word count, a book doesn’t get
written… or published. Here’s how I do it:
I tag all new lists written up each day with a “#word-count” tag at the time of writing. At the end of
every day, I simply filter for my #word-count tags, expand or zoom into the lists in question… copy
my text over to an online word counter and record any stats it churns out.
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This little hack is especially useful for keeping track of non-linear writing (jumping around from
one outline to another) if ideas need to be put down before continuing with the narrative of your
primary focus. This helps to track your overall progress for the day.

• Here’s a great online word counter.

• If you forget to delete your tags from the previous day before continuing with your writing,
all you need to do is filter for all #word-count tags and include your “last-changed:” operator
parameters. Then you can go ahead and explode the now obsolete tags.

• Here’s a shared WorkFlowy list of my word count and Pomodori for each day writing this
book.

Estimate tags
Once you have your material/ chapters outlined, you can tag your up-and-coming backlogged work
with “Estimate” tags to establish a baseline. Although, in my case, not very accurate, I do know the
minimum amount of time I have to put in to get the job done. I almost always spend more time
doing something than I estimate (I don’t think I’m alone on this one). It’s an interesting exercise in
expectations. With a bit of experience now, I usually have to add on at least 40% more time to my
estimate to make it a more realistic guesstimate.

1. First, decide on your unit of measurement. I’ve chosen to go with 25-minute Pomodori.
2. Run through your backlogged outlines and add an “#est-” tag (and value) to each:
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3. For my book sections, I add a “#G-est-” tag, which is the sum of all the chapter estimate tags:

4. As you can see above, if you pop just the tag prefix into your tag index, you can filter for all
instances throughout your lists.
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Editing and
revision tags
There’s a set of tags you’ll be thankful for when wrapping up a volume of work. This is where we
tie up loose ends and finally get our work out into the wild. Basically, from the start of your project,
you’ll need to come up with a tag to address any anomaly or action that needs to be taken further
down the road. Here’s a small set of mine for this book:

Base tags and suffixes
A tag like “#edit” speaks for itself: Anything that needs editing when the time is right. However, you
can also specify exactly what needs editing. When you filter globally for your tag, any suffix attached
to your base tag will give a brief pointer as to what editing you had in mind at the time of writing:

• #edit-list-order, #edit-reference, #edit-icon, #edit-simplify, #edit-shared-list

The same can be done for #link tags… or any other tag you’re going to reference come time to wrap
things up. The key is to tag any loose ends you choose to deal with later. That way you can batch like
tasks together and get into a rhythm with more focused workflows.
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A continuity/ error
checklist
If you’re the type that stops everything you’re doing to right all of the wrongs in your writing as they
come to your attention, you may appreciate this tip which will keep you focused on the work at
hand.
The tiny details bug me: Capitalization, commas, apostrophes, spelling variations, etc. For instance,
“dialogue box” vs. “dialog box”. I’m bound to make the same absent-minded mistakes at least a
couple of times during the course of a book with hundreds of pages. So my strategy is to keep on
top of things now, do my best to minimize careless mistakes… and keep a checklist of items to
search for and fix right at the very closing stages of my writing. Here’s a small list of my particular
issues:
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As you can see, I’m mostly preoccupied with continuity. A volume of work will never be perfect… but
I’m going to at least be mindful of those things that don’t escape my attention… and have a plan.
The plan is very simple: run through my checklist at the close of my book to root out any of the
problems presented. I’ve already knocked a few things off my list. I couldn’t help it. But I’m getting
better at adding to my list and dealing with it later.
You’ll notice that in my breadcrumb navigation bar in the above image, my list is nested under
Backlogged > Later. Later is the intention. I can set my mind at ease and continue with the job at
hand without the niggling feeling that I’m letting something slip through the cracks. I hope this
streamlines your workflow some.
I like to consider myself meticulous… but alas, I make far more mistakes than I realize. While doing a
sweep for errors with the use of “its” and “it’s”, I had to correct 11 instances out of 267. That’s a 4% error
rate.
If you’re searching for variations of a word or variations in terminology, you may want to use the “OR”
operator to filter for all instances: “it’s OR its”, “keyword OR “key word””, “Pro OR Premium”, etc. Killing
2 birds with one stone is always a plus.
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Internal InDesign book
links in WorkFlowy

We’ve looked at Markdown formatting for inline links in WorkFlowy. Those inline links are for external
hyperlinks. They connect to a web source outside of your final document. But how about internal
links that point to a “text anchor” in another part of your document? Of course, those ultimately
need to be set up on your publishing platform itself. But we can expedite that process within
WorkFlowy, so that come time to export our data to, say, InDesign, we needn’t do a whole lot of
back-and-forth searching to locate where we want to create hyperlinks to text anchors. You see, you
are most likely more familiar with and can navigate your WorkFlowy lists/ chapters a lot quicker than
searching within an InDesign document/ multiple documents. If that makes a whole lot of sense to
you, this is how I do it:

1. Create twin tags in WorkFlowy
What you want to do is create a set of (unidentical) twin tags that can help you locate the 2 points
you want to link in your final document:

• (i) Create a set of random alphanumeric tags by keying in any letter and number
combination. For instance: #w7d8df.
• (ii) Add an “-HL” suffix to the one twin tag to indicate an embedded hyperlink.

• (iii) Add an “-HLD” suffix to the other twin tag which indicates the hyperlink destination (your
text anchor).

• So you would tag your hyperlink text with, say, #w7d8df-HL and your hyperlink
destination text with #w7d8df-HLD. See?… unidentical twins.
• By filtering for the hyperlink tag in WorkFlowy’s search box, you’ll also get the destination tag
(See image below).

• Your hyperlink destination text/ text anchor might connect from more than one hyperlink if
it’s a popular reference point in your book. In that case, it would have multiple tags...
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• Of course, you can only reference a portion of text that has already been written - so if you

know you’re going to expand on something further down the road in an as-of-yet unwritten
chapter, you can simply add a #link-HL tag next to your hyperlink text and create the
alphanumeric twin tags once all is said and done.

2. Find your twin tags in InDesign
• (i) Hit Ctrl+F in InDesign and filter for “-HLD” without the quotes. This will give you all of your
text anchor points where you want to create new hyperlink destinations.

• (ii) Focus in on your first text anchor point, highlight the text you want to link to and Right
Click > Interactive > New Hyperlink Destination.

• (iii) Select “Text Anchor”. Your “Name” should already reflect your selected text:

• (iv) Once you’ve created your hyperlink destination, cut (copy and delete) any of the adjoining
tags and hit Ctrl+F again. Paste your tag into the “Find What” field, delete the “D” suffix and
search for the corresponding “-HL” tag:
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• (v) Select your text you want to create a hyperlink from, Right Click > Interactive > New

Hyperlink. Select “Text Anchor” in the “Link To” field… and in the “Text Anchor” field, select the
hyperlink destination that was created just moments ago:

• (vi) You can also go ahead and format your hyperlink text as you wish. Maybe a little bit of
color to indicate that a hyperlink exists.

• (vii) Delete your adjoining “-HL” tag.
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InDesign paragraph
style tags in WorkFlowy

Just in case you thought Markdown formatting did not give as much latitude as you would have
hoped for, here’s a very basic example of how a simple tag in WorkFlowy can transform all of your
paragraphs tagged with such in InDesign, into any Paragraph Style you’re after…
In another book I’ve been writing, I decided to give all of my geeky references a 0.1875 inch indent at
the left margin so that I could add a green guiding line:

Of course, I figured it would make my life a heck of a lot easier if I were to indicate which paragraphs
needed indenting at the time of writing in WorkFlowy - as opposed to having an extra element to
keep in mind as I made one final sweep of my InDesign document. So what I did was include an
inconspicuous #gk tag at the end of every paragraph in WorkFlowy that was a geeky reference.

Find/ Change
Once again, we turn to the Find/ Change utility in InDesign. What I do is search for all instances of
my #gk tag:
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I include the parameters of the Paragraph Style I’m after in the “Change Format” field and hit the
“Change All” button. All of the paragraphs where my #gk tag appears are transformed to the exact
styling I’ve stipulated.

• Your “Query” can be saved for future use with other documents before you exit the dialog
box.

• You can delete all instances of any tag via the Find/ Change feature by leaving the “Change
To” and “Change Format” fields blank and hitting the “Change All” button.
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Markdown elements
to any InDesign style

There are loads of ways to get your Markdown writing into its final publishing format. I’ve just
happened to take the MS Word hop, skip and jump - mostly because of my need to “pull” my inline
images in from their source. Also, Word plays nicely with InDesign - on a good day. A number of
chapters back I mentioned a switch that we could flip to transform our markdown formatting into
any style we wanted whatsoever. Well, this is that chapter. And it’s a breeze.
Markdown gives us the uniformity we need. It helps us to establish predictable parameters. We then
saw in a previous chapter how the online Gingko app effortlessly transforms our Markdown writing
into Word documents. Each Markdown element is converted to a specific font with specific font
sizes. These are what we’re going to harness moving forward. For example:

• Header 1 - Calibri, Bold, 18 pt

• Header 2 - Calibri, Bold, 16 pt
• Body text - Cambria, 12 pt

Blockquotes, headers, code blocks, lists, links, emphasis, etc. are all distinct elements with their own
formatting. We go from plain-text Markdown formatting…

… to MS Word…
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… to InDesign, where we tell InDesign to convert one element to any other element of our choice:

We can instruct InDesign to give us specific fonts, font sizes, paragraph spacing, text color, etc.
What’s more, we can automate the process from Word to InDesign, such that we needn’t mess
with individual paragraphs. We just flip the switch. There are 2 distinct ways to import from Word to
InDesign. This is going to be real brief, since there is a bit of a learning curve with InDesign which is
beyond the scope of this book. If you have a basic working knowledge of InDesign, this process is a
piece of cake…

(A) Word Import Options utility
Depending on your versions of Word and InDesign, you may pull this one off without any hitches.
To import a Word document into InDesign, you need to “Place” it: Ctrl+D or File > Place. Select
“Show Import Options” and open your Word file. Select “Customize Style Import” and hit the “Style
Mapping” button. Also, don’t forget to check “Import Inline Graphics”.
From there on, it’s just a matter of setting your own InDesign Styles for each incoming Word Style:

Once you’ve hit “OK”, save that set of import Style changes by hitting the “Save Preset” button.
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(B) The Find/ Change utility
If your needs are more complex or you’re having a bad day with “Style Name Conflicts”, the Find/
Change tool is an incredibly powerful option. I’ve chosen to go this route:

• First of all, you’ll need to copy-paste the contents of your Word Document directly into
InDesign.

• Use the Ctrl+F shortcut to bring up your Find/ Change tools:

In the above example, you’ll see that I am going to find the Cambria Italic format document-wide
and change it to Montserrat Hairline 10.5 pt, skew angle 15°. The reason I need to go this route is that
the Montserrat family font I’m using (a free alternative to the Gotham font - which costs an arm and
a leg) does not have Italic… so I have to create a false Italic by using InDesign’s “Skew” option. This is
where InDesign’s Find/ Change utility takes the cake.

• When setting up your search queries, you can make use of your pre-created Paragraph and

Character styles… or set them up from scratch. Just make sure that you’ve loaded your Styles
into your new document beforehand so that they are accessible.

• Speaking of which, Paragraph and Character styles do not carry over to new documents

automatically. That information is saved in your individual InDesign documents. The notable
difference with your Find/ Change queries is that they are saved to InDesign itself and are
accessible across all documents. However, once again, if you’ve made use of any of those
styles within your Find/ Change queries, you’ll need to load them into your new documents
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first in order for your queries to work the way you planned.

• You can set up and save a “checklist” of Find/ Change queries to run through. My one piece
of advice here is to be very specific with the font size you’re finding and changing. You
don’t want to inadvertently change another element from the same font family but with a
different font size. Capish?

And that’s a wrap!
I hope these final chapters have given you some solid tools that you can graft into your workflow.
You may have come along for part of the journey or gone the whole distance. Either way, I hope
I’ve managed to impart the simplicity (and the necessity) of Markdown writing - especially owing
to WorkFlowy’s simple formatting options. Getting WorkFlowy aesthetics to look exactly the way
you want (Stylish Chapter) and having your writing be scalable/ transferable are musts. I hope I’ve
made a compelling case for Markdown and how it opens up all the possibilities in the world for
doing absolutely all of your writing in WorkFlowy. It would be a crying shame to utilize WorkFlowy
for only, say, your book outlines. Now there’s no excuse not to go the whole 9 yards. And then there’s
the thing about “Walter Bishop’s brain” - it sure helps to have all (or most of) our information in one
place.
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Best of you

In one of the final episodes of Star Trek (TNG), “Emergence”, a series of bizarre events leads Lt. Data
to theorize, “Unlikely as it may sound, I believe the Enterprise may be forming an intelligence.” Upon
arrival at the MacPherson Nebula, the newly emergent life form leaves the Enterprise… and in a
subsequent conversation about its nature, Captain Picard gives his take: “The intelligence that was
formed didn’t just come out of the ship’s systems. It came from us. Our mission records, personal logs,
holodeck programs, our fantasies. If our experiences with the Enterprise have been honorable, can’t we
trust that the sum of those experiences will be the same?”

All my life - Win or lose
When your WorkFlowy database grows in size and dimension, it becomes very much a reflection
of everything you are: your plans, thoughts, ambitions, hopes and cognitive reasoning processes.
It offers more than a glimpse into our lives - both looking back and looking forward. Here’s to
WorkFlowy broadening things for us. Here’s to the sum of our experiences being rich, productive and
fulfilling ones.
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Next year

Like a relentless zombie I’m coming back with a 2nd edition - mid 2016 tops. I’ve got some
additional sections to tack on. Good thing you gave me your email when you purchased this book…
that way I can send you a complimentary download link when any future edition come out.

Enough Space
Here are a couple of substantive sections I’ve already got outlined:

• METACOGNITION - Thinking about thinking in WorkFlowy

• READ YOUR MIND - Book reading and research in WorkFlowy

• OXYGENATE YOUR BRAIN - Tracking your workouts in WorkFlowy
• MIND MELD - Sharing and collaborating with WorkFlowy

In addition, we’ll also be looking at loads of tips and strategies for WorkFlowy on mobile device,
a mega tip for a small hangup, importing and exporting, archiving of tasks and workflows for
translating.
Then there are the lists I’m planning to share: public domain literature classics, an expanded TVseries subtitle database, handy Alt code and Unicode character reference lists…

This is a call
I’d love to hear about more WorkFlowy dynamics from some of you smart people which apply to use
cases across the board. Without a doubt, there’s way, way more to uncover - many more unturned
stones. If you’ve got some great stuff that you wouldn’t mind me potentially including in the 2nd
edition of this book, please drop me a line and we’ll start sharing some WorkFlowy lists.
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Big me

BIG ME
If you’d like to connect with me, here are a couple of avenues:

• Here’s my About (me) page on my blog, complete with a recent mug shot.

• On the same blog, Productivity Mashup, you’ll be assaulted with more geeky than you may

be able to stomach. Through my posts I try to get more at the spare parts and concepts that
can salvaged from productivity systems than ready-made systems themselves.

• You’ll easily find my Facebook and Twitter details there. Also, I’d take it as a massive
compliment if you were to subscribe to email updates for my blog posts.

Anything for 3 strips of gold-pressed latinum
I’d very much welcome being featured by those of you who write, blog or do podcasts. Drop me
a line at frankman777@gmail.com. This book project of mine, coupled with my blog have been
mammoth attempts at making a better life for my family and I - not unlike many of you.
Happy outlining!

